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Dear Redder,
When our staff first got together to create YOUR yearbook, we struggled for a theme.
We opened it up to the community for your input, and what you gave us was exactly what
we needed - diversity! We received hundreds of suggestions, and no two were alike. It
started us thinking... this is exactly what Santa Clara has become - diverse. We arc all
unique and different with individual skills and talents that, when brought together at
Santa Clara, make a community unlike any other. We are a diverse community of individu-
als working together, having fun together, and growing together in academics,
extracuriculars, and faith. There is no reason why we should have to pick one theme to
represent a community such as this.
We set out to represent YOU, each and every member of our Santa Clara community. It was
not an easy road, though. We had a young, new staff ea^er to %ct to work on computers that
did not cooperate. Wc had ideas that somehow never made their way onto paper, and others
that exceeded all expectations. We put in long hours, especially on weekends, and labored
tirelessly to ensure that every inch of this book showed the dedication and heart that went into
making it.
o
That said, we hope you enjoy this book that we worked so hard to create - tor YOU. We did
our best to incorporate as many community members as possible, through quotes, captions,
and photographs. Having over 60 pages of color added a splash of creativity and brightness,
but it is your ideas, your input, and your photographs that make this book and Santa Clara
University shine amidst all other colleges. Santa Clara is a school focused on the education of
the whole person - mind, body, and spirit. This is visible in our daily lives, and it is this
essence that keeps us youthful and connected as one community... it is this essence that keeps
us true to ourselves and our beliefs. Our purpose this year was to represent YOU... the
Santa Clara student, and I hope you feel wc have done just that.
Thank you for being YOU and inspiring creativity for those around you. I hope you enjoy
YOUR yearbook!
Best wishes for the iuturc!
Diane Varm
Editor-in-Chief, The Redwood
2002-02
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Being the oldest standing building on campus, Santa Clara University housed its
students in O'Connor Hall long before the current residence halls were built. The
first floor were beds and on the second floor was a theater.
Creating California's first state park in 1901 while saving the Santa Clara
Redwoods, Robert Kenna, S.J. and Andrew P. Hill were dedicatd the "Santa
Clara" Redwood tree. Thus because the name of Santa Clara's yearbook in 1903.
Home to students of all years, many people would be sur-
prised to know that Swig was originally meant to be built for
the USC campus in Los Angeles. No Wonder It's So Tall!
The basement of O'Connor Hall was the first site of Santa
Clara's bookstore... much smaller in the 20's than the one we
have today.
"My fireiAman year I reaeved my mdtf valuable fouqueP
&jf rem.
"
- Barbara Hilt, Claw otf 19X0
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Distracting SCU males since 1965
Girls were first allowed to enroll in 1965, 110 years
after Santa Clara became the first established univer-
sity in CA!
A BLAST FROM THE PAST
A vintage football program from 1923, back when
the Broncos ruled all, or at least trounced Saint
Mary's!
Well wasn't that lucky!
A sign of good luck dating back to medieval Eu-
rope, the "accidental" foot prints of a dog crossing
the tiles on the floor of the St. Francis Chapel can
still be seen today.
Who knew?
The lawn between Mayor Theater and O'Connor
Hall, a nice place for a picnic, quick study session, or
nap, is actually the final resting place of mission
workers, their pets, and thousands of Santa Clara
community members.
the historyofstudent life
1876-1901: Students gatherfor a meal in a
dining room built during the Civil War.
1876-1901: "The Ship" was lined with 130
beds on the first floor and had a theater
located on the second story.
1913: During this time, students were
expected to wake up with a given signal and
be in bed by 9:45 PM.
1986: Students enjoying somefree time in
their dorm rooms in the Walsh Hall.
1
1989: The Alameda closed to the public and
yielded to landscaping in 1994.
"Santa Ctara '$ dLwrUtij< tt iie^nning- Pe reject the cvmmunMj< and wcietij*. " - Ctaudi,a Airtta- Martin
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Student Life Divider
A Fresh Start Bright and early on Freshman move-in day, Alameda South Graduate Resident Director Matt Ander-son and 3rd floor Community Facilitator Mike Pittman give the new freshman their keys and
point them towards their new home.
At Summer Orientation, incoming freshmen
looked forward to their first year in college. Starting
from the President and Provost's welcome, they were
presented with advice, challenges, and endless op-
portunities for the year to come. Giving them a taste
of academia, students met with their Residential
Learning Communities and discussed their summer
reading. Next, they learned about all of SCU's aca-
demic requirements. Rising early, freshman had a
full day of advisor meetings, class registration, and
jumping fully-clothed into the Leavey Pool. Despite
being presented with an amazing amount of infor-
mation, the real rewards of Orientation were the new
friendships that were made and a sense of enthusi-
asm for school to start.
The incoming freshmen returned to SCU in
the fall for Welcome Weekend, which showcased the
University's community strength. This year, 200 vol-
unteers moved the freshmen class into their residence
halls in under five hours. The freshmen and their
parents were extremely appreciative of the help they
received, as displayed in the words of praise and
thanks many parents offered up after their children
settled into their newfound homes. Welcome Week-
end volunteers helped make that big college transi-
tion a more comfortable experience.
On Sunday, the rest of the campus joined the
freshmen and Santa Clara University was filled with
personality again after a long summer break. After
upperclassmen had somewhat settled back into their
rooms, students gathered in Santa Clara Mall to pe-
ruse all of the tables that the CSOs and other clubs
had set up. It was an energy filled night complete
with a live concert, tables giving away candy and
sno-cones, and students eager for a new year. Over-
all, the transition to the 2002-2003 school year ran
smoothly and provided students with an opportu-
nity to feel welcome and become involved.
- Danielle Plug, '05
Eager to offer Christian fel-
lowship to new students on
campus, Ross Dwyer, Akil
Foderingham, Jen Taillon,
Haunani Nakabara and Meta
Anderson of CORE, man their
table at the Kick-Off event.
"OrientaUm waifreap, to thatI qutokty made'(jrtendi to and vuP &(j mij R-LC. " -Jew Sfone
10 Orientation / Welcome Weekend
Their decorative sign prominent,
members of the Asian Pacific Student
Union (APSU) offer beverages and
information about their club.
In a scene of controlled mayhem, hun-
dreds of freshman students watch
their belongings be emptied onto the
sidewalks and curb-sides and trans-
ported into their new homes by eager
and welcoming volunteers.
Andrea Craig, Alison Kalis,
Karin Bencala, Sarina
Passarelli, and Jen Hernandez
of the Women's Rugby team
gather to show enthusiasm &
recruit players.
SCU EMS volunteers attempt
to recruit new EMTs and help
students understand the medi-
cal services available to them
when Cowell closes. SCU EMS
also offers pre-med students an
opportunity to gain experience
in the medical field.
Student Life
Megan Kakadelas hustles
out onto the field hoping
to give her team a lead in
the Women'sSoccergame
against San Diego State.
Santa Clara - 3
San Diego State -
The Men's Soccer team
waits patiently to be intro-
duced before playing
against San Diego State
University during Bronco
Blowout.
Olivia Stelte, '06
"All the activities that were
put on were so much fun
and a lot of people came to
show their support. Even
the excitement at thegames
xoas definitely a reminder
ofhow great this school re-
ally is and how wonderful
the people are.
"
Margaret Shafer, Joan
Simon, and Emily
Thorburn head off to the
Bronco to participate in
APB's Dating Game, just
one of many events that
took place this week.
Erin Sharpe has made her
match. She was the lucky
lady chosen to represent
the Women's Soccer team
during the Dating Game.
12 Bronco Blowout
Bronco Blowout
A new tradition loaded with school spitit
Bronco Blowout was the first main events of the 2002-
2003 year. Every day of the week had different activities
:rom Battle of the Bands on Sunday to the Dating Game on
mother day. "This was the first year we could decorate
3enson, and a lot of students enjoyed it," said Chris
^frommer, Assistant Director of APB. "It's a great new tradi-
lon. We are planning on having winter and spring blowouts,
md perhaps more and more students will come and have a
^ood time." Bronco Blowout is not only to promote the
ithletics, but also pump up school spirit. It's a student ori-
ented event, and hopefully will get bigger every year.
Hundreds of students from all
classes showed up at different
activities throughout the course
of the week. The center of all
these activities was The Bronco,
which has become an even
more popular hangout in its
second year of existance.
The three lucky Bachelors
await questions from host Tho-
mas Connelly and Bachlorette
Erin Sharpe. The Dating Game
was by far the most attended
and most enjoyed activity of
the week.
Chris Bucka and the Ruff Riders
came and showed their support at
both the Men and Women's Soc-
cer game. Afterwards, they all
rallied at Stuff Pizza for a post-
game celebration.
Not only the Santa Clara students
showed up at the Soccer Games.
Friends and family members made
an appearance at the game to show
their support and encouragement
for the teams and the school.
We had Mtt&uA acttrttiei Uke a cmcerf, a race, and m decer,
fomdati&n fo the tj<ear. I waigiad fo iee Mdentt cmon
ryvne.,, tiwaba great
- Kayta Viik&w-
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Education for a Sustainable Future (ESF)
As members of the Education for a Sustainable Future RLC, you will
study, experience, and explore what that means globally and locally,
including right here on the Santa Clara campus. You will go on to have
children, buy material goods, and vote. How you raise your children,
spend your money, and cast your ballot will be shaped by the
education you receive today. Hence, Education for a Sustainable
Future's various academic and co-curricular activities, as well as its
informal social events, will all work toward applying best practices for
a sustainable, quality life on the campus and in the world.
Xavier
"1 don 't really think ofliving offcampus as a disadvantage because 1 am so involved with my
RLC. We go on field trips and do a lot of social events as a group. The best part is that I have
made a lot of friends from my RLC."
- Jennifer Ha, '06
' Xavier is a really tight-knit group.
Even/one knows everybody else's
name. It's great. We are so com-
fortable with one another that we
keep our doors open. Within the
RLC I have made a lot of close
friends that 1 believe will be my
friends for a long time.
- Ryan Dote, '06
Xavier takes its cue from the University's strategic plan with its vision of education the whole
person in solidarity with the real world, which today is a global reality. As Peter-Hans Kolvenbach,
S.J., the Superior General of the Society of Jesus, states in an address at Santa Clara: "Tomorrow's
'whole person' cannot be whole without an educated awareness of society and culture with which
to contribute socially, generously, in the real world. Tomorrow's
whole person must have, in brief, a well-educated solidarity".
^^ k n , In Xavier you will have the opportunity to analyze the structures
** ^^\ \ of ongoing globalization, explore the implications of global soli-
darity, plan an alternative spring break house-build ing in Mexico,
meet with students who have studied abroad, and participate in
the University-wide Institute on Globalization.
Loyola
Designed to educate the whole person in the Jesuit tradition, the
Loyola community brings together faculty and students around an
innovative program that integrates Core courses, community-based
learning, Catholic Studies, and residential education. Whether you
are tutoring children at a local shelter, analyzing the religious
imagination in Renaissance art, planning a floor liturgy with your
friends, or sharing a late-night conversation after a film or concert,
you will enjoy a wide range of opportunities to explore the place of
faith and justice in our world.
owaffwet?/. mft?/ffawed a/idfairfacta? Jfatfufc. Ufc i/ifcracf
''mr/tqf- faeuf/z fife. " - /term tfctidura, '05
14 Residential Learning Communities
" / love the Arts RLC. They allow so much
creativity which allows people to express who they
really are. I love the times when I can go to the
socials and enjoy myself with myfriends. It's a
relaxing time for me, and allows all the Arts
members to check in with each other. I also like
having some classes with my fellow Arts group
- Alexis Smith, '05
Do you think the Arts contain your way
of learning and self-expression? Are you
an actor in disguise? An artist, dancer,
musician, poetry or fiction writer or
"wanna be"? If you choose to be a pa it of
the SCU Arts Residential Learning Com-
munity, you will discover exciting op-
portunities to develop the talent within.
As an Arts RLC student, you will enroll
in Western Culture courses that provide
a unique historical view of the visual and
performing arts (Art History or Perfor-
mance and Culture), while taking linked
classes of your choosing—in art, dance,
music theater and /or creative writing
—
that give you hands-on experience.
The ALPHA Learning Community, the
University's longest-running Rl ,C, con-
tinues to derive its special identity from
its unique linkage of Core courses in the
humanities during the year. Tradition-
ally, this "Humanities'' RLC has fea-
tured special events such as lectures,
field trips, and interdisciplinary instruc-
tion, which help make sense of key first-
year courses by directly relating them to
ach other and to students' personal ex-
periences. Along the way, students de-
velop skills in critical thinking, writing,
and decision making, while taking ad-
vantage of the close-knit sense of com-
ri unity between themselves and faculty.
Al PHA <
---
<4
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"The Alpha RLC is .entered around the Stilt
humanities and is one ofthe bi^ ampus.
pied by
• ^ethers
informe
- Ankit Desdi, '06
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Communitas
"Communitas - (Latin): 1) joint posses-
sion or use, participation, partnership,
sharing; 2) social relationship, fellowship,
social tics, organized society; 3) kinship; 4)
obligingness." (Oxford Latin Dictionary)
The "Community" learning community
is not an exercise in redundancy, but a
society that introduces students to the
rich experiences Santa Clara University
has to offer. The four discrete academic
clusters associated with Communitas
will be linked by co-curricular activities,
programs, and resources. The classes in
these clusters approach the themes of
individualism, community, and citizen-
ship from the perspectives of the west-
ern tradition and the American experi-
ence, as well as from two professional
perspectives: business and engineering.
> I
Fi
ffcl
B Hm M
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Sydney Rea, Bianca Connoly, and Elizabeth
Ribera have a laugh inbetween studying foi
their class. Look out Rockettes, Communitaj
has kicks of their own. Jasmin Llamas, Ber
Johnson, Courtney Lautman, Jeff Sweetser, and
Michaela Calmey are ready to show off theii
stuff to the rest of their community.
ATOM
ATOM - Aristotle, Telescopes, Oscillo
scopes, and Microscopes - is the learning
community ofthe sciences . Studentswhe
have an interest in science, whether as i
major or just because they're curious
choose the ATOM Learning Commu
nity. Certainly science, mathematics, oi
engineering majors live in ATOM, bu
there are just as many arts, business, anc
humanities majors. Many students con
sider ATOM because of their excitemen
about Santa Clara's excellent environ
mental studies program.
While ATOM students are drawn frorr
every major on campus, they are con
nected by the common thread,of curios
ity about the workings of the natura
world around us.
16 Residential Learning Communities
Modern Perspcectives is a very close group. They
always have time for each other, and they have
become good friends with one another. They can
often be found in everybody else's room. Or if
the rooms are too small, they move out into the
hall drawing more and more people everyday.
Modern Perspectives
The Modern Perspectives Learning
Community acquaints students with
the issues that shape the contempo-
rary world.
"1 enjoy my Residential Learning Commu-
nity because there are many people that I
share classes with. It gives me a chance to
meet more people and get involved with my
group. This is a new experience for me since
this is my first year, but I like it. Maybe this
RLC will give me a chance to explore the
different variaties ofmany different classes.
"
- Yen Duong
The purpose of this learning commu-
nity is to help students cultivate the
sensitivities and skills required for citi-
zenship in a democratic society that is
ethnically diverse. The Unity Learning
Community strives to achieve this ob-
jective in two ways: by providing an
ethnically diverse residential environ-
ment, and by focusing academically on
multicultural and diversity issues.
"Unity has the atmosphere ofhome. It even
feels like home. It is very welcoming. It's
encouraging because people learnfrom each
other. Unity is definitelyfocuses on learn-
ing about our neighbors through variuos
afferent activities.
"
- Mauricio Joffre
Student Life 17
Casa Italiana
Casa Italiana is designed for the
students who wish to learn un-
der the Italian influence. They
must take a course that intro-
duces them to Italy and all its
wonders , and put on programs
for their fellow residents. When
they have time to spend to-
gether, they enjoy doing some-
thing recreational, like playing
pool, watching movies, or just
hanging out.
The Casa Community is a small, yetfriendly com-
munity, and the -programs and dinners allow us to
form this community.
Jason Chang, '03
The most awesome aspect ofCasa is all the spi}
people who live around me, because they have
such ubiquitous laughs.
Kathleen Tirg, '05
What are the benefits of being a part of an Upper Class RLC?
I love that I can go downstairs and there will be a lecture or cultural event that I can
attend and meet other studentsfrom the different communities without leaving my
building.
Janine Mans, '03
Being part of an upper class RLC gives a sense of the 'off-campus life' of cooking,
buying groceries, and cleaning your own bathroom, but at the same time, there is a
tight-knit family atmosphere.
Clara Chu, '03
Upper Ctau< RLC'b are great' tiudi/ atmMpherei becanie the^ are quteR - Wendcj- McG&wan
18 Upper Class RLC
I like the idea ofliving with myfriends, independently, in an apartment
style unit but still be a part of the community.
Janice Yee, '03
The best aspect ofSobrato is the sense ofcommunity that youfeelfrom
the other residents- it's a family-like atmosphere.
Lori Aintablian, '03
s • • rato
Sobrato is designated as the on-campus living quarters for both junior and senior
students. Located behind San Filippo and Graham, Sobrato offers students apart-
ment style living with the on campus attractions. The Alamedas are more like
traditional residence halls, but are located off campus near Mondo Burrito, offering
students a more distanced living and learning environment.
I consider the Alameda the original dorm because we aren't an RLC and we don't
have to stick to a theme. The Alameda is simply a dorm where students can just
chill and have a good time.
Kevin Brown, '04
TheAlame • it s
Ienjoy- tltrtnf in an upper dan RLC because the residents comprise o/j upperdassmen, toweretaw
have known Since I started here. - Peter Gamhoa
Upper Class RLC 19
Campus Housing
Another aspect of living is off campus.
Many of the students who lived in the
residence halls now want a smaller and
quieter living space. Khanh-Thy Nguyen
said, "I love living off campus because
there really is more freedom to do things
at your leisure. Also I share the house
with friends of mine and it's a good,
enjoyable living experience." Some say
that financially it is better and many agree
that they get more privacy. There are
many reasons, but when you get down to
the point, home is where you make it.
And for some students, living off cam-
pus is preferred to living on campus.
Local housing off campus can be found
farely easily. There are many fraternity
and sorority houses and houses where
friends split all the costs of living. Then
there are apartments or condos that are
near by as well. Some are well know just
for their looks and names such as Stucco
House, Yellow House, Ice House, and
Jamaica House. There are many options
to select from if you are looking for a
different living experience. So when the
time comes when yon are feeling the
need to live off campus ...where do you
think you want to live?
'§ campM' to Cmng- on camptik There Li- more
i
I~ e-irpecuttty (we the enjGtj'abUe atme.d l iphere. - Jame* Caftucci,
20 Off Campus Housing
Holli Ogle sits studying
last minute for her finals.
A quiet alternative to liv-
ing in the dorms is living
in an off campus house.
Ladies of the Alpha Phi
select to live in their Span-
ish style house. Not only
is this a living arrange-
ment, but also a fun social
environment. Many join
sororities or fraternities in
hopes to get housing. Al-
though it is exclusive,
many people try to get into
the fun.
Some houses are quiet in
the days, but they are a
non stop chaos at the
night. They even have ani-
mal representation such as
an elephant. But some
often prefer even smaller
living quarters such as an
apartment where they
only live with one other
person. They all have their
space, and it is not as cha-
otic compared to shared
housing or any other liv-
ing arrangement.
"The best things about living off
campus is that there are no RA's,
better food, and you can be as
loud as you want. I live with
three ofmyfriends and we have a
blast living offcampus together."
Erin Hurley '05
flfli&
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"1 like living off campus because
the rent is cheaper and you aren't
stuck to a dining plan. The place
I live in now is really close to
school and I only have to drive a
short distance everyday.
"
Mike Yip '03
'JVinft ofjfj campus 14 an epporUinitij' for freedom thaU/eu wvuldn 't> have living m camptik Thib ijear, I live with foth §-utp and§-irfc,
that lendi ifteljf W Wine entertaining utuati&nM. - Erica Milaneie
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diversity Diversity is an essential part of life whether we accept it or not. It is whathumankind is. Whether we distinguish ourselves by religion, ideology,
or apparent phenotypes, we collectively are the human race which is
what truly matters. We should make it our goal as students of Santa Clara University to embrace our differences and
see them not as something to dread upon but rather as the different colors that cascade to form a beautiful rainbow.
Along with institutions like the MCC, SCAAP, and this years Institute on GloH
balization, students and If II jT O faculty are striving for awareness to be brought to
the forefront. Though these efforts merit honor, they are far from the ideal that
it would take to make a grand positive impact on our society. For this to be accomplished, it will take the entire SCU
community, not just one organization, to come together and make a collective vow to challenge societal norms and
prejudice. Only until we have established a united com-
munity under Santa Clara University, can we begin our
process of social reform. - DeMarcus Freemon
Gathering in the Shapell Lounge, the Black Stu-
dent Union holds its weekly meeting. They meet
once a week to discuss current issues, build com-
munity and develop friendships.
globalization
Institute on
Globalization
v
fH
s it Santa Clara University
Sponsored by The Barman Center and the Civil
Society Institute, numerous lectures were held
during the year, presenting both sides of the
glolization debate.
In front of a distinguished crowd of Jesuits, stu-
dents, and guests, Father Paul Locatelli speaks
during the November forum entitled "Global-
ization as Seen from the Developing World."
Between lectures, visitng Jesuits from El Sal-
vador and Bolivia discuss some of the ideas
they just heard and compare them directly to
their perception of reality.
Mij< ethnic bPudlei me more vaitta&le knvwtedfte than antj dther daw Ihave ever taken. Mtj> perspective* v,
fotatl!ij< epened up and changed for the better. - T)etdarr Navai,
22 Diversity
Applause ei hoes in the Mission
hurch as this diverse group of indi
iduals responds to the speech they
isl heard
TaJdng questions and comments from
the crowd. President Paul Locatelli,SJ
and keynote speaker Father Michael
Czerny, .i visiting Jesuit from the |e
suit Curia in Rome, shore a chuckle.
Showing solidarity in attending each other's events, Kendra Boyd, Michele
Kurihara, and Vivianna Montoya-Hernandez take part in the breakfast for Ramadan
put on by the Muslim Student Association.
Campus Ministry director Father Mario Prietto and Father Michael Czerny
ponder some ideas and share their insights with each other. Father Michael
is preparing to work on the crisis of HIV/AIDS in Africa.
s part of Muslim Awareness Week,
hamer Rajaparse of the Muslim student
"ganization presents an address to attend-
is of the Break Fast potluck.
Intrigued by the speaker's thoughts, audience mem-
bers sit quietly while trying to soak in all of the new
in formation during Globalization as seen from the
Developing World.
ven/fadi/. We mutt mrk fo heip the maker
- Kei/in Schm&a \
Student Life 23
MUSIC, MOVIES, TELEVISION, CONCERTS . . .
now thats ENTERTAINMENT!
The entertainment at SCU^k, i/ertj- MmaCating and itgim M a chance t& have a break from tfudij-ing, I realty enjmjvd thejapaneie karaeke
night in the Br&nce. It wai> entertaining, fan, and ene wild and crazif night at Santa Ciara. -Jeanne Marie Hood
24 Entertainment
without video games?
reat source of enter-
g for both girls and
e easily entertained
g pool, showing off
Watching can often
Keeping what you have learned is good entertainment
too. Marlon Evangelista keeps his skills by practicing
Dn his keyboard everyday.
THE TOP MOVIES TO SEE I
1
1 Harry Potter
2. The Ring
3. Big Fat Greek Wedding
4. Lord of the Ring
5. White Oleander
6. James Bond
7. 8 Mile
8. Spider Man
9. Barbershop
10. Fear Dot Com
'2%
90H +%i*mt±
I I
FASHION what arc you wearnfng?
4
'mentt far Afiercr&mke and Bteh and American Ea^Ce. It IA generate/ Umitar, butpeople put theti
He dlftfarenfr and their em. Our itijteb itaif up td date with Vadteij> Fair ]# cfowf - Danielle Pfu#
26 Fashion
Wedged heels are reentering the fashion scene. They Can be found in different
arrangements from plastic to wood to the good old cork. Even toe rings add the
finishing touches to a certain look desired by women. Those feet have a statement
of their own, and it has STYLE, STYLE, STYLE written all over it.
Bverme at Santa Clara dreaei Umtfarfy. I(j t/du add me vr Pm piece* oft cl!othi,n$ that can 't tie found aMSercr&mSie, The Gap, or
Nvrdtfrvm, tj>eu 're known a* rekMi&u* and Mck out Me a wre thumb. - Jenn^er Scetto
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Soaking up the rays and the
double plays, Sean Finerty and
Jennie Culp take in an Oakland A's
game against the Texas Rangers.
With the summer sun shining
down on the snowy white peaks,
Steve Perry ascends Eldorado Peak
in the North Cascades.
Celebrating her 21st birthday, se-
nior Jamie Fava, along with friends
Lonnie Hettrick, Diane Varni, and
Chuck Schwalbach, celebrated with
a day of fun and adventure in the
"happiest place on earth!"
Celebrating a birthday over good food, chit chat, and
laughter, No'eau Kamakani, Lisa Chun, Matt Sullivan,
Megan Antonich, Christina Ruiz, Liane Dallal, Becky
Hong, Dyan Leckner, Melissa Derouin, Christine
Huddy, and Bennett Hong enjoy themselves at The
Elephant Bar in Campbell.
We went sailing off
Bambridge Island this
past summer. Tara came
over from Seattle to
where Suzanne teaches -
Tara almost capsized
the boat.
Santa Clarans Blake Pelton, Dana
Caulley, and Erin Nuccio gathered
in Redmond, WA and showed a
sibling and his friend the Christian
music scene at the Luis Pallow Fes-
tival featuring Third Day.
Besides stuffing himself with
gourmet Chinese food, David Liu
spent his summer working at
DeltaPath, a new Linux IT. tech-
nology startup in Hong Kong.
Suzanne Replinger
& Tara Rooney
Tony
Fernandez
I went backpacking with a
friend through Europe. It was
cool because we got to people
watch and learn about all type,
of European culture. Switzer-
land is bomb diggity.
After going to the Emmys and taking
a piece of the red carpet my
girlfriend Amy and I got locked into
a private beach in Malibu and had
to knock on Barbara Strisands door
to let us out.
jaf on mcj- couch and ate ho-hoi white recouptrating /from "the mono ": -Nathan Smith
28 Summer / Weekend Trips
Summer and Weekend Afrentures
Wiiffl
f.mm
w
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Sick of Ramen noodles and Benson cuisine, Robin
Chapdelaine, Estee Yeo and Monica Quintero treat them-
selves to dinner at Buca di Beppos in Campbell.
Pushing limits most would never even dare considering,
senior Kristopher Nastro experiences the adrenaline rush
challenge of free-climbing in Yosemite.
/ went on a cruise to the
Caribbean. I went scuba
diving everyday at all the
ports and drank lots of
weird Caribbean beer. It
was a blast!
Charley
Hernandez
One Friday night 1 rowed
42 195 meters all in one
sitting on an ergometer. It
took me a little over three
and a half hours. My
body was sore my butt
numb but hey... I got a
free mug.
This summer I partied
with mv friends and went
to the beach as often as 1
could. 1 also worked as a
securityguard for some
pocket cash because 1m a
poor college student. Paul
McGurk
Tricia
McNally
I worked in a prosthodon-
tist office. It may sound
dirty but its a dentist that
specializes in dentures
and fake teeth. So
practice good oral hvgeme
and brush your teeth!
I like to get off campus
and go for a trail run.
Rancho and Los Gatos
Creek Trail are my
favorites because
theyre easy to get to
and really beautiful. Lindsey
Cromwell
Andrea
Barrack
There are definitely on~
weekends and off-weekends.
On-weekends usually consist of
a good dance party. On off-
weekends we usually be found
wandering the streets and then
wejust end up going back to
our rooms.
I like to be really social on the
weekends -going out having fun
meeting people. 1 go to San
Fransisco a lot with my friends
check out the night life and
explore. As long as 1m having fun
with people 1 enjoy thats all
that matters!
Katie
Harding
I worked m San
Francisco all summer
which was fun m itself.
I got to meet lots ofgreat
people and earn money at
the same time. Best of all
free company perks!
Our (irit trip to SF, we managed to§et totiin the middle o(jthe night withouta map, getkicked outoft a ctuii after (jive minuta.fa threatened to lie thrown injai(, and
werefined to watk 2 mifaback to our dumpy hotel! in broken itoa facauie we ran outofmoney. -Julie Pfitenhauer and Gretehen NchMey
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The Washington Semester Program pulls studentsfrom all over
the world to Washington D.C. to have the ultimate learning
experience. There are students herefrom Santa Clara Univer-
sity, Middlebury College in Vermont, Universities in Mexico,
Germany, and Japan, all living in a dorm in the heart ofthe city.
We participate in programs about politics, business, and global-
ization. Guest speakers are brought into seminar classes to offer
insight on theirfield ofexpertise as well as answer questionsfor
people interested infuture careers within these subjects. At the
same time, all students are required to intern; possibilities range from jobs in the
White House, working with non-governmental organizations, or at privatefirms. My
Peace & Conflict Resolution Seminar included a three-week tour of the Former
Yugoslavia region to get a better understanding on post-conflict reconstruction.
Being overseas and in Washington D.C. has expanded the world for me that much
more and has helped me visualize what I can do with my holistic SCU education. lam
still amazed that this school offers such incredible opportunities for students, trans-
forming me into a better student and thus a better asset to the SCU community.
- Lisa Yenne
During their stay in Italy, Jen Ferrari, Rebecca Idiart, and Amanda Villegas
have a gladiator experience of their own while visiting the Colosseum in
Rome, Italy.
Professor Flint Smith shows the Syracuse Madrid Program students a
breath taking view of the Pyrenees Mountains.
Amanda Villegas, Jen Ferrari, Rebecca Idiart, and Will Boenig explore the
ancient ruins of Rome while studying abroad in Italy.
The Blue Grotto in Capri, Italy is the
perfect place for Rebecca Idiart,
Nadine Massarweh, and Olivia Chiv
to enjoy a boat ride along the river.
Alissa Magnuson, Brandina
Morrison, Heather O'Neill, and
Lauren Gregory explore the caverns
of the Roman Mines in the province
of Castile-Leon.
The Assisi group enjoys some fine
dining, Italian style, at a restaurant
in Sorrento, Italy.
n
nce mi aiwfockiif the me-M amazing Bme I ever had . . . ewrf - Va-M Irajpanah
30 Study Abroad /Jill Curran
In memory of...
JiffCurran
she had a certain sparkle
a bright-eyed lust for life
and a smile that could light up a
crowded room!
- Laura Werkheiser
And wfemM qo.
aficC Oaf*-'
-qjui dcr"arc n&te*;
War
To her friends and family she was known as
Little Jill, filly Bean and Beaner. At just over
five feet tall and 100 pounds, fill Current's
petite frame supported an endless spirit of
beauty and compassion,
Curran, a Santa Clara junior, was studying
abroad through Syracuse University in Lon-
don, England tohen she was struck by a bus
near Hyde Park the morning of Sept. 10. Sur-
rounded by her sisters and parents, Curran
succumbed to her injuries on Sept. 13 at
London's National Hospital for Neurology
and Neurosurgery.
With her bright smile, Curran radiated a sin-
cere nature and openness that welcomed all
those that entered into Iter life, said those who
knew her best. "Jill had the incredible ability to
share herselfwhole heartedly with every single
person tltat site encountered, " saidfriend Julia
Holstlaio, junior, "Her smile and energy had
an endless effect on each and every one of us
that was graced by her presence.
"
Whether it was walks to Yummy Yogurt,
dinners atMio Vicino, nighttime chats before
bed, sing-a-longs in the car or dancingin dorm
rooms, Curran 's infectious lust for life re-
mindedfriends that even the smallest things
can be tlie biggest sources ofjoy.
"Whoever had the good fortune of crossing
paths with Jill was instantaneously aived by
her cliarm, grace and wit, " said junior Laura
Werkheiser, who was afriend ofJill and with
her the day of the accident.
Jill 's disarming nature zoas present every time
she greeted one of her friends. Junior Molly
Komo will remember the warmsmile and kind
voice that greetedfriends both on and offcam-
pus. "Jill shined her light on every person's
path, constantly extending tier sincere love
with thatgreat big smile which she never went
anywliere without," she said. Only 20 years
old, Curran possessed a mature character that
many ofherfriends admired. "Her lovefor life
and lier contagiously happy spirit have always
inspired me so much," said friend Christie
Tomasello, junior. "I Imve never met someone
as strong-willed andpositive as little Jilly in all
my life.
"
Curran studied marketing at Santa Clara and
was a memberofthe Retail Management Insti-
tute where she ivas selected to the board this
year. She was also an active member of the
Delta Gamma sorority.
By Michael Moeschler
News Editor, Tlie Santa Clara
indlttdmland an amazinf /friend Her c&nittinP tfrace, cmpaM&n, and me
knew her. We are aM better people fo have ken Hewed with her ^nendihip.it).- Tara Seraeka
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Getting into the Halloween spirit, freshman Leigh
Phillips "attacks" the mascot set up in the lounge
of Graham 100. The residents of the halls on cam-
pus always get together and decorate their build-
ings with a festive touch.
vpt to get students into the holiday spirit, APB staff
members Shannon Silverman, Seth Commings, Erin Russo, Chris
'frommer, and Kayla Villnowa decorate Benson. Everything
rom M ssion Bakery to the snowflakes hanging from the ceiling
y a kiss of Christmas.
IHove ChrlMrm kcameI(we to ipend time with mij(jamitij. Ihave a huge Ramify, and on ChrMmab Ei/e, we attgettogether and if'i realty nice to lee everyone
32 Holidays
i month of school
with no significant holidays to break
up the monotony of studying, sti
dents are hit with a string of holi-
,
days worth celebrating.
I, just as the air turns
isp and the leaves be-
gin to fall off the trees,
Halloween sweeps the campus. Students
are abuzz with discussions of possible cos-
tume ideas and potential parties to hit up.
Some residence halls host trick or treating
for underprivileged youth while others hold
decorating contests. The™? are plenty
of parties where you could show up in style
and show off your costume.
t, students are blessed with a great
oppo i I axation as they enjoy the
^ break. Many Santa Clarans
rn home I time with their family, taking part
itua; urkey dinner and attending their
hich they can truly reflect on
kful.
harged, students
inundated with all off the
id Week undoubtedly brings,
to an otherwise hectic time, holi-
begin to spring up on all corners of
campus, from the snow-
frosted Benson windows to
the brightly lit Christmas tree
by the Mission Church. After
cramming for finals and brain-
storming for papers, students
are free from the reigns of
school for almost a month.
This luxury of free time to
spend with family, old friends,
and bask in the glow of the
holiday season is definitely
appreciated. Christmas mu-
sic, holiday goodies, and the
joys of gift-givii'
this time in w I
t their h
{eberPLuemte
Day parties are by far
the best.~ especially
Jungle! Theres nothing
like partying at 1 1 oclock
in the morning!
1 like to go parties but
even if theres nothing
going on I always have
fun just being crazy with
mv girls!
Katy
Shumm
Most of the parties here
arent that great. They last
for an hour and a half,
and then the cops break
them up. and theres not
much dancing.
Its hard to get into but if
you can get in to it the
maze party at Sigma Pi
is defmatelv the best!
V
Mike
Byer
I love the party scene. I
love to be abletogo outwith
my friends, especially to
off-campus parties that are
in walking distance!
Lindsey
Ganahl
Fghtforyour RghLtoPARTY!
Parties serve as a way for guys and girls to meet and
get to know one another. Giggles, happy chatter, and
upbeat music are common sounds at parries.
Dressed to impress, Colin Barceloux, Chris Price, Mike
Louer and brothers enjoy the frequent "social events"
that come with being part of a fraternity.
Grinning from ear to ear, Matt Herron enjoys the party
scene at this year's Jungle party... but enjoys the girls
even more! Here, Angela Treleven and Jennifer Scotto
remind Matt how cute he is with a kiss on the cheek.
nr
Ive had a great time at
the parties here. Theyve
given me a chance to
meet a lot of different
people I never would
have met m class.
Santa Clara is defined by its
theme parties! Jungle, toga.
80s. cowboy, ridiculous,
October fest. etc. This
separates us from all the
other schools. Its also great
having different names for all
the houses off campus.
The party scene is like a Country
Club membership is for anyone
who can handle it. Partying
doesnt get an better than when
youre with your boys ripping some
bluegrass and doingyour best to
avoid getting thrown into the hole.
Mike
Harvey
Gm§-lmmM,ftM 'e fo&. - Shannon Frm
34 Party
Greg VaiTii and Robert Lucente enjoy
catching up on the weekends with a
drink in hand... or three! Only in col-
lege is partying an everyday pastime!
Enjoying the party scene at Santa Clara,
Marisa Rendazzo, Rob Kunz, and Mike
Speciale huddle up to keep warm.
After perfecting their costumes, Betsy
Ramirez, Allie Perazzelli, Vanessa
Garcia, Caitlyn McNary, Teresa
Fleischer, and Danielle Plug head out
for a night of Halloween partyhopping.
Friends and roommates, C tolin
Barceloux and Jason Rose, enjoy
their last year of partying at
Santa Clara the Sigma Pi way.
Crawling out from under their cardboard
room at the Maze Party, Louis Zumpano
and Will Kardis, look to see what more
trouble they can get themselves into.
As a part of Greek Week activities, students
chat with old friends, mingle with new
people, and search for that certain some-
one they spotted at a party last weekend.
Beckman
The Hut has become the main
senior hangout this year. The
monthy senior night deals have
made it popular notjust on the
specified senior nights but every
Wednesday night. It's a great place
toJust hang out with friends, have
a few drinks, and see a lot of
people you know.
The walks to and from parties
can sometimes be as entertaining
as the parties themselves. For
instance, my friend mooned a
vehicle that turned out to be the
parents of another friend. On
the way to Alvisos the mooner
friend got buried in leaves and
pushed into bushes.
\"1S^
Mike
Ferdinandi
Parties at Santa Clara are
a great way to get out and
have fun with your friends.
It's nice to be able to catch
up on everyones lives
without stressing about
having too little time or
having to finish homework.
tyod&r Benefit. We had a g-reat time and tf wai for agreat cai^ie. And tfju/tf
'or waif fo heip ether peepk -Jim Freehurg and Lei France
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36 Organizations on Campus
GALA (1-r) - Claire Reike, Angela Kahlipa, Kristin Engles
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With their banner providing an
excellent over-arching theme
for their meeting, the program-
ming board of the Multi-cu
tural center plans the latest
event for their community.
In a Multicultural Center Pro-
gramming Board meeting set
with a festive Halloween theme,
Michele Kurihara brings treats
for her co-workers to share as a
form of team bonding.
Making sure the table looks just
right, Gina Pioroda, Kendra
Boyd, and Susie Fernandez get
ready to mingle with incoming
and returning students on the
Santa Clara Mall.
Multi Cultural Center
"The Multicultural Center houses
eight ethnic student organizations.
They are Asian Pacific Islander Stu-
dent Union, Barkada, Chinese Stu-
dent Association, Igwebuike,
Intandesh, Ka Manao 'O Hawaii,
MEChA-El Frente, and Vietnamese
Student Association. Our mission
is to provide the minority student
population at SCU an environment
conducive to the unique expression
of our cultures. We want all stu-
dents, regardless of race or ethnicity,
to feel comfortable in the MCC. We
are here to educate the campus about
our cultures
and celebrate
the accom-
plishments of
our people.The
Multicultural
Center is
powerful,
creative, and rich educational resource
for the entire University community
and everyone should experience it for
themselves."
-Kendra Boyd, Director
sc* anii a. a:
Friends and members of Igwebuike, Aaron Hallmon and Marcus
Freemon are headed off to the Shapell Lounge in hopes of grac-
ing their club's meeting with their presence.
werutieb m eamptti
'Mereneeb between ua.
38 MCC/ASSCU
Getting deep into discussion at a Senate meeting, Senate Chair
Lindsey Hoshaw, Services Vice President Annie Selak, and Man-
aging Vice President Naha Mandal enjoy their leadership roles
on campus and the benefits they can bring to their community.
Associated Students
ASSCU is the student government
branch at SCU. Our slogan is: "It's
Your AS," because we fully believe
that the work we do is on behalf of
our fellow students. You come to us
with concerns, ideas, and sugges-
tions and then we work on advocat-
ing for these changes because this or-
ganization truly belongs to all stu-
dents. The Senate works to address
concerns such as student empower-
ment in the RLC's, more availability
in the Malley Fitness Center, serving
all of the registered student organi-
zations, and getting the word out
about AS being the place to come
with your concerns. The judicial
branch connects students to Free Le-
gal Advice
and facili-
tates the
relation-
ship be-
tween off-
campus
students
and our
neighbors
and po-
lice. Class officers address issues such
as helping sophomores with study
abroad or helping seniors plan for af-
ter graduation. This entire organiza-
tion is about empowering students to
make changes in our university and
making the student voice heard.
-Kristin Love, President
Back row (L-R): Mike Byer, Melissa Meek, Neha Mandal, Lindsey Hoshaw.
Front row (L-R): Annie Selak, Craig Corica, Kristin Love.
Presented with such a distin-
guished opportunity, many
Santa Clara students registered
on campus to vote in the No-
vember election. To show their
support of the community at
large, many of the students
took part in the Santa Clara City
Mayoral Debates.
Supporting the 2002 Capital Campaign Kick-Off, AS President
Kristin Love and Vice President Craig Corica gathered with many
fellow student leaders, friends of Santa Clara, and members of
the Santa Clara Community.
A*part e/f AS, m, a* mdenft, mrk for ether mdenfc fo imprwe the mial climate and email Santa Clara enrtrmmenP. imr Hfrihaiv.
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Activities Programming Board
Always up for a good time, Michelle Curtis and Erin
Russo d ance the night away at an APB event. APB puts
on a wide range of events, from Bronco Blowout to
SCU Idol to a Pseudopod concert.
All Parties Begin Here! The APB
staff lives by this slogan, and
throughout the school year we
make sure that everyone knows it.
From comedians and rock bands,
to dates with soccer players and a
block party on Market Street, APB
attempts to liven up the SCU cam-
pus as often as possible. Whether
we bring in big names or local tal-
ents, you can be sure that APB is
working its hardest at entertaining
SCU students and helping them
have a great time at school. Some
great events this year included
Psuedopod, Bronco Blowout, the
ever popular
SCU Dating
Game, MAC
MakeoverDay,
Black Hawk
Down: A He-
roes Story fea-
turing John
Collett, Pow-
der Puff Football Tournament, and
creepy SCU student-only tours of
Alcatraz and the Winchester Mys-
tery House. Wherever students on
campus go to have fun... it's APB's
mission to be there!
- Michelle Curtis, Director
40 APB/SCCAP
Giving their time to sit at the SCCAP table and promote! tug-a-Thug,aka. Teens
Club, these two SCCAPers seem to enjoy watching the rea< lion on people's
faces as the explain to them the benefits of Hug-a-Thug.
The Special Olympics soccer tournament is one of the most popular social
events on campus. SCCAP coordinators work very hard to ensure everyone
that wants to play in the tournament gets to, and that there are enough student
staffers helping out throughout the day.
I aking timeout of the office to hangoui and be
social, faami Franklin, Marshall Davidson and
friend find .) good spot in Benson to enjoj the
bustling atmosphere.
Many Santa Clara tudents help out al
S( < APona sti i< il\ \ olunti ei ba .1 ;,sui I
as for the Spei ial ( >lympi< s. S( ( AP is .1
great opportunity for many tudents to
walk in another person's shoes and mal e
.i difference in the world.
Huq-tf Thud
w am Teens Club w
Santa Clara Community Action Program
While this
may be their
last year as a
campus affili-
ated organi-
z a t i o n
,
SCCAP is
nevertheless
as important
as ever. Ev-
ery week and
weekend the cheerful members of
SCCAP give some of their time to the
community through a variety of orga-
nizations and service groups. Past
projects have involved immersion pro-
grams in El Salvador and building
houses in Tijuana, Mexico. If you feel
like working with the group, local op-
portunities abound every week; En-
glish language classes for workers in
San Jose, Special Olympics, tutoring
local students, or just hanging out and
spending time with those less fortu-
nate than us at SCU.
"What does it mean to be a person for
others? To be a part of a community, or
to actively advocate justice? These are
questions we are challenged to raise
on a daily basis. In a world where
terror motivates our world leaders; in
a world where people live in fear; in a
world where discrimination has be-
come an acceptable institution to
marginalize and disenfranchise; we—
who have been privileged to exist in
an environmentwhere we can consciously
approach these problems—are being asked
for answers. Where, in this highly com-
mercial society, in which even education,
civil liberty and human rights are a com-
modity, do we begin? How do we change
the world?We start by changing ourselves:
by challenging our own thinking, by re-
jecting complacency, and refusing to think
of life as a terminal condition. This affects
those around us—it is what being a person
for others is all about. It is the quintessence
of existing not alone, not as an island, but
as a member of a community, the global
community of humanity. That is what the
advocation of justice is all about. That is
what SCCAP is all about."
- Jaami Rahim Franklin
Assistant Director
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KSCU
The mission of KSCU is to provide
hands-on radio broadcasting experience
to students and community members.
The staff of KSCU operates all aspects
of an FM radio station in accordance
with SCU's mission and goals as well as
Federal Communications Commission
regulations. KSCU provides a wide
range of leadership and volunteer op-
portunities in a variety of areas, includ-
ing music, budgeting, fundraising, pro-
motions, management, dance systems
and sports broadcasting. This academic
In a weekly meeting that brings together staff members, DJs, and
those simply interested in seeing how a radio station is run, KSCU
gathers together for an hour in Daly Science.
year, KSCU
focused on in-
creasing on-
campus stu-
dent aware-
ness and participation with events such
as Battle of the Bands, DJ Nights in the
Bronco, Face Painting, Fruit Bowling and
Fall /Spring Fundraisers. This year was
also the revival of cross collaborations
with other local college radio stations and
charitable organizations.
- Mike Hang, General Manager
(L-R): Alexandra Riley-Sorem, Josh Griffin, Michael Hang, Ryan Schmidt, Nicole Coxe,
Dominic Guzzetti, Nathan Balderama, Leila Motamedi, Tisha Thornton, Sarah Stromska,
Matthew Romero, Joseph Stearns, Lulu Martinez.
Alexandra Riley-Sorem
advertises KSCU's "Un-
derground Sound" to
parents, freshman, and
upperclassmen alike
during Welcome Week-
end. Because KSCU is
so involved with the
music community be-
yond Santa Clara, many
of its DJs are not neces-
sarily Santa Clara stu-
dents.
ti-f iiMnFRnROMMn sniiMn
42 KSCU I The Review
"KSCU fiM a great mnetf ejf muuc. " •- Matt Reardm
rhe unique and creative thoughts expressed in The Review are
sortrayed even in the variety of cover designs with which The
Review has been graced in its past editions.
I vt
lii hopes ol encouraging stu-
dents l(» submil original art-
work anil literary work to the
publication, Dustin Cu sits at
The Review's table .it Santa
Clara's Kick-Off event during
the first weekend of school.
Inspired by the warm sun and
beautiful atmosphere on cam-
pus, The Review Staff members
pour over student submissions.
Top Row (L-R): Dustin Cu, Celeste FLores, Andrea Donohue, Heidi Logothetti, Josh Rector.
Bottom Row (L-R): Sarah Woicicki, Kristi Rhinehart, Holly Kearl, Adrianne Anderson, Eliza-
beth Brigham, Kirk Glaser. Not pictured: Kimberly Lay, Alexandra Riley Sorem.
Santa Clara Review
Founded in 1869, The Santa Clara Re-
view has been giving the University's
writers and artists a voice for one-hun-
dred thirty-three years. We started as a
pamphlet "dedicated to mental improve-
ment," and are now a professionally pro-
duced undergraduate magazine slowly
gaining recognition in the national AWP
community. Our dedicated staff of stu-
dents sort throughout the piles of fiction,
poetry nonfiction, art and photography
received from students and profession-
als and select the pieces for publication.
For Santa Clara artists we hope to give
them a
chance to be
published
alongside
recognized
authors, and
for our staff
we hope to
instill working knowledge and experi-
ence in publishing, design, and public re-
lations. And despite all the chaos of be-
ing both students and publishers, we
manage to produce one hell of a maga-
zine that we all take immense pride in.
- Josh Rector, Editor-in-Chief
'e-t/paor, The Review tt the &nfy thin^ Santa Clara tfudenft have fo h&ld m fo. And I. mean that foteratlij'.
Beca&ie, unUke the newspaper, we d&n't*'get' reotjoied. "- DitBn Cu
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Parked behind a computer, head pho-
tographer (Fall Quarter) David Reitdorf
gets ready to view some digital photos
that he and his fellow photographers
have taken.
Confronted with a pressing dead-
line, Opinions editor Colleen Snyder
works diligently on her article.
ISSfik"^
Top Row (L-R): Troy Simpson, Christopher Da Costa, Liam Boylan, Nate Swinton, Mike
Moeschler, Josh Griffin, Nate Seltenrich. Bottom Row (L-R): Katie Hansen, Colleen
Snyder, Mary Ann Dakkak, Jane Muhlstein, Nicole Rodriguez, Mayka Mei, Yashmine
Eugenio, Patricia Ho, Jessica Alway. Not pictured: Erin Ryan, Nicole Rodriguez, Jack
Ferdon, Bruce Martinez, David Reitdorf, JohnVon Dollen, Steven Blomquist, Joanie Simon,
Paolo Posadas, Nicole Pickett,Adam Burger, John Eghoian, Kelly Spencer, Nicole Pickett,
Scott Almassy, Alison Bettles, Advisors Gordon Young, Charles Barry, Dan Sweeney.
The Santa Clara
The 35 staff members ofThe Santa Clara
newspaper worked hard during the 2002-
2003 school year to maintain a strong jour-
nalism presence on campus. Loyal read-
ers of the paper witnessed several content
changes during the year, with the arrival
of "The Out and About", "Athlete Q&A",
and "Scene Spotlight" sections
complimenting the traditional favorites
such as "Campus Crime" and "Wide
Angle." Under the direction of section
editors Mike Moeschler, Colleen Snyder,
Patricia Ho, and Josh Griffin and manag-
ing editor Mary Ann Dakkak, The Santa
Clara continued to develop its weekly
newspaper, feature-style reporting in an
unbiased, journalistically ethical manner.
An annual
award-win-
ning paper,
The Santa
Clara once
again re-
ceived na-
tional recognition when Editor-in-Chief
Nate Swinton was awarded the Associ-
ated Collegiate Press/Los Angeles
Times News Story of the Year in No-
vember. The paper also looks to be an
ACP pacemaker finalist for the 2003
year.
- Nate Swinton, Editor-in-Chief
With many of her own articles under her belt, managing editor
Mary Ann Dakkak enjoys the content and writing style of the
article she edits. Editing takes up a great deal of time in the
production of each edition.
"The Santa Clara heepi me up t& date w-lth ichmt events and the waif the xhmt ipendi mdnei/. " - Lame Takehara
44 The Santa Clara /The Redwood
While sitting in the heat at the annual Student
Planning Day fair, Diane Varni, Ryan Hill, Evan
Regua, and Tagen Russell tirelessly represent
The Redwood staff and show the Santa Clara
community how great the 2002-03 yearbook is.
Before enjoying a dinner ol fire
n lasted In >\ di igs and s'mores,
members ol thestafi look time
out lo pose tor this year s first
pic ture ti >gether.
As part ol .1 team bonding retreat,
editor I lanielle Plug'climbstothe
lop of .1 tree thai led her lo leap
forward and hang from .1 trapeze
many feel above the ground.
WL-'-L
Back row (L-R): Brianna Byrne, Diane Varni, Dana
Caulley, Tammi Nakamura, Alexis Smith. Front row
(L-R): Evan Regua, David Liu, Rebecca Weisman,
Tagen Russell, Danielle Plug, Olivia Stelte, Ryan Hill,
Melissa Ward. Notpictured: JenayTower, Kendra Stacker,
Margari Hill, Kim Lay, Kate Zdrojewski, Lani Kapur, and
Staff Advisor Gordon Young.
The Redwood
Editor-Designer pair Evan Regua and Olivia Stelte recall the count-
ess hours they have spent working on their pages and rejoice in
he fact that once the deadline comes, it is all finally over. Now
t's time to party... Redwood style!
The 2002-2003 Redwood is the 99th
edition of Santa Clara University's
yearbook. We are a student-run orga-
nization whose purpose is to represent
the Santa Clara community through
words, pictures and personal expres-
sion, helping students reflect on their
time spent at Santa Clara University
and immerse themselves in memories.
We capture students in their element,
whether it be sports, music, dance, or
studying. This year, the Redwood
achieved many of its goals with a staff
of 20 - its largest in 5 years. We pro-
duced a spring book and incorporated
as many students as possible by run-
ning quotations throughout the book
and hav-
ing the
copy writ-
ten by stu-
dents di-
rectly in-
volved in
each fea-
tured activity. Photos were gathered
from a variety of sources on campus
and every student was pictured, either
through ACCESS Card photos, Senior
Portraits, or candid shots. The Red-
wood has worked hard to make sure
that this book represents YOU!
- Diane Varni, Editor-in-Chief
'I ettfef werki>n§> vn the ijearfo&k ita^ kca&w mhke a newspaper that typtiatfy§-ett
for ij^an andij-ean. " - Rebecca Weuiman
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The -A/t/uupe & "Bannan Certte/u
Driven by a passion to serve the community and spread the qualities of Jesuit tradition, the Arrupe Center gives students anc
volunteers a chance to be involved in the community they live in. Whether you're fullfilling a class requirement or just fee
like helping out, the Arrupe Center provides an opportunity to do anything from tutoring high school students to helping
adults prepare for work experience. The Center attempts to spread the Jesuit values of service, justice, and the desire tc
improve the standards of our community. If you want to make a difference in the lives of those around us, the Arrupe Centeii
has a place for you.
My Arrupe Center
Placement, which I
didfor my Christian
Spirituality class,
was challenging, but
ultimately a good ex-
perience. Working
zvith the homeless at
my placement has
helped me integrate
my faith and course
material, while serv-
ing my community.
Jeanine Mans, among others, was priviledged enough to spend her summer in
the Village of Bereba in Berkina Faso. Here she learned more about the village
people, especially the children, and spent time with the historians, artisans, and
musicians who lived in the a subvillage of Bereba, called Griole Village.
I'thvutfhC we were (frtncffo f& t& the SanJ&te dai/ nurierif and' d& werk, 6u>P tnMead, I'm haying a fo£e{j fan there. - Crifttat Hernandez
46 Arrupe Center / Bannon Center
V % % get Centered!
Tie Bannan Center for Jesuit Education was founded in 1982 through a generous endowment from three generations of the
iannan Family. Many members of this family studied at Santa Clara University in honor of Louis J. Bannan, S.J., a longtime
sacher and counselor at the University. The Bannan Center is an educational enterprise which assists the University in
eeping its Catholic and Jesuit character at the center of the educational program. The Center offers faculty, staff, students,
nd friends opportunities to explore the implications of Ignatian and Jesuit spirituality and mission in the on-going life of the
ontemporary University. The Center is based on the conviction that such activities serve to deepen the University's character
s an academic center.
- Jane Najour
rwy piacement_
Over the past two years, the Bannan
Center has become like my second home.
I think few people are lucky enough to
find an accomodating, welcoming place
to work in an entire career. I've already
found that at Bannan. I hope my expe-
rience with the people and atmosphere at
Bannan is a good omenfor what 's yet to
come in my career.
- Christie Heit
v '
***\^S
The Village of Bereba in Berkina Faso.
Meet the Bannan Staff:
(Back row, l-r) Tom Plante, Paul Woolley, Bill Spohen
(Front row, l-r) Mary Novak, Laurie Laird, and Shirley Okamuda
Bannan Center ttedin the refofmabpect Mth frCerbafozaMn (at the "In-tt$htt firm Cathvfoc Setial Teachinf tatk).
Ith&wghtthe speaker wo* a $md' repreientatim d$ the Cathefoc Church, - Rmnle Khater
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The Tuesday Loyola Liturgy is a place
where friends and community come
together. They show their support
and involvement by carrying candles,
representing the light of the individu-
als of the world.
Doing anythingfrom providing laughs and
good times at retreats to helping schedule
masses and prayer services for students, the
members of Campus Ministry are clearly an
enjoyableand welcomed part of our campus.
Starting off with Frosh Escape, the Campus
Ministry department has been responsible
for keeping religion an important part of
Santa Clara. Throughout the year the
ministers' friendlyfaces are seen leading
numerous events on and off campus. Enjoy
the university's masses, choir, prayer
services, counselors, and retreats, all of this
thanks to the friendly campus ministers!
- Ryan Hill, '06
The freshman say goodbye to their lead-
ers as they leave the Frosh Escape. There's
nothing like a weekend in Santa Cruz to
ease the pressures of school.
Pat your head, or is it rub, or pat, or...?
The Frosh Escape leaders attempt to con-
fuse the freshman by giving them two
assignments at once.
Leaders often share their unique college
f*3 journeys with the freshman, in an effort
to encourage being true to yourself.
Campus Ministry
Teaming up with the Loyola community, Campus Ministers help Campus Ministry encourages the growth of the whole person, not just the
put on the Tuesday Loyola Liturgy in hopes that students will learn spiritual side. Here, Frosh escapers enjoy themselves in the sunshine,
and live in faith together.
bmfforWm of the Freifa Exape. Theij
- Sandra Qymtana
VMrTmffim ^^^^HWm^/rfAwi/WfXmfSX^
48 Campus Ministry / Career Center
Here since the 1960's, the Career Center is
committed to finding SCU students
professional jobs and internships during
school and after graduation. Located near
Silicon Valley, the Career Center at Santa
Clara is very well known among large
technologyfirms as well as companies that
provide management training. With
opportunities like these, it is easy to
understand why so many students, faculty
members, and alumni choose to get help
with their careers through the Career
Center. Last year alone, over 4,000
associates of Santa Clara applied for jobs
through Bronco-Trak, the center's online
registry for anyone searchingfor a job.
With access to local companies and intern-
ship possibilities nation wide you can be
sure to find something of interest for you at
the Career Center. Not only is it easy to
gain access to jobs by visiting them online,
the Career Center is also very personable
and has a studentfriendly atmosphere.
With todays job market so difficult and
competitive, the Career Center helps to give
Santa Clara students the edge they need
when lookingfor jobs during and after
school. No matter what you're looking for,
chances are that the center has had experi-
ence with it and can help you find exactly
what you need.
- Tamtni Nakamnra, '06
Career Center
Andy Ceperly, Director of the Career Center, enjoys
helping students find their path in life. Here, he is
illustrating results of an online test to a student, in
hopes that the student will take away something
valuable from this Same Day appointment.
This student is taking full advantage of the new
computers and full library that the Career Centers
offers. Using the computers, a student can search for
a job or internship, take an online Myers-Briggs test,
or simply research a particular industry.
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Whether it's a magazine
or a textbook, having
healthcare here on cam-
pus allows students to
keep up with their stud-
ies while conserving time.
Cowell Health Center,
located near the tennis
courts and gym, is
ready and open to
serve all your medical
and health needs.
health
In a comfortable chair with a good magazine, some
students find that going to see the doctor isn't as
bad as it sometimes seems.
Cowell Health Center is open weekdays from 8am to
6pm. When Cowell closes, the SCU EMS takes over,
with its staff of 35 EMTs, to keep Santa Clara students
safe and healthy.
Even if you're just in for a routine visit, Cowell pro-
vides a variety of pamphlets for many different dis-
eases and health problems. Next time you wander in,
make sure and pick one up for good reading.
"When our friend, sophomore Ed
Kirby, was diagnosed with Leuke-
mia, we decided to do a bone mar-
row drive in his namefor the pur-
pose ofgetting more people to join
the National Marrow Donor Pro-
gram. The more people that are on
the registry, the more of a chance
people like Ed have of finding a
possible match for a bone marrow
transplant. Ed has been really up-
beat during the whole process and
hasn 't let the disease change who
he is as a person.
"
- Zane Behnke
The lady- tfiat took care &£ me wai Hike the ncceifperwn. Theij $ave me free Rohitfauen. - Patrick Green
50 Health / Safety
Senior Susie Madrid happily dis-
plays a firefighter's hat while dem-
onstrating the bond that the Santa
Clara firefighters have wi th the SCU
EMS program.
Campus Safety's white pickups (some with new
light bars) roam the streets of Santa Clara, keep-
ing our campus and students safe from harm.
Whether it's for a lock out, checking up on park-
ing situations, or transporting students safely
home, Campus Safety officers are here to help.
The blue emergancy lights are a comforting sign
for those students traveling across campus at
night. With one always within running distance
you can be sure that help or a quick ride to your
residence hall is only a push of the button away.
"Being an EMT is different than any other job
yon can have. We are under tremendous
pressue; knowing we have to react quickly and
makeflawless decisions. But what's more, we
can give something back to our school and help
out ourfellow students."
Kaylan Graham
& safety..
mmi
Located next to Jump Start! the Campus Safety
office is happy to help you out day or night. Whether
it's a stolen bike or a strange visitor on campus the
Campus Safety officers are there to help.
The SCU EMS crew at
the Santa Clara Fire
Station #1.
Campu,i cij ca((l> a ijm'r happen.
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Residence Hall Association
So Executive Council. ..what do you like about your job?
Ausra Pumputis
President
"Being on the executive
council helped me learn a
great deal about what it
takes to put on successful
events. Also it has helped
me expand my understand-
ing about SCU in general."
Beth Simas
V.P./NCC
"RHA has brought me into
contact with so many
people and places that I
never would have encoun-
tered otherwise. It has been
a definite learning an grow-
ing experience for me."
Laurie Pham
Resident Relations
" Being on the EC, I get to be
part of making the social
and entertaining events put
on for residents. ...every-
thing I've done and en-
counter have been a great
learning experience."
Erica Hernandez
Res. Enhncmnt Chair
"I love RHA because it has
allowed me to see a different
side to Santa CLara and the
purpose ofRLC's...My hopes
while having this job is that
I can make the residents en-
joy their stay here at SCU."
Jennifer Musty
Prgmg. Coordinator
"I learned a lot about the
behind the scenes aspect of
many things. I gained a
better respect for what it
takes to plan events, and I
enjoy working with my
peers outside class."
Michael Self
Prgmg. Coordinator
"The RHA EC is intense at
times, but putting on a suc-
cessful program for the stu-
dents and developing pro-
fessional and efficient work
habits has made this job
worth the while."
Emij-vne &n Ue.lExecLcPLve C&mctf' iharei mpen-tiktLPLeb, a* LP Li ear tf&at Pe make Phe enMrmmenPhere aP SCU
^jMp,'/ enPerPaining and educational!. -MLchael SeUfi
52 RHA/CF,RA,RM
Community Facilitators...Resident Directors...Residential Ministers
THEY ARE WATCHING YOU!
IMe that there are manij- different'peeple Chat are amiable far jftu fa ta£k fa ijfjf&tt haw an iMm er wmethi,n$
^perfan, atwaift hetpi,^
<m ave AMe &&methi, &$ phaPwrf. The^reMnde^
AndI was* aiiie fa fret fa hn&iv. intf OF. ' - :EfaM Redrtyuez .
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Nick Norman asserts his authority as president over the rest of the Vagabond Society b-
climbing the top of the rock. The Vagabonds planned several great trips this year
including this twelve mile hike through Great Basin National Park.
Taking their place in the bleachers, Blake Pelton,
Sarah Arriola, Andrew Jenkins, Caitin Dyer, Sabrina
West, Ross Dykes, Kelly Alexander, and Janet Ishikawa get
ready for the next song. The band cheerfully plays
their tunes in support of the SCU men's soccer game, as well as
for many other sports teams on campus.
If you enjoy watching sports and know how to
play an instrument, Ross Dykes, Sarah Arriola,
and Janet Ishikawa have a place for you. The
Bronco band is not only a great group to kick
back with and make some music, but they also
get front row seats to sporting events.
The Vagabond Society enjoys a rather lenthy
hike through the woods. A day away from the
city seems to be exactly what these happy
hikers need.
Rebecca Smith of the Rape Education and
Prevention Program takes time out of her day
to sign up volunteers for R.E.P.P.
W '^m
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"The SCU Vagabond Society con-
sists ofstudents who love to be cold,
hungry, and overpowered by nature.
In oder to foster a sense of sensitive
conservationism, we go on hikes and
backpacking trips throughout the en-
tire bay area.
"
-Nicholas Norman
R.E.P.P.
Mb Rape Education and Prevention Progran
bttn
WMsA
Clubs on Campus
The Asian Pacific Islander Student Union at-
tracts visitors with real fish as prizes for a game
at their booth at the SCU kickoff night.
Core Christian Fellowship is a student organiza-
tion at SCU that focuses on building relationships
between Christians on campus. Toaccomplish this
goal, Core organizes, develops, and guides small
groups and hosts Night Life every Tuesday night.
rrr.m Din*? kit
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:h friendly smiles, Celina Dong and Tran Nguyen
comeanyone interested in the Vietnamese culture to
i their club.
There are a whole bunch of CLCs (Christian Life
Communities), and the one I'm in has about 7 people
in it. It's just a group of kids getting together and
talking about theirfaith. Sometimes we do commu-
nity service like serving food at a soup kitchen and
collecting clothes during the winter. We meet once
a week and it's just like an hour a week to get away
from the hectic school work and stuff.
-Janesse Wong
The members of Igwe Buike have
found a place where they can relate to
and learn from one another, sharing
similar backgrounds and many fond
memories.
Showing off their new sign, Erica Milanese,
Kristen Marshall, Michelle Villalta, Mitchell
Kearny, Diane Varni, and Janet Ishikawa of the
American Marketing Association are in the midst
of planning a year of fabulous events for their
fellow marketing students.
Cfafo are a great opportunity /for itudentt to ihare their interest and talent* with other} memSer* o/f /he Santa Clara community. They- 're.
alio a great way to meet new people and make /friend*/ - Craig Corica
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Ka Mana'o O Hawaii isn't only about putting on luaus and doing the hula, it's about supporting each
other through the changes of entering college and being an ocean away from home. The Hawaii Club
gathers together for fun activities, such as a trip to Great America.
Members of the American Marketing Association get
together with a few speakers to organize a presenta tion
put on by the club. Talks like "Marketing in a Dowturn
Economy" are just one way the AMA informs the
community of issues in today's business world.
Dispite protests, Ryan Dote and Chris Harano are
dressed up in aloha attire to compete for the title of
Miss Aloha at the Hawaii Club luncheon.
The Car Club is a group ofyoung inspiring souls who
believe that there are no boundaries between those who
love automobiles. The Car Club was created to let people
of all automobile interests gather and educate one an-
other about their love and passion. We welcome all of
those with the same mind set and pimpfactor. We are
more than a club, we are a family.
- Patrick Lam
At the Chinese Student Asso-
ciation, students are able to con-
nect with others like themselves
and form lasting friendships,
like with Jessie Chen, Alexander
Tan, David Liu, and Wanda Ho.
Displaying various traditio
Mexican costumes, A
Lizardo, Suzanne Fern
Claudia Avila-Martin
Crystelda Gutierez captivate
lookers. This cultural fashion
show provided entertainment
for a dinner put on by MEChA to
celebrate Cinco de Mayo.
*%
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The members of Barkada get hyped up on the night ot l'( N (I'ilipino
Zultural Night). Every year, the club works hard to put on an i in press i ve
performance of songs, dances, and creative skits derived from their
ihared interest in the Filipino culture. ^^
The Car Club shows off it's newest
pride and joy, a hummer! While there
is some confusion as to how it runs,
ople are still excited about this
rmomy-version automobile.
The ASME club helps to bring together me-
chanical engineers so that the lower classmen
have a better network of resources available to
them for homework
and projects. It also
gives you a great
opportunity to
meet new people
and make friends
within your major
- Chuck
Schwalbach
y ht^B
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The SCUTS Rugby team, while not a varsity sport, is still
taken very seriously here at Santa Clara by both the
community and the players.
The Muslim Student Association helps to keep their
traditions alive and raise awareness of Muslims on
campus by holding payer services during the year.
.uy^
There are enough
gadgets under that
hood to require the
combined effort of the
Car Club, but it's not
enough to perplex
them. Mostmembers
are able to supe up,
maintain, and race
beautifully polished
vehicles of their own.
Clubs on Campus
Bark ijffen fake Barkada! W&pft w&efj. - Kwi>n Sanchd
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OFTHEELEK
HIB IVB
Freshman Marc Rasmussen, fin-
ishing early, works to clean the
beakers he used during his Alka
Seltzer experiment in his Chem-
istry Lab.
Students in drawing class learn
to realistically represent 3-di-
mensional objects using random
still life objects. Often times,
those objects are in the form of
fruit, furniture, or even real life
models... clothed, of course!
o
o
o
school of
Arts & Sciences
l^ii
Dr. Thomas lends a
helping hand to her
students as they
work diligently
through their chem-
istry lab. One of the
best things about
Santa Clara is the
high level of
professer-student in-
teraction, especially
in lab settings.
I i
Sophomores work skillfully on their still lifes, using
a charcoal medium. Santa Clara drawing classes are
often more demanding than they appear to be.
"My writing class allows me to
visualize myselfin a different ca-
reer each week. I think it's a great
way to show students what a real
career in writing is like."
Christine Nguyen, Junior
"I chose Computer Science as my
major because of my fascination
with computers and the technol-
ogyfield. It was this decision that
persuaded me to become a Santa
Clara student."
Jennifer Yoon, Freshman
mum
58 Arts & Sciences / Business
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Even late in the afternoon, Kenna Hall sees its share of traffic as Business
students go to and from classes and group project meetings. For Business
students, Kenna is the place to be!
Professor Belotti, like so many Business School professors, often lecture
quickly and in great detail, with the hope that their students, seen here, can
write fast and accurately.
With the advantage that hav-
ing a computer has in today's
society, the computer labs on
campus are almost always filled
with students eager to learn,
check their email, chat online
with friends, or finish a last
minute assignment.
Santa Clara's future Business
School planned to be a three-
story, 82,000-square-foot struc-
ture to be built at the north end
of the 1 04-acre campus in Santa
Clara, will relieve the cramp-
ing of desks that many stu-
dents now face in the second
and third floor classrooms of
Kenna, not to mention the hall-
ways and stair wells.
o
o
o
"The Business teachers impart a
kind of wisdom from their busi-
ness-world experience that isfar
more valuable than what you
can find in any textbook."
Kyle Ostrom, Sophomore
"I like the business school be-
cause there are more women
than there are in the engineer-
ing school. Oh yeah, and the
academics are pretty good, tool
"
Trevor Yee, Senior
"The Buunea Schoolprepare* u* for a world run /ji/ dumm. " - Tern Saiaki,
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oSchool ofEngineering
The Bannon Engineering Building is a central place of
learning for Engneering students at Santa Clara. Often
times throughout the day, the quad will be filled with
numerous students scurrying to class with their
homework recently completed.
During a grueling engineering lab, two students wait in
line to double check the results of their experiment.
Students learn the mechanics and structural design of
3-D objects that they have created themselves.
There's no extra time for Kaleo Cuaresmaiii to
socialize with his friends; he's too busy studying
physics and math.
Robyn Kobashigawa, Holly Shinohara, Mark Oda,
and Chad Himeda form a study group in Benson to
figure out their engineering homework problems.
c
c
"Physics, math, lab, physics, math,
lab... the life ofan engineering stu-
dent. All in all, I'd have to say,
engineering kicks my butt!"
Holly Shinohara, Sophomore
"Engineering... well, every year it
gets harder, therefore, it requires
some perserver-ance. Hopefully in
the long run all the studying will
be worth it.
"
Jonathan Robello, Junior
60 Engineering / Technology
TechNoLoGy
With his new set of turn-
tables, Michael Okimoto
practices mixing his
favorite records to
create catchy hip-
hop beats.
vluch more
:onveniently sized than
i CD player, Kevin Tanaka's
nini-disc player comes in handy
luring a study break at the MCC
Linh Chi Nguyen
diligently studies
on her laptop in
the Walsh resi-
dence hall. Of
course, if things
get too noisy in
the room, she can
easily transport
her laptop com-
puter to the
lounge or library.
If you're lucky enough to catch a ride in
Lance Takehara's Acura Legend, you'll
be able to hear the latest songs from his
flashy MP3 player that he installed him-
self. MP3 players are becoming quite
the substitue for CD players because
they can hold more songs and are more
convenient to tote around.
Marlin Adams procrastinates with a game of
computer football, a great way to improve his
hand-eye coordination. Many students use
their computer for both work and play, espe-
cially if they have a flat screen like Marlin.
Don't you feel naked when you forget your cell in your room? Cell phones
have become such an important accessory for many people, not only for
communication purposes, but also for their games, calculators, clocks, to-do
lists and cameras. What have done without them all these years?!
"I hate people whe d&n 'P have a ceiiph&ne..,cuz whi/den 'Uj-du?" - Suzanne Aahahna
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Will Weatherly earned AU-WCC Academic
Team honors with his 3.50 GPA.
Ill
Their final record of 24-7 gives the Women's Volleyball team a .774 winning percentage, the second
highest in program history, while the 24 wins is the third highest total in program history.
62 Sports Divider
Anne Ginotti and the Broncos had a teriffic season, starting from the first day of practice, seen here.
Senior and team captain Christine Limbers, who
played at No. 1 singles, led her team to many
victories throughout the 2003 season.
• I
Aly Wagner became the second Bronco in as many seasons to be selected as the
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SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
08/30 Stanford
09/13 California
09/15 Cal Poly
10/04 UCLA
10/06 use
10/11 San Diego
10/15 San Jose State
10/18 Saint Mary's
10/20 San Francisco
10/25 Pepperdine
10/27 Loyola Marymount
11/03 Portland
11/06 Pacific
1 1 /09 Gonzaga
11/15 Creighton
11/17 Arizona State
11/23 Nebraska
11/30 Michigan
12/06 North Carolina
12/08 Portland
w s,omen s Joccer
broncos pour their heart and soul into championship defense
The 2002 Women's Soccer Season was an exciting and
eventful one. During the August preseason, the team
bonded by going camping and rafting down the Ameri-
can River. After losing 3-0 to Stanford in the first game of
the season, people were a little skeptical about just how
far the team would go. In this game they were also
missing three key players due to the Under 19 Women's
World Cup: Megan Kakadelas, Jessica Ballweg, and Leslie
Osborne. After that rough game the team regrouped and
the first tournament proved to be a success when Santa
Clara beat Notre Dame 4-0 and Clemson 4-1. The rest of
the games before league were all well fought matches.
One specific game that gave the team confidence was
when they played UCLA. Junior captain Kristi Candau
scored the game-winning goal in overtime, which in turn
helped the team move up in national rankings. Also
during this prime, senior captain Aly Wagner was called
to play with the US Women's National Team and ended
up missing six games. The turning point in the season came
when they played Pepperdine, an emotional game that Santa
Clara lost. Practices became more intense and physical due to
the skillful coaching and the will of the team. The team ended
up winning the West Coast Conference along with Pepperdine.
All playoff matches were tough but Santa Clara was deter-
mined to make it to the Final Four. The trip to the Final Four in
Austin, Texas was a memorable one. They met North Carolina
in the semifinals, who especially wanted to win since Santa
Clara beat them in the finals last year. Santa Clara won 2-1 in
probably the hardest game of the year. On Sunday the final
game was played against Portland. The game could have gone
either way and both teams had their fair share of chances.
Unfortunately Portland won but Santa Clara played theii
hearts out. It was questionable how far the women would get,
this season but their effort, talent, and determination carried
them to be one of the best teams in the country.
-Bree Horvnth
In third round playoff action against
Nebraska, Devvyn Hawkins heads
the game-winning goal into the net.
The 11 stitches in her head did not
dull her intensity nor instill any fear.
Competing against crosstown rival San
Jose State, sophomore Leslie Osborne
goes in for the slide tackle. Osborne
kept busy dining the off-season as she
helped lead the US Under-19 National
Team to victory over Canada in the
FIFA U-19 World Championships.
Showing team unity and appreciation for Determined to finish the second half strong,
the fans, the Lady Broncos greet the crowd
in the season opener against Stanford.
Moments later, the 2001 National Cham-
pions banner was unveiled.
Head Coach Jerry Smith gives his team
some pointers before they head back onto
the field to defend their lead.
A/fter whatwe acc&mph'ikd Hatfgear, wede^lnUt wore cmfjiden
the mm. -
fade
i
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64 Women's Soccer
Jack row (L-R): Head Coach Jerry Smith, Lisa Eskey - Media Relations, Kristi Candau, Megan Kakadelas, Bonnie Bowman,
;rin Pearson, Erin Sharpe, AJyssa Sobolik, Lana Bowen, Leslie Osbome, Janine Szpara, Jon Clough. Middle row (L-R):
Assistant Coach Mike Smith, Assistant Coach Erin Hussey, Emma Borst, Jaclyn Campi, Holly Azevedo, Carrie Schuler,
Dewyn Hawkins, Cara Hanelin, Trainer Carne Rubertino, Amy Morachesky. Front row (L-R): Chardonnnay Poole, Jessica
Sallweg, Veronica Zepeda, Micaela Esquivel, Aly Wagner, Bree Horvath, Tracy Hess, Kelly Giddings, Anna Thorbum.
"M a captain. / am more 0/f a
behind-The- scenes leader, since / am
not a sfarter. J realty jusf frtj to
pump people up, andthen when I'm
on the fteld, be ai good a leader 04
possible.
"
- /{risfi Candau, forward, '04
"One Thing we facta on a fhafftve-
minttfeperiodafaer agoalis icored,
fo realty facta on keeping the ballin
tfourhalfiandfaking advantageand
capitalizing on opportunities.
"
- Altj Wagner, midfielder, '03
S4*TjCURA
fter gaining possession, sophomore defender Jessica Ballweg
ings the ball up the field and looks for an open man in attempts
set up a well-executed goal. Ballweg was also a valuable asset
the US Under-19 National Team.
Banding together to support their
team in the semi-finals against
North Carolina, students cheer as
Veronica Zepeda scores the game-
winning goal. The Bronco received
a live satellite feed allowing Santa
Clara students to be as close to the
playoffs as possible without travel-
ing to Austin.
Quickly adjusting to the pres-
sures of college life and a new
soccer team, freshman midfielder
Micaela Esquivel added skill and
finesse to an already impressive
Bronco starting lineup.
Thingpb like determinatien, a^resam, concentration, desire, pamn. . . ttose fUng* reallymake the difference. - Head'CoachJerry Smith
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Aj a young team, not many
people expectmuch ^rom ui How-
ever, we do expect to win the
conference became we haw the
aSifify to /jc the hcJt team in the
- Rijan Cochrane
"I nei/er had to worry ahouf
Mint? my hody in cfuh faff he-
cauie I coufd confrof the game
with Jhiff
"
- /(efeehi fgwe
Back Row (L-R): Jason Pan, Ryan Purtell, Jackson Dovey, Steve Cronin, Kent Harkness, Zach Knight, Matt Upton. Third
Row (L-R): Alex Tablin-Wolf, Michael Amico, Audren Cushman, Devin Skrade, Eric Irvine, Kirk Fonseca, Michael Weiland.
Second Row (L-R): Jamil Walker, Burke Ewers, Scott McLaine, Ryan Cochrane, Jason Cunliffe, Kellen Gilmore, Will
Weatherly Front Row (L-R): Student Trainer, Jeff Scott, Kelechi Igwe, Ronnie Magasaysay, Ryan Wolfe, Keith Devey.
Devin Skrade, pictured above, ap-
peared in one match during his
innaugural season before redshirting
the remainder of the year.
Midfielder Scott McLain shows
off his dribbling skills by quickly
dodging his opponant's attempt
to steal the ball.
Will Weatherly, pictured at right, was
one of nine of its student-athletes
named to the 2002 West Coast Con-
ference Fall All-Academic team
Will Weatherly dribbles the ball downfield to his teammates)
that will give them a winning goal. He is a second year player!
who continues to improve the teams offensive play.
Soccersmy fi^e, andthudaffIam (jocuied on rightnow. - Keffen Gifmore
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Mens joccer
these men put the r in Rich
Everywhere you turn in a Men's Soccer game,
the word "goal" was heard more often than not.
Students, faculty and family loudly cheered for the
team. The team's success was by far one of the best
in many years. With ten wins, one tie and six losses,
the team proved that they could have another good
year. Freshmen and sophomore players had some
light shined on them as well.
Sophomore Ryan Cochrane was named to the
NSCAA/Adidas All-Far West Squads and also plays
for the U.S. Under 20 National Team. Also getting
his fair share of the spotlight is teammate Steve
Cronin. Cronin, the goalie, is looked to as a
leader. ..even by the older team members. He keeps
everyone's attention focused and their minds on the
task at hand. Cronin also joins Cochrane in playing
on the U.S. Team. Freshmen Kelechi Igwe comes
from a soccer family himself. Playing since he was
young, it was Igwe's dream to play on SCU's soccer
team. Other teammates like Will Weatherly earned
All-WCC Academic Team honors, and Jamil Walker
was named WCC Player of the Week.
Though the team's season is over, they are in-
deed planning for next year's season physically as
well as academically. Also with Cameron Rast coach-
ing, the team will try to improve their records.
Kellen Gilmore said about his coach, "He's been
trying to change our system so that we can play
around teams more, and we've been successful
with it, although our records do not show it."
The team will become even stronger and closer
next season. With talented coaches and players,
there's definitely a positive outlook for the future of
men's soccer.
"
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SCHEDULE 1
Date Opponent
9/02 Notre 1 ),imc
9/06 Washington
9/14 Alabama A&M
9/19 San Jose Stale
9/21 Cal State Fullerton
9/26 Cal Berkeley
9/29 Stanford
10/04 Brown
10/06 Harvard
10/10 San Diego State
10/13 Portland
10/20 Gonzaga
10/25 San Diego
11/02 Saint Mary's
11/07 Sacramento State
11/12 USF
11/16 Loyola Marymnt.
For Jamil Walker, deciding
whether to go left or right around
his opponents is a key strategic
advantage. By keeping his oppo-
nents guessing, he can quickly
sweep around and assist his team
in a win.
Kelechi Igwe steals the ball
from the opposing team mem-
ber. Kelechi comes from a fam-
ily that is well involved with
soccer. His father coached the
Stanford soccer team.
Ryan Cochrane, pictured below,
earned his second trip to the All-
West Coast Conference teams at
the end of the season.
iyan Cochrane looks downfield and prepares to receive a header
rom the defense. Cochrane, a sophomore, played for the U.S.
Jnder-20 Men's National team during his winter quarter.
Idm 'Pdwetttm am/gamei, even the me* we win. IP'i-great-but-geitr ttmhlty infoijeur netigame. -JegStewarP
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SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
8/30 James Madison
8/31 New Orleans
8/31 UCI
9/6 East Illinois
9/7 Idaho
9/7 N. Arizona
9/13 Nebraska
9/14 Michigan
9/14 Alabama
9/20 Maryland
9/21 Minnesota
9/21 Denver
09/28 San Jose State
10/04 UCSD
10/05 Saint Mary's
10/11 Gonzaga
10/12 Portland
10/18 Loyola Marymount
10/19 Pepperdine
10/25 UCSF
10/29 Sacramento State
11/02 UCSD
11/08 Portland
11/09 Gonzaga
11/15 Pepperdine
11/16 Loyola Marymount
11/19 Cal Berkeley
11/23 UCSF
11/26 Stanford
12/06 Cal Berkeley
w
Jumping high to spike the ball,
Cassie Perret plays hard against
every opposing team she faces.
The team wins 3-to-2 against San
Jose State University making it a
close victory.
Co-Captain Chrissy Hirsch bumps
the ball to give the team a chance
to score yet another point. Chrissy
and her twin sister, Cindy, both
scored points that game.
omens
setting and spiking the record for a win
The women of the volleyball team proved that they
have what it takes to be the best athletes in this
thrilling sport. Pulling an almost winning streak,
the girls definitely gave it their all this season. They
endlessly practiced in preparation for their games
and their work definitely paid off. Sometimes there
was a loss or two, but that never discouraged the
team what so ever. They regrouped and got back
the focus they lacked that game to win the next one.
One of the team members, Becky Potter, has made
a name for herself playing volleyball. She was
named AVCA Second Team All American, and to
top it off she is the first Bronco to earn this high
status. Also receiving recognition is Chrissy Hirsch
and Megan Johnston for their academic and athletic
efforts. To bring in something new to the team was
Becky Biniek. After Tonie Muratore went down
with an ankle injury, Coach Wallace needed some-
one to fill in her important spot. Biniek recalled her
coach saying, "Someone has to step up and take her
spot. " Biniek tried and has since became more than
just a replacement. Coach Wallace commented,
"Becky has stepped in and taken advantage of an
opportunity, which is great to see." All the girls
have shown an immense strength and bond as a
team. They not only have become good teammates,
but good friends as well. They have come to rely on
one another for support throughout the team, and
it's absolutely wonderful. Their common goal is to
do the best they can, and they have gone beyond
their best. They have done the amazing. With
positive attitudes and high hopes we are sure to see
the girls blow us away again with their talents as
students, friends, and of course, athletes.
Cindy Hirsch, Co-Captain, cheers on the team
as they go in for battle. Her support helped
the girls feel confident, leading them in hav-
ing an overall outstanding season.
68 Women's Volleyball
Back Row (L-R): Assistant Coach Dustin Moore, Sharon Shelton, Toni Muratore, Chirstina
Vick, Becky Biniek, Kim McGiven, Alyssa Lantz, Becky Potter, Cassie Berret, Amy Grabill,
Danny Shin, Head Coach Jon Wallace. Front Row (L-R): Lisa Hernandez, Megan Johnston,
Chrissy Hirsch, Kelli Sousa, Cindy Hirsch, Lexie Bothman, Kristen Luxton.
"We want to he ahtc to win the
conference and reach the round
of sixteen /for Hire. I think the
utflmate goat woutd he to reach
the top ten.
"
- ChriSSif Hlrch
"Thepastlew ifears haven 'theen
great, hut this //car has Seen
incrrdihtc. Peopte came to watch
our (jirstgame andreatlzedhow
much Inn it reatttj is.
'
- Becktj Potfer
Coach Jon Wallace is always on
the sidelines encouraging the
team to do their best and keep
up the excellent team work.
Taking her time to analyze the
play, Alyssa Lantz seeks out the
weak opponent on the team be-
fore she makes her serve.
;cky Potter goes for the final point to win the second game in a 5
ime match. Potter, a sophomore, has a good start on her volley-
ill career at SCU and is definitely making a name for herself.
Ourgoattknjearttfagettkrdroundoutfittournament, butIPwittdependon whom wedraw. -Jon Wattace
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Mens Cross Country
Mission Harriers
Whether the race is against the clock for a personal
best or an opponent for that extra point, Cross Coun-
try racing is a sport of intense passion and persever-
ance. The 2002 season was completed with an out-
standing finish by the men's team at the NCAA West
Regional Championships hosted by Stanford. The
men came in 14th in a field of 23, improving on last
years placing and completed their goal of being
competitive with rivals Portland State, Fullerton
State, Idaho, and Boise State. Top runners for this
years team included Senior Michael Helms, Junior
Ben Gauen, Senior ThomasChapman,Junior Dominic
Ricci, and promising freshman John Hinman.
"U Wdi cannotexplain diifanee running; pit
either lei/e far if er pit den '/; There a
n&fhingglamereuiaheut running, in jactlFi
a farm ^puniihmenf. Out en the cettne if >
the team thatpitihcipitpartthepain, farcing
the Aetf mit efapu. Te tfwie I leave behind
and te thw to come, make if hurt, I will
never farget any eft pit,
"
- Michael Helmi '02
L-R: John Paul Thyken, Bryan Lorentz, Thomas Chapman, Dominic Ricci, Michael Rich-
mond, Michael Helms, Kevin Edwards, Benjamin Gauen, Devlin Croal, Ricky Brackett, John
Hinman, Colin Wood, Chris Doerhoff, Pat Green, Gregory Geibel, and Coach John Maloney
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
09/07 UC Irvine
Invitational
09/14 USF
Invitational
09/21 Aggie Open
09/28 Stanford
Invitational
10/06 San Francisco
State Invitational
10/19 Bronco
Invitational
11/02 WCC
Championships
11/16 NCAA
West Regional
Championship
As a front runner for this year's cross country team, senior Thomas
Chapman leads by example in his training mindset and his races.
Dominic Ricci puts the pressure on
a San Diego runner as they power
into the finish line. Down to the
wire finishes like these are crowd-
pleasers, no matter what places are
being contended for.
.*p<
Freshman John Hinman, one of Santa Clara's most promising
young cross country runners, picks it up as he comes into the
finishing sprint of the West Coast Conference Championships.
Therepe*anetherpair tfih&rM - Kevin Edward*
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Women s Cross Country
teans & Cornbread
The 2002 season was a great follow-up to the 2001
championship season. The highlight of the year was
our trip to Salem, Oregon and competing in the pres-
tigious Willamette Invitational. The meet is billed as
the largest cross country meet on the West Coast.
With the top 5 Broncos running under 19 minutes for
the first time in history, Santa Clara defeated confer-
ence rival Portland, Portland State, and narrowly
missed knocking off Hawaii. The Broncos were led by
Kim Bates (17:28), Milena Basil (18:26), Robin Bell
(18:26), Courtney Daniels (18:49), and Katie Hansen
(18:51). Another highlight was during the West Re-
gion Finals at Stanford University where the Broncos
came in 15th place, our best-ever finish.
- Women's Coach Tom Service
L-R: Head Coach Tom Sevice, Robin Bell, Kasey Shemwell, Chrissie Moreno, Julianne
Visbal, Courtney Daniels, Kim Bates, Katie Hansen, Erin Davis, Tara Rooney, Monica
Tomich, Cara Payne, Milena Basil, and Kiley Strong.
'We -iff wine pretty high team and
perwnat
'
geaHi andmet nwir efj them, h ?r
hada fat'<?/'/fan at the tame nine and I'm
already- feeling forward' fe nexf leawn.
Ge Brencou
"
Julianne Viikl '05
One aspect of being a part of an athletic team is bonding with your
fellow teammates. The girls, over a period of months, have come to
know each other quite well.
Cim Bates, a graduate student from the University of Arizona and
me of Santa Clara's top 5 runners in 2002, sprints to the finish of
he West Coast Conference Championship race.
J!
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
09/07 UC Irvine
Invitational
09/14 Fresno State
Invitational
09/21 Aggie Open
09/28 Stanford
Invitational
10/05 Willamette
Invitational
10/19 Bronco
Invitational
11/02 WCC
Championships
11/16 NCAA
West Region
Championship
In preparation for the race at
Fresno State, the women of the
cross country team stretch to re-
lax their bodies hoping to make
the race a little more comfortable.
Running Camp wai a$reat> experience; we were able fo fand with mrteammam, run in beauitu/ji'area*, and' enjeif the beach. - Ka^ Shemwell
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Women s Golf
teeing off to a great season
The 2003 Women's Golf team started our their fall season by
competing in the Lady Vandal Invitational placing seventh out of
thirteen teams. Contributing to this victory were freshman rookies
Deanna Slaman, Nikki Mack, Candice Palmer and Meggie
Fagundes. Perhaps the most outstanding event occurred at the
Boise State Fall Classic when the Lady Broncos shot a combined
score of 316 in the final round, which is only four strokes off from
theprogram'sbest-everscore. Coach Polly Schulzecommentedon
the team's success "We are getting to where we want to be."
Helping the Lady Broncos to this achievement were Nikki Mack
with a final score of seventy-six and Candace Palmer firing a
seventy-eight. A morepersonal achievementthatshowstheamaz-
ing talent on the Santa Clara Women's Golf Team occurred at the
State FairWomen'sChampionshipwhenteammemberCourtney
Dimpel-Composti placed third overall shooting an incredible
seventy-three and seventy-four. The team continues to work hard
and is makingoutstanding progress toward their final goal of third
at the WCC Championships. - Caitlyi / McNnn/
M .Jim
"There a nt> watj W deicrik how I wai
feeling after if went in. AllI cettld de>
wai jump up and down aJ ei/eryfadij
if
rem fhe premui green came wer and
hugged me.
"
- Coinduct] DiinpeC-CdinfwM, '05
Back row (L-R): Caitlyn McN'ary, Meggie Fagundes, Coach Polly Schulze, Nikki Mack, Jennifer
Taylor. Front row (L-R): Courtney Dimpel, Jessica Lamberty, Candice Palmer. Not Pictured:
Jessica Abbott, Anne Bowden and Deanna Slaman.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
09/30 Lady Vandal Invit.
10/01 Lady Vandal Invit.
10/21 Boise State
Fall Classic
10/22 Boise State
Fall Classic
10/28 Cal Poly Fall Invit.
10/29 Cal Poly Fall Invit.
02/03 Cal Poly
02/18 Bay Area Classic
02/19 Bay Area Classic
03/10 Duck Invit.
03/11 Duck Invit.
03/24 SC Colby Classic
03/25 SC Colby Classic
04/14 WCC
Championships
04/15 WCC
Champion ips
Representing Santa Clara at the Cal Poly Invitational, coach Polly
Schulze, Deanna Slaman, Meggie Fagundes, Candice Palmer, Nikki Mack,
and Courtney Dimpel-Composti meet briefly before their tee time.
In the last event of the winter season, freshmen Deanna Slaman Playing on a beautiful course, freshman Deanna Slaman
and Nikki Mack pause to discuss the round with their coach, Polly putts in the practice round at Avila Beach. Slaman was
Schulze. Despite both being somewhat under the weather, both privileged, and skilled enough, to make appearances in
^laman and Mack stuck it out and supported their team. many tournaments in her first year of collegiate golf.
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Men's Golf
broncos prove they are up to par
The golf team this year is extremely young, but there
is more talent and depth on this team than we have
had at SCU in the four years that I have been here.
There are four freshmen, all of whom saw playing
time in the short fall season, three sophomores, a
junior, and myself a redshirt junior. The team as a
whole struggled a bit in the fall, but everyone showed
some flashes of their great potential. Our best finish
was when we came in second (lost in a sudden death
playoff) in the ten team Santa Clara Invitational. I
came in second at the SCU Invite and fourth at the 20
team at the CSU Northridge Tournament. Sophomore
Matt Klenz finished fifth at the SCU Invite. I know we
have the talent, so hopefully we have learned from our
mistakes in the fall and will make a run at the WCC
Championship in April.
-Justin Ahasic
Back row (L-R): Matt Klenz, Blake Lugar, Justin Ahasic, John Colyar, Michael Nicoletti.
Front row (L-R): Jonathan Edwards, Chris DeMartini, Eric Lillibridge, Vincent Aicale.
"Going in, I waijuithoping I woutdget
to ptag in a faw tournaments I wain 't
reatty aire how everything wai going to
work, hut I ended up playing a tot and
teaming a tot more. I gained a tot ofi
confidence far the future.
"
- Matt Ktenz. '05 i
<2?
Caught between a sand trap and water, senior Justin Ahasic
skillfully chips the ball into play. The team benefited greatly
from his leadership after he recovered from shoulder surgery.
uilding up his college career, freshman Eric Lillibridge tees Teeing off, sophomore Jonathan Edwards follows the ball as it travels
ff during practice. The season has been characterized by across thesky while teammate Blake Lugaradmires its distance. Edwards
outh, as Lillibridge is one of four freshman on the team. consistently contributed solid showings at each tournament this season.
SCHEDULE |
Date Opponent
09/28 Univ. Idaho
09/29 Univ. Idaho
10/07 Bronco Cup Scramble
10/21 CSU Northridge
10/22 CSU Northridge
10/28 SCU Invitational
10/29 SCU Invitational
1 1 /04 Univ. Hawaii
11/05 Univ. Hawaii
03/11 Sacramento State
03/12 Sacramento State
03/31 UCSB
04/01 UCSB
04/07 San Jose State
04/08 San Jose State
04/14 WCC Championships
04/15 WCC Championships
04/19 US Intercollegiate
04/20 US Intercollegiate
making- panm §m. - AMManP Ceoch Arrm OkrtieHier
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Men's Ten tennis
ldre has nothing on these guys
Men's tennis looks like they will have a prom-
ising season this year. With a group of a few good
men, they are sure to make this season their own.
Since fall they have trained and practiced in order to
be the best in every game. With a few matches won
by a hair, they can only do better.
The few losses that they do have canbe shrugged
from everyone's shoulders. They have always given
one hundred percent in their game, and their wins
will surpass those tedious losses. Their attitudes
remain positive as they prepare to embark on a
season unlike any other. The coaches too have faith
in their players and their ability to overcome ob-
stacles. With support from family and friends, these
men will achieve victories for a promising season.
"I think thttijtar wMfa a jfm one,
andIfeetthatin conference we coufd
h i/erif- iucceufeit, "
- Franciico Zepponi
Back Row (L-R): Assistant Coach Brett Masi, Head Coach George Husack, Federico Mattioli, Erich
Chen, Richard Ruso, Michael Bruggemann, Team Manager Warrick Chu, Assistant Coach Marcell
Hlousek. Front Row (L-R): Benito Hidalgo, Taylor Bedillion, Francisco Zepponi, Theodore Blosser.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
01/18 UC Santa Cruz
01/25 Arizona
01/26 Arizona State
01/29 San Francisco
02/01 Cal Poly
02/11 Hawaii
02/15 Sacramento St.
02/16 UC Santa Barbara
02/21 Boise State
02/22 New Mexico
02/27 San Francisco
03/01 Saint Mary's
03/07 Portland
03/08 Washington
03/15 Gonzaga
03/27 Pepperdine
03/29 LoyolaMarymount
04/02 Saint Mary's
04/05 Fresno State
04/08 Pacific
Sophomore Francisco
Zepponi concentrates
on the ball that is
headed straight for
him. He makes good
use of his time during
every practice.
Federico Mattioli hits
the ball to his oppo-
nent during practice.
This senior has defi-
nitely been an asset to
the team this season.
Keeping his eye on the ball, senior Richard Ruso is confident that
he will swing and hit the ball exactly where he wants it to go.
This will be Richards's last year playing with his fellow broncos.
Emif match Mf. own to the wire thlb ij>ear andfeeing thli earit/ wlit'make our team itron^. - George Huiack
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womens lennisT.
move over venus, let the ladies show you how it s done
• f • \ >»i flV ., ../
&Mtt£u ic
Left to Right: Head Coach Aby Ryan, Christine Limbers, Patricia Ruiz, Jessie Strunk, Jennifer Siegel,
Casey Krtutson, Nicole Jackson, Ashley Campbell, Mariko Kawakami, Catherine Cochrane, Janalle
Kaloi, Assistant Coach Tricia Guidace.
This season for women's tennis looks like it is
going to be one of their best. So far they have been
winning the majority of their matches. Coach Aby
Ryan has been a terrific coach, and the just earned
their one hundreth victory against Saint Mary's. A
win such as this is a milestone not only for the team,
but for Ryan herself.
The team itself is small in size, but the output is
extreme. Each individual brings something to the
team, and their strength and determination is what
makes this team tick. Their practices, like others, are
meant for practicing and perfecting their skills, which
definitely shows in their matches. These ladies are
going far this season, and it appears that nothing is
going to stop them. They truly have what it takes.
"Depth, maturity, and friendship
1
-
mil fakei m far fhii Jeajpn. Our
feam 14 really cloie which make*any llf
rm *
'
trip (jiin.
"
' «P
- Pamela Ruiz
_|
Jennifer Siegel practices her swing while Catherine Cochrane prac-
tices her serve. As doubles partners, these girls often put their com-
petition in its place - second place, that is.
.
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SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
01/31 San Jose State
02/01 Saint Mary's
02/07 Cal Poly
02/08 CSU Fullerton
02/09 UC Santa Barbara
02/15 Sacramento St.
02/20 BYU - Hawaii
02/21 San Diego State
02/23 Hawaii
03/01 Saint Mary's
03/05 Loyola Marymount
03/07 Portland
03/09 North Carolina
03/27 Pacific
03/28 San Francisco
04/04 N. Arizona
04/05 Idaho
04/06 Fresno State
With a quickness, Jessie Strunk pops up to hit the ball that was Casey Knutson and Ashley Campbell practice a few hits with the
coming right at her. She maintains control while at the same rime racket before one of their games. These girls are versatile at playing
hits the ball with all of her might. either singles or doubles throughout the match.
Te reach 100 mforM a^aln*t Saint Mary '*/ make* it even -meter. They have ken a huye rival threufhoiif the year*. - Ady Ryan
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SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
9/07 Loyola Marymount
9/07 Laverne
9/08 Air Force
9/08 Whittier
9/11 Univ. of the Pacific
9/14 Chaminade
9/14 Whittier
9/15 Chapman
9/15 Pmna-Pitzer
9/21 Redlands
9/22 Laverne
9/22 UC Santa Cruz
9/28 UC San Diego
9/28 Pomona-Pitzer
9/28 Whittier
9/29 Claremont
9/29 Air Force
10/04 Harvard
10/11 Occidental
10/11 Whittier
10/12 Pomona-Pitzer
10/12 Chapman
10/19 Cal Poly
10/20 Cal Maritime
10/20 UC Berkeley
10/26 Univ. of the Pacific
11/01 BYU Hawaii
11/02 Chaminade
11/02 BYU Hawaii
11/02 Cal Baptist
11/03 Chaminade
11/03 Cal Baptist
11/08 use
11/10 UC Davis
11/16 UC Davis
11/17 UC Santa Cruz
Men's Water Pol
splashing in the water is more than you think
The Santa Clara University men's water polo team re-
cently completed its season, posting a 10-26 record.
Under first-year head coach Keith Wilbur, the Broncos
matched last year's win total as the most in three years.
The Broncos were unbeatable in overtime contests this
season, with a perfect 4-0 mark. The Broncos defeated
Whittier 8-7 in four overtimes on September 14-due in
part to a Mark Oda steal and a Mike Vancura score- and
followed the next afternoon with a 10-9 victory in three
overtimes over Pomona-Pitzer, thanks to J. P. Doucette's
game-winner. Two weekends later, on September 29,
Santa Clara was again taken to four extra periods, and
topped Claremont 4-3 on Mark Perlite's golden goal.
"Our guys really know how to put it together and win in
overtime," head coach Keith Wilbur said after the last OT
win. "They have so much heart and composure when the
game's on the line."
Santa Clara faced another season of ranked opponents,
facing 28 nationally-ranked foes in 36 total matches on
the 2002 schedule. The Broncos faced 12 ranked teams
from Division 1, 15 from Division III, and one from the
collegiate club level. Although the Broncos went 8-20
against this competition, head coach Keith Wilbur said
although it equals many tough losses, "it gives our team
the tough competition we need to be successful later in
the season and in years to come."
The Broncos did not have one senior on the roster this
season, so all 14 roster members will have a chance to
return in2003 with an entire year of experience under
their belts. Next year's team will be led by seniors Logan
Gee and J. P. Doucette. The team will also return three
members who spent the 2002 season studying abroad in
Kenny Flanagan, Gareth Owens and Dan Figoni.
/
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Sophomore Peter Moore dives for the ball to make a save against the opposing
team. "We have a strong goalie, and if you have a good goalie the team can rely
on him to play good defense," says Head Coach Keith Wilbur.
Junior Utility Logan Gee has been a strong
member all three years he has spent on the
team. He scored 24 goals this season alone.
Dan O'Connell takes a win for the alumni dur-
ing the alumni water polo game. O'Connell, a
2002 Santa Clara graduate, was Assistant
Coach for the men's team following a success-
ful four years on the team as a strong player.
We Marted&$ the learn . {hada reallygreatandhard-werfang team. We (fo&ked§dedandweplayed well - Mark Perfote
76 Men's Waterpolo
Back Row (L-R): John Greco, Micke Vancura. Third Row (L-R): Floyd Tucker, Peter Moore,
Mark Oda, Whit Gilfillan, Grant Allison. Second Row (L-R): Assisstant Coach Dan
O'Connell, J. P. Doucette, Mark Perlite, Logan Gee, Head Coach Keith Wilbur. Front Row
(L-R): Marc Hausle, Austin Brizgys, Nick Takahashi, Matt Sanchez.
Despite net pfaying thie fast 16
games p/j the seasen. Takahashi
fed the Brpncps- with 43 gpafi
this seaspn and registered 11
mufti-gpafepnteits, incfading twp
cpntests in which hie registered
ifiire gpafi- against Chapman and
UC Sanfa Cruz.
- Nick Takahashi
As gpafkeeper,
f/ie Brpncp net in every minute
pjj actipn acrpss 36 cpnfesfi.
Mppit registered 366 saves and
finished the year with a 9. 95
gpafs-againsf average.
- Peter Mppre
As the opposing team reaches for
the ball, junior Logan Gee whisks
it out of his reach just in time.
Freshman Marc Hausle follows
through on a pass to his teammate
despite the efforts of his opponant
to knock the ball off course.
lick Takahashi passes the ball to a fellow teammate. Takahashi
?as the team top scorer this season making 43 goals.
Thetji have sp much heartandcpmppsure when thegame ii>pnthe fine. - Keith Wiffiur
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"This year If/iink pur team fo&kA
strcngcr than ever. We 're /faJt,
we 're picking up f/ic pfatji and
working mil with each ether. "
- Rebecca Hong
"We have such a cfpjc-knit team
Ml'gear which Ithink hadmade
uj stronger in the water. Every-
one ij w supportive o(jrachother, "
- Kathleen Hamm
Back Row (L-R): Anne Ginotti, Kathleen Hamm, Alanna Simpkins, Bryn Asher, Kelley Mays.
Front Row (L-R): Kathleen Shumm, Kelly Rauenbuehler, Elizabeth Glotzbach, Rebecca Hong,
Amanda Ginn, Allison Stover, Alexandra Dalmau.
Getting a feel for the
water, senior Becky
Hong prepares for the
next pass from one of
her teammates.
Before a game the ladies warm up and huddle in the water. With
confidence, they focus on their strategy to win the match. A few
words of direction from their coach is always helpful.
Him. WfflnMk
78 Women's Water Polo
Women s Water Fol
laying the smacUown For the goal
Some of the senior ladies can concur that the water
polo team has gotten better every year. With new
:oach Keith Wilbur, who also coached the men's
water polo team, the ladies are sure they will domi-
nate this year. During practice they work endlessly
Dn improving and managing their skills. The fresh-
men ladies are learning a thing or two as well. And
this will help improve the team for the following
years to come. The source of their success not only
centers on their ability to work as a team, but also
their love for the game. They might even attract a
few water polo followers. With a new coach, a few
new team members, the women's water polo team
is confident that they will take control of the waters
and complete this season with a big splash.
Waterpolo is one of the most aggresive contact
sport. Who better to play than a group of women
with strength and integrity. The women's water
polo team has had a very bright beginning. With
wins agains Sonoma State and UC Santa Cruz, we
will definitely be seeing great things from the team
this season. One of the key components of many
sports is friendship. The ladies, though small in
group size, have definitely gotten to know each
other quite well this season. Knowing one another
isn't just good for the players, but it also helps them
as a team. Sophomore Katy Shumm says, "This
year our water polo team is outstanding, because
not only are we such good friends in and out of the
water, it helps us be able to workwell with eachother
and we have really dominated the pool this year."
SCHEDULE 1
Hair Opponent
01/25 Sonoma State
01/25 ucsc
02/01 1 .< 1)
03/02 Villanova
03/02 Cal Hayward
03/22 Claremonf
03/25 Pomona
03/26 CSSan Bernardino
03/26 La Verne
03/27 Occidental
03/29 LMU
04/11 Hawaii
04/12 San Jose State
04/18 Arizona State
04/25 WWWPA
Kathleen Hamm lunges over her
opponent in order to obain the
ball. As a freshman, this is
Hamm's first year on the team.
Goalkeeper Anne Ginotti raises
up in order to block the ball
from entering the goal net.
Anne is one of the two goal-
keepers on the team, and is one
of the most important team
members on the team.
Junior Alexandra Dalmau completes a
pass to one of her team mates in hopes to
score the final goal to win the game.
Sophomore Allison Stover lets her team-
mates know she is open and ready for the
ball. Quick and agile passing is essential
to outsmarting and out-scoring any
opponant the Broncos come up against.
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SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
12/04 Fresno State
12/07 Washington
12/14 Nevada
12/20 Maryland
12/22 Loyola College
12/27 Mississippi Valley St
12/28 Princeton
12/30 Wright State
1/04 Nevada-Las Vegas
1/11 San Diego
1/17 Pepperdine
1/18 Loyola Marymount
1/22 San Francisco
1/25 Saint Mary's
1/30 Portland
2/01 Gonzaga
2/08 San Diego
2/13 Loyola Marymount
2/16 Pepperdine
2/21 San Francisco
2/23 Saint Mary's
2/27 Gonzaga
3/01 Portland
3/7-10 WCC Tournament
AAen s Basketball
he goes up For the shot... ana it s good!
Struggling with a lengthy list of injuries, the
men's basketball team had its ups and downs
this year. Despite their rocky start, several play-
ers excelled beyond expectations this season.
The team's only seniors, Brad and Cord Ander-
son, have made a tremendous impact to the
team. Their hard work and dedication to the
sport has led them both to a starting position
for the first time this year. Although both on
the quiet side, Head Coach Dick Davey said
"They lead by example. They never complain
and they care about other people." While Santa
Clara will be sad to see the Andersons gradu-
ate, there is young talent that is already making
a mark. Freshmen Brandon Rohe was one of
Santa Clara's top scorers this year. As of mid-
January, Rohe lead all Western Coast Confer-
ence freshmen in scoring. "His ability to shoot
is the most impressive part of the game," said
junior Kyle Bailey who was out for most of the
season with injuries. It was unfortunate that
the team suffered so many injuries, however,
the level of competitiveness and talent the Bron-
cos has looks nothing but favorable for next
year to be Santa Clara's year to dominate.
Leaping through the air and desper-
ately trying to save the ball from going
out ofbounds, junior Kyle Bailey gives
it his all. Due to both foot and back
injuries, Bailey later redshirted the rest
of the 2002-2003 season.
Sideline players and Assistant Coach An-
tonio Veloso cheer on their teammates as
they work their way towards a victory.
Bah [Bakan AlPheim
Team members gather around Head Coach
Dick Davey during a time out. Davey, dur-
ing his past 10 seasons here, has led the
Broncos to a sparkling 173-117 record, dis-
tinguishing him as the winningest active
coach in the West Coast Conference.
bected. LeUnf Ktffc and having Bak iPep i,n even a
L
Bak ptaift iff mil and tt a leader. - J. R. PaPnck
80 Men's Basketball
@ LEGATO Bon Appetit
Back Row (L-R): Lizandro Carrasco, Antonio Veloso - Assistant Coach, Steve Seandel - Associate
Head Coach, Brad Anderson, Travis Niesen, Scott Borchart, Linden Tibbets, Jordan Legge, Jim
Howell, J.R. Patrick, San Scuilli - Assistant Coach, Dick Davey - Head Coach. Front Row (L-R):
Kyle Bailey, Ethan Rhode, Cord Anderson, Alex Kargbo, Bakari Altheimer, Brandon Rohe, James
Romey, Scott Dougherty.
"[{
'r have a tot
0/f tafent. This /// hi
//////J are refnrninej wanfin// Po
prwe themietm and (he //onn/j
pfa/jers can hefp fhem do that.
"
- Ethan Rohde, sophomoreyiiard
"Coach Dai/c/f reatY/j motivates
//on to pfatj hard. He doesn't
stand (here and trij to mofii/atc
tjoii atcifcnj ptaij, huthe makes
i/oa have tjoar own confidence.
That makes aii o^ as heffer.
"
-Jim Heweft senior forward
At the three-point line, Brandon
Rohe goes up for the shot as the rest
of his teammates - and his
opponants - look to see what the
outcome will be. Will this mean an-
other 3 points for the Broncos?
On the line, Travis Niesen is faced
with the challenge of a free throw.
Being a left-handed player, Travis
can present some different and cre-
ative opportunities on both ends of
the floor.
^ talented freshman who entered the Bronco program with good
kills and prep experience, Travis Niesen dunks the ball to earn
wo, of his many, points this season.
' imprestive part; of h$game,
the team needs* ti. - Kitfe b
en-wen
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"We know each ether and each
other 'J gamei I know [mij uuerj
Jitfic'i mem and exactfij where
andwhen Jhe want! the ball U 7hen
ijeu pfaij with wmeene je long,
ijok knew what'j/ic'j thinking eat
en the court.
"
- Kimtnij Butter, '05. Ferward
"I am ecitalic te have the op-
perttinitij te ceme in and help
take an afreadij mccei^ut'pro-
gram te the next level
"
- Head Coach Michelle Bente Back row (L-R): Head coach Michelle Bento, Whitney Sutak, Asha Wilkerson, Julie Butler, Courtney
dishing, Tammy Annas, Megan Nelson, Kim Butler, Tori Markey, Kendra Rhea, Assistant Coach
Jennie Leander. Front row (L-R): Assistant Coach Katie Cronin, Jennie Rondel, Alex Gientke, Quinn
Thomas, Kayla Huss, Jennifer Bradley, Assistant Coach Trimeka Jackson.
Determined to keep the ball in
Bronco territory, sophomore guard
Megan Nelson stays in her defen-
sive stance. Nelson can be counted
on to keep the game on pace with
her speed and ability to take control
on a moments notice.
Three pointers and passing her forte,
senior guard Jennifer Bradley is a
solid insertion into any Bronco
lineup. Bradley is a reliable source
who adapts quickly to any situation.
Sophomore guard Quinn Thomas goes for the layup in a close!
matchup. Thomas strengthened her basketball skills as she tookl
part in a summer league at home with teammate Kayla Huss.
Santa Clar% |||£ great tradition eft' towceto in women'* basketball'and I am confident that Michelle tithe rightpe
to lead our program. - Chenrl' Leirtck, Athletic Tdirector
82 Women's Basketball
Women s Basketball
the bronco women get down to b
A team sprinkled with veteran experience and young enthusi-
asm, the 2003 edition of the Santa Clara women's basketball
team held much promise. Starting off the season in style, the
Broncos traveled to Europe for a quick game swing, including
stops in Paris arid all over Italy. The trip allowed for the girls to
bond and develop unity and also helped sharpened their
playing skills as they were apart for the summer.
It alsoallowed for time fornewHead CoachMichelle Bentoand
herstaff, assistantcoachesTrimekaJacksonand Katie Cronin to
get into the Bronco swing. Bento was thrilled to return to her
native Bay Area, and to provide her alma mater with her style
of "in-your-face-defense."
Perhaps there was something in the water, or, the authentic
Italian pasta, mat got the Broncos off to such a sizzling start.
usiness
After sweeping their 5 game set overseas, the Broncos returned
home only to continue their winning streak in the exhibition
season. All this success led wise coaches to garner the Broncos
some well-deserved votes in the USA Today/ESPN preseason
coaches' poll.
Encouraged by this vote of confidence, the Broncos stayed in hot
pursuit of the WCCConference Title all season. Many individual
achievements contributed to 2003's strong winning record. In the
middleof February -the heart of the season -seniorJulie Butler led
the conference in field goal percentage, at 50.6%, while sopho-
more KaylaHuss led in the assists column oftheleague, averaging
5.40 per game. In the WCC games, Santa Clara still managed to
come out on top, with senior Kendra Rhea's impressive field goal
percentage of 57.9 percent, while Huss ups her assists to an
average of 6.12 per WCC matchup.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponenl
11/12 Lehigh
11/24 Temple
1 1 /30 Arkansas
12/01 Texas A & M
12/04 Fresno State
12/07 Tulsa
12/15 Oregon
12/17 Loyola
12/21 Pacific
12/28 Arkansas State
12/30 San Jose State
01/02 Eastern Michigan
01 /06 TCU
01/11 San Diego
01/16 Pepperdine
01/18 Loyola Marymount
01/24 Saint Mary's
01/25 San hrancisco
01/30 Portland
03/6-9 WCC Championship
With players gathered round and
adrenaline pumping, head coach
Michelle Bento gives her team a few
last minute pointers. Bento brought
many years of expertise with her in
her first year at Santa Clara.
With players gathered round and
adrenaline pumping, head coach
Michelle Bento gives her team a few
last minute pointers. Bento brought
many years of expertise with her in
her first year at Santa Clara.
Driving the ball up the court, sophomore
guard Kayla Huss heads to her open team-
mate. On numerous occasions, the Lady Bron-
cos benefit from Huss' dead-on passing ski
With her eyes on the basket, senior for-
ward Kendra Rhea whizzes past her de-
fender. In her past 4 years as a Bronco,
Rhea has posted her share of double-
doubles and physical grit.
The infeniltf the girl* play Mfh U amazing. It realtyyeti yow involved in the game. - Calflyn McNary
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1 SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
01/25-26 Stanford
02/01-02 UH-Hilo
02/07-09 UC Irvine
02/14-16 San Diego State
02/21-23 UCSB
03/01-02 Cal Poly
03/04 Pacific
03/07-09 San Jose State
03/28-30 Pepperdine
04/04-06 San Francisco
04/08 Stanford
04/11-13 San Diego
04/17,19 Portland
04/22 California
04/25-27 Loyola
05/02-04 Pepperdine
05/06 Sac. State
05/10-12 Gonzaga
05/16-18 Saint Mary's
05/23-25 WCC Champs
8 Basebironco D eDa
get bi(
By beginning the season 1-2 after a series against
Stanford, the Broncos got things started with a 3-0
sweep over the University of Hawaii-Hilo! The
energetic Head Coach Mark O'Brien has high hopes
for his mostly-returning team. With a "team first"
attitude and an understanding of the challenges
facing the younger players, he commented, "If you
have that 'team first' mentality, you're going to be
successful. I can't be more proud of our guys who
don't play all the time and how supportive they are
of the guys who do." Good teamwork is important
in any sport and baseball is no exception. Attend a
baseball game and you will hear and see the spirit
and support for these Broncos. Shouting encour-
agement from the bench, behind the plate, or from
the outfield, the baseball team members make them-
selves heard. Showing support for the team even
while sitting on the bench not only impresses the
coaches, but intimidates your opponents and helps
motivate the rest of the team.
"Pitching and defense are our big strengths. We can
pitch, and we can play some defense, which is a great
combination. In the long run, that's going to win out...
it really will. Everything is geared towards the team
and hoping the team has success because what we say
is: everyone is going to make a contribution before the
season's done, if you're not starting now there's a
chance you might be in twenty-five games. If you're
not a starting pitcher now, you could pitch in relief and
be very, very successful and help our team."
- Head Coach Mark O'Brien
A.J. LaBarbera gives it his all dur-
ing batting practice. Arms lead-
ing and knees bent, he addresses
the ball with perfect form.
Arm at the ready and feet planted,
Scott Lonergan eyes in his target
as he prepares to throw.
Sitting on the sidelines, coaches and players cheer on their teammates throughout the
game. Keeping spirits up and the team excited is key for a successful mental game.
Carl Bacon lays down a bunt during practice. Hours upon hours are spent at the plate
perfecting batting skills. In critical plays, good ball placement is essential.
We were making a fan 'ielden run threugh giving high (jive* and Wujfjf. A{jfer the taW inftietder, [Cvach 'BrienJ cemei*
ugh, getting fow, Prying fo kneck guy* ever. - Scvtt Lvnergan
84 Baseball
Back row (L-R): |ohn Redmond, David Mandley, AJ LaBarbera, Shawn Epidendio, Alex Anderson,
Jason Matteucci, Mark Folgner, Ryan Chiarelli, Will Thompson, Ryan Pierpont, Patrick McBride.
Third row (L-R): Scott Shapiro, Michael Thompson, Chad Fillinger, Jim Wallace, Scott Lonergan, Tho-
mas Van Buskirk, Matt Krueger, Andrew Slorp, Kellan McConnell, Scott Doughety, Carl Bacon.
Second row (L-R): Joe Diefenderfer, Matt Travis, Assistant Coach Mike Oakland, Assistant Coach Scott
Kidd, Head Coach Mark O'Brien, Assisant Coach Tom Myers, Eric Newton, Matt McColgan.
Front row (L-R): Dan Vincenzi, Michael Lange, Panch Romero, Scott Dierks, Robbie Wilder, Anthony
Rea, David Hoffmire, Patrick Overholt, Jack Headley.
"Pfa/fiMfj /jaicbaff under C&ach
'Brien and(tie retf o(jha coaching
ita^ttawcwmckeauicmiijdiinii i.\
J u/ibeaf andftoM/li/e.
"
- Patrick Owrfwff, '06
pusher/fielder
"Weran oaf0^34[ouncebate]and
IliadW iac a 32. IWok a huge
hack, andimj wraijiiH broke. So
I drove home abouf 2000 mih
after that with a broken wrUf.
"
-Jim Wallace, '03
catcher
Leg outstretched to beat the throw
to first, this Bronco puts all his ef-
fort into getting on base. Running
the bases well is key to having a
good offense and unless effort like
this is made, plays don't happen.
Dirt flying from his cleats, David
Mandley sprints for second during
practice. Base running plays a cru-
cial part in the ball game and quick
bursts of energy are essential.
loaches and teammates gather in the dugout while cheering on
he Bronco hitters. Whether they are chewing on sunflower seeds
>r intensly focusing on the game, team unity can always be found
n the dug out.
%
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"We aft werk hard white we are
en theftetdtogether, hufweatje
knew hew fe haw a ejedd fme
and unwind
e/f/f the (jiefd.
"
- Lauren FiJJeri, '03
"We hai/e Jatdewn ai a team and
jet'winecjeafj fir eurjefm. and
we are Jtewftj meirtny tewardj
thejc geafj.
"
- KcffetjJohnJdn, '05 Front Row (L-R): Fli/abeth Courter, Rachel Sherman, Veronica Rivera, Coresta Salas, Tracie Hall,
Lauren Fissori, Vanessa Werner. Back Row (L-R): Keri Reisinger, Shannon Linerud, Jennifer Ponzo,
Lacine Smale, Kelley Johnson, Catherine Goethals, Jessica Clee, Jennifer Brown, Assistant Coach Mick
Myrback, Head Coach Marcy Crouch.
fcMHMt
Before they begin practice, the la-
dies huddle together, and the coach
explains what she wants them to
work on and accomplish by the end
of practice. This is an important key
to practice.
Jennifer Brown swings the bat and
hits the ball hard and far. This fresh-
man proves she has what it takes,
and she appears she will have a
bright future in SCU Softball.
The team JeemJ- to be enW^jame pafe when it cemej te what we want to achieve thtt i/ear, and we wilt strive to accempli-Jh alt that we
have Jet eat to de. - Cemta Sala>i
86 Softball
Softball
SCHEDULE
The softball team looks like they will turn out an
amazing season. All the girls are positive and have
high hopes. One of those hopes is winning the WISL
Tournament again this season. Although last years
seniors left very big shoes to fill, the freshmen ladies
seem to have a handle on those shoes. As a group
they have made some common goals on what they
want to accomplish this year as a team. Slowly but
surely they will grasp and make those goals a real-
ity. During practice the ladies work extra hard to
prepare for the next game, but they know how to
have some fun too. When they don't have a game
they just have a good time with one another and
hang out. However when it's a game day, the ladies
know how to prepare and motivate one another for
hitting em out of the Field
another conquest. Most importantly they have be-
come really good friends. The seniors mentor the
freshman and guide them to what lies ahead for
them and the team. Not only do they help the
freshmen, but the help the rest of the team as well.
They help pave the way for future soft ball team
mates to have a successful season. Also they know
how to pick one another up, and during road trips
they always have a good time with one another. All
in all the softball team has goals, motivations, and
especially, life long friendships. Their actions prove
that they are a united force that determines tso win.
They are a well rounded group that plans to give it
their very best. With a combination such as these,
they are sure to win and succeed this season.
Senior Coresta Salas drops her bat and runs to first
base, showing the opposing team that she is more
than just an outfielder.
At practice, the girls must play like it is a real game,
and results are good. They are faster and quick to
run to the next base.
Sometimes the ball can be faster than the batter.
One of the girls gains a strike for her practice team.
But the end result will help improve the team for
when it comes to game day.
Date
ll/IO
Ll/10
01/31
01/31
02/01
02/06
02/06
02/07
02/07
02/12
02/15
02/16
02/19
03/01
03/07
03/07
03/08
03/15
03/26
04/03
04/05
04/12
04/16
04/18
04/26
04/30
05/03
Opponent
Sac City
Stanford
UCSB
Long Beach State
Illinois-Chicago
Washington
Louisville
Oaklahoma
Hawaii
San Jose
Pacific
Humbolt
UCD
Fresno
Virginia Tech
Airizona
NIST
Southern Utah
West Washington
Oregon State
Loyola Marymount
Saint Mary's
UCB
San Diego
Sac State
CS Stanislaus
Portland State
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womens v^rewG
snow me those muscles!
Santa Clara's 2002-2003 Women's Crew is a young and
energetic group. This year's team is dominated by
freshmen and sophomores who are learning valuable
lessons from the experience of lone senior, Holly Miller
and a core group of juniors. Their hard work and
determination is sure to pay off as their season is full of
tough competition which includes CAL, Stanford and 6-
time WCC Champions, Gonzaga. The dedication of
these ladies is phenomenal, with practices starting early
in the morning and workouts often taking up much of
the day. The coaching staff has high aspirations for this
team to emerge as a program to watch this season.
- Stephanie Shephard, Women's Crew Conch
TKremember thoie time* o/f'perfection
we ifmr (jdt'; alt eight oar*going in
andoato(jthewaferin harmony, foditt
twinging in uniton, rowenjtimping
p/fjf
theirftoftfrefehen atthe tame moment
tocreateabreathfen, tentationatwefjdj
em the water,
"
- Hoffn Miller, '03
Back row (L-R): Novice Coach Michael Johnson, Anna Hoguet, Amanda Kremer, Holly Miller, Kristen
Siem, Bently Taylor, Stephanie Tobin, Katie Tasca,Lindsey, Jeanne Hood, Varsity Coach Stephanie
Shepherd. Second row (L-R): Carien Hughes, AdalineZacher, Laura Hellenthal, Allison Fleck, Robin
Hepworth, Sheila Reid, Christina Quattracchi. Front row (L-R): Jessica Martone, Chelsea Cowell,
Melissa Pellini, Katie Conrad, Erin Hussey, Tina Lennox, Lindsey Uchikura.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
11/17 Blair Island Fall
Regatta
03/08 Sacramento State
03/15 WCC Challenge
03/16 WCC Challenge
03/22 Stanford
04/05 San Diego Crew
Classic
04/06 San Diego Crew
Classic
04/19 California
05/02 WCC Champs
05/03 WIRA Champs
05/04 WIRA Champs
05/09 Dad Vail Regatta
05/10 Dad Vail Regatta
05/17 Pacific Coast
Rowing Champs
05/18 Pac-10 Champs
The novice crew women feel the burn as they pull their way through
the water during one of many early-morning practices, carefully tim-
ing their strokes with the coxswain's commands.
It's hard work, but somebody has to do it. The women's crew team,
led by Lindsey Uchikura and Katie Conrad, carry their rowing shells
down to the water for practice. It takes dedication and strength to
put oneself through so much work at such an early hour.
Tina Lennox chats with coxswain Carien Hughes as the
women's crew team makes sure everyone is set before they
shove off the pier and begin practice.
If* net
j
!
u*t
a
a (fro-iip oft friend*. If* not*o much likeping to practice becau*e gou get to hang out with gour friend* at
the *ame time. - Erin Pate . .
Crew
Mens C-rew
Back Row (L-R): Paul Khuri-Yakub. Third Row (L-R): Wiley Erikson, Daniel Parames, Daniel Jor-
dan, Chris Tschinkel, Jeremy Schrader, Matt Riley. Second row (L-R): Volunteer Assistant Matt
Kunk, Graham Grossman, Thomas Martin, Bryce Davidson, John Schlunt, Kyle Simpson, Juan Perez,
Tony Johnson, Andrew Thompson, Varsity Coach Jay Farwell. Front row (L-R): Elizabeth Garvin,
Nick Bickes, Alexandra Goldberg.
Strive for excellence, exceed yourself, love your friends,
speak the truth, practice fidelity, and honor your
father and mother. These principles will help you
master yourself, make you strong, give you hope,
and put you on the path to greatness." These are the
words of Joe Weider, Trainer of Champions. These
words can apply to many people, but I believe they
have a more significant meaning to the crew team.
The men and women that have the courage to get up
every morning and make the sacrifices crew requires
are truly on the path to greatness. Crew isn't just a
sport, it's a lifestyle and a predictor of future success.
- Wiley Erikson, '03, starboard
"Ijpu> 're fmking far individual wfw
defrne teuglinett, go beyond'the meaning
&{j commitment, and'never Jcttfe far hi
than the bcJt (mk ne farther than die
Crew team. M tough. Sittin die fan,
cmnpanidndiip, and'jenJe dfi achievement
thatkeepujdii gving,
"
i, '06
m m
The coaches keep in stride with the crew team's boat as they
glide quickly across the water. Commands and critiques from
the coaches keep these Broncos in time and up to par as they
work together towards the finish line.
Varsity rowers put their backs into their strokes as they
pull back and forth on the open water. The coxswain helps
the rowers maintain the precise balance and control that
are vital to a successful crew team.
Kyle Simpson, Daniel Jordan, Daniel Parames, and Tony Johnson
pull away from the dock as they start off on the first drills of the day.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
03/08 Sacramento State
03/15 WCC Challenge
03/16 WCC Challenge
03/22 Stanford
04/05 San Diego Crew
Classic
04/06 San Diego Crew
Classic
05/02 WCC Champion-
ships
05/03 VV1RA Champi-
onships
05/04 WIRA Champi-
onships
05/09 Dad Vail Regatta
05/10 Dad Vail Regatta
05/17 Pacific Coast
Rowing Champs
05/18 Pac-10 Champs
'4pay &fa thM racing ieaMn. I'm reaiiy excited to tine up agaMt Sac State, Davii, and Stanfard,
Weiheutdbethebmttebeat." Graham Grmman . ,
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jCJJ Spirit
we ve got spirit, yes we do, we ve got spirit, how bout you?!
The Ruff Riders is the official student club of Santa Clara
Athletics. This year we boast a record of more than 1200
members. Our goal is to increase school spirit in the
arena of athletics and invite everyone to be a part of the
Broncos team in one way or another. Our highlight
event of the year will be the trip to the men's and
women'sWCC basketball tournament in San Diego. We
always like to make our presence known and our pride
for our school visible at this tournament. As a young
organization, the shape of our face is constantly chang-
ing in our quest to fit perfectly into the SCU community.
Instilling enthusiasm in SCU students can sometimes be
a challenge, but we hope to light the same flame of pride
that runs through our most enthusiastic members (you
know who you are!) in everyone.
- Chris Bucka
\
_
"I (we being Buckij became not endj
do ijou get the kir view ofi the game,
hut ijou gel to interact with the fiani
andaddto their experience. Altin aft,
it'jjiuta fet effjiin.
"
- Witt Brown. Buctiij
Back Row (L-R): Kit Dijulio, Natalie Warga, Carey DeAngelis, Katie Tipton, Katie Wise,
Michelle Candoo, Angie Pagano, Diana Passadori, Eva Frederickson. Front Row (L-R):
Sarah Boskovich, Kristina Diver, Meredith Aylward, Tara Shibuya, Anne-Lynn Gapasin,
Lynn Chen, Lauren Wilson. Not pictured: Ali Warden and John Carletpn.
Practicing stunts is a challenging task, but
when a stunt is perfectly executed in front
of a bustling Leavey crowd, the cheerlead-
ers know that their hard work has paid off.
Donning true school spirit, fan superheroes show their undy-
ing support for their beloved Broncos. Ruff Riders often pro-
vide incentive for other fans to get on their feet and let their
cheering voices be heard.
L-R: Doug Mendez, Farheen Kaka, Nathan Iglesias, Janet Ishika wa,
Kelly Alexander, Marcos Hernandez, Ross Dykes, Michael Donohoe,
Katie Harding, Kumiko Watanabe, Blake Pelton.
Chowing down and getting pumped for the game at Stuft Pizza
are Ruff Rider Co-Presidents Brett Waller and Chris Bucka,and
executive council member Mike Zozos. It has been a long-
standing tradition that Ruff Riders cram through the doors of
Stuft to receive the game day discount.
W realty enhanced' mif experience at SCU... ichoot'spirit realty make* college more fan/'- Ktatina Liver
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Intramural:
port/ students socialize and stay in shape
Coming to college, many high school athletes inquire about
a collegiate intramural program. Some are afraid of the
freshman 15, others see intramurals as a good way to meel
other students in a fun atmosphere, and still more want to
keep up with their sport without committing to a NCAA
program.
Although many students stick to the sport in which they
excel, many try out a new game in this low-pressure situa-
tion. However, one must not be mislead to think that a 1 1 is
fun and games. This year, the winners of the flag football
league were offered the opportunity to travel to state cham-
pionships.
Intramurals always draw crowds, especially underclass-
men who show up full of enthusiastic cheering and encour-
agement for their friends and dormmates. Whether you're
in it for the fitness, fellowship, or downright fun, intramurals
will not disappoint.
Die lights on Bellomy field buzz over the brisk win-
ter air as many students take part in Soccer
Intramurals. Since it is such a popular sport, both
:o-ed and single sex leagues so that everyone in-
vested can easily get involved.
Honing their ping pong skills during intramural
tournaments, Jason Chang serves up the ball to his
opponent Matt Valdin. Many students pick up ping
pong during late night study breaks and over the
long summer vacation.
"Intramuralfrag frothallu the el&&-
ejt thing W a frdthall team that
Sanfa Clara Milem have. "
Butcher. '05.
Intramural Referee
Anxious teammates and opponents
look on as Robert Lucente goes for the
layup. Basketball has always been a
tremendous crowd pleaser at the
Malley courts.
Gearing up for the next shot, this doubles
team has a strategy in mind. Badminton
has served to be an enjoyable sport for
those who have quick feet and enjoy the
comfort of the warm gym.
SCHEDULE
Season Sport
Fall Flag Football
Fall Volleyball
Fall Singles Tennis
Winter Basketball
Winter Soccer
Winter Badminton
Winter Table Tennis
Spring Softball
Spring Soccer
Spring Ultimate Frisbee
Spring Team Tennis
Intramural* are agreat way-toHacfin ihape and'have'frn withpurfriend* M/fun placing- againti vther derm*. - Tim Helthau*
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w.omen s luigoyi iab'
me, maul me, mafee me scrum!
I know Rugby looks like a funny sport... what's with
throwing the ball backwards? Why is that lock putting
her hand in between that prop's legs? Joining the team
leads to even more questions... why in the world would
you subject your body to such a beating!? The answer is
simple; the girls, the game, and the good times. My
teammates have become my closest friends on campus;
after all, we see each other about 5 times a week. There's
a funny story on each of us, so it's common for us to pick
on each other as a friendly reminder of the embarrassing
things we've done in the past. Of course, it's all in good
fun, and it's a great way for us to bond. The closer we are,
the better we can play. Maybe that's why we're doing
well. Rugby has made my college experience a great one
so far, and it's just starting.
- Angela Khalipa, '05
"Remember r/ie uie/j/)ij, priuij fjirfi
firm hiejh ioh&ol? Whenever I§e in
fivr a faekCe, I rhink ofi hew mamj
timet I wanted tie /iif them. . h t&rki
ei/enj time!
"
- Tanicn HufchiWn, '05
Back row (L-R): Coach Chris Fisher, Meera Wadhwa, Maryann Sunseri, Sarah Egan, Lava Lopez,
Stephani Clifford, Liz Lenders, Katrina Ng. Second row (L-R): Leslie Rice, Sara Clements, Julia
Haslam, Angela Khalipa, Carrie Ratajski, Katie Toliao, Tanica Hutchison, Andrea Craig. Front row
(L-R): Ari Valasco, Jen Hernandez, Bridget Madell, Karin Bencala, Allison Kalis, Sarina Passarelli,
Lauren McCutcheon, Kristin Engels.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
Jan. 18 UC Santa Cruz
Jan. 25 UC Davis
Feb. 1 Chico State
Feb. 8 Stanford
Feb. 15 UC Davis
Feb. 22 Cal State
Monterey Bay
Mar. 8 Sacramento State
Mar. 15 San Jose State
Mar. 29 Pacific Coast
Playoffs
Apr. 19 Elite 8
May 3 Nationals
The women crush together in a scrum as they attempt to retrieve the
ball and move it down the pitch. Scrums are perhaps the most dan-
gerous part of rugby, offering opponents chances for jabs and hits at
close quarters.
A tired group of women gather
around coach Chris Fisher as he
goes over the events of the
afternoon's match.
Karin Bencala and Julia Haslam lift Leslie Rice in an attempt for
the ball. Lifting of players requires strength, speed, and expert
timing.
Latfijear wefyePto a fii^hfwL.
92 Rugby
Men s Ruab
cheers SCUTS!
gDy
The four seasons I have played rugby at Santa Clara
University have been a huge part of my college experi-
ence. From freshman year when we struggled to win any
games, to this season when we shouldn't lose at all... the
team has improved immensely, due to both our fantastic
coach and a talented and enthusiastic group of guys.
Coming from England, it has been a pleasure watching
rugby grow increasingly more noticeable in the last few
years over here, even at Santa Clara. Every year we get
more guys out, as well as a larger fan base coming to our
games. I encourage everyone to go watch... it's a great
game, and with such a young team at the moment,
everyone should be looking forward to some great rugby
in the years ahead.
- Dave Goodman-Smith, '03
Back row (L-R): Dave Goodman-Smith, Jonathan Cesena, Erol Kalfat, Adam Saucecto, Nariman Shariat,
Erin Klein. Third row (L-R): Neil Chatterji, Chris Traina, Pat McGlynn, Jahrett Blonien, Andrew
Whiteman, Andy Shepard, John Doucette, Gareth Owens, Austin Hume. Second row (L-R): Josh
Coffey, Pat McDevitt, Sean Bryan, Joshua Kolb, Matthew Tomlin, Patrick McCarthy, Billy Clayton,
Greg Mohrman, Chris Willet, Louis Salvador, Kevin Baer. Front row (L-R): Mark Goodell, Daniel
Delgadillo, Sean Tuley, Coach Pieter Dekock, Gabe Pattee, Nick Lam, Caleb Offer, Chris Motley, As-
sistant Coach Mitch Hershback.
"The thing that makes our squad' w
unique iJ thatwehairw much talent
and depth in every position on (he
ijiefd. Our coaching ita^ iJ alio
phenomenal in terms otf experience
and determination.
- Nick Lam, '06
1
Players and coaches gather in close for a pregame team huddle. A
quick pep talk before the game and the men's rugby team is ready
for action!
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
01/18 UC Santa Cruz
02/01 Univ. of
San Francisco
02/08 Santa Rosa JC
02/15 Univ. of the
Pacific
02/22 Cal Maritime
03/01 Humboldt
03/15 San Jose State
03/22-29 Playoffs
Shawn Tuley sprints up be-
hind an opponent attempt-
ing to intercept a pass.
Meanwhile, Pat McCarthy
comes in from behind, lining
up for a play.
3sh Coffey rushes towards the tower of players struggling for
re ball. The fast paced, intense action of rugby keeps players on
"ieir toes and on top of their teammates.
We'regotgreat veteran* thttyear, combined'with -some solid'firc&nm in keifpoMon*; we're looking togo far an undefeatedmm. - Bitty Clai/ton
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w. Laomens crosse
these ladies truly are wonder women
The Women's Lacrosse team looks like they
will have a good season this year. The girls practice
endlessly before every game, and when they aren't
studying or thinking about family, all that runs
through their mind is lacrosse. These women are
working hard not only physically, but mentally.
Their state of mind is much like the men's team, filled
with determination.
The girls have also made friends with one
another. They have become a group that is unified
by a sport filled with endurance. They play because
they love the sport, and they play for fun. Winning
occasionally can be a good thing, but playing in
sisterhood is even greater. These ladies have what it
takes to make this season a great one.
T///J wai my {ft'rjf'year awpfaying
Lacr&ue. Theyirfi arc rcaCCtj hefp -
{ufand Mppdrfive, and The team aJ
a w/wfe 14 my fafenfed, "
- Micheffc Cerdua
Cali Alvarado, Lindsey Back, Michelle Cordua, Lauren Follett, Hayley Hartstein, Kyle Kelly, Lauren
Kida, Allison Kudar, Sara Krochalis, Jennifer Lee, Rebecca Levy, Teresa Martini, Natalie Melo, Jen-
nifer Oddo, Dana Pfaffle, Kate Platonova, Kendall Reedy, Suzanne Replinger, Jennifer Rushin, Jen-
nifer Schlessman, Tira Sims, Erin Stratta, Brenna Sweeney, Shiloh Uhlir, Teresa Wagner, Jamie Weaver.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
02/01 Chico State
02/02 UC Santa Cruz
02/15 Santa Barbara
02/16 Santa Barbara
02/22 Univ. of Pacific
02/23 Chico State
03/01 Davis Club
03/08 Cal Poly
04/06 UC Davis
04/12 UC Santa Cruz
04/13 Univ. of Pacific
04/19 WWLL N. Playoffs
04/26 WWLL Final Eight
04/27 WWLL Final Eight
05/08 WDIA Champ.
05/09 WDIA Champ.
05/10 WDIA Champ.
05/11 WDIA Champ.
Teresa Mar-
tini utilizes
practice time
well. She,
like many
other girls on
the team, al-
ways gives
110% in an
effort to
achieve suc-
cess both on
and off the
playing field.
An important
part of play-
ing sports is
group bond-
ing. These
girls enjoy
getting out
and spending
time together
over some
good food,
like pizza!
Suzanne Replinger eyes her opponent's strategy and carefully
plans her next play. Replinger is one of the many talented
women on the team.
ra Lacrvwe team have been my-fjrtendb my cm(jidantt>, andmi/rvte m&defo. -Jennifer SchHeman
94 Lacrosse
AAens Lacrosse
light, they are supermen
t-K -
Geoffrey Akers, Stephen Batey, Zane Behnke, Brian Boitano, Kyle Breuleux, Nicholas Dieringer, Brad Ehikian, Michael
Glaspy, Dave Glazer, Andrew Gulick, Javeir Gutierrez, Connor Harty, John Held, Thomas Huens, Eric Jordan, Nicolas
Kissell, Gregory Kosich, Aaron Locke, David Masuda, Ryan Matava, Patrick McQuiggan, Michael Montalban, Thomas
Paine, Alexander Quinonez, Nate Raabe, Henri Revel, Michael Sanchez, Alexander Scanlon, John Paul Vasicek, Nicho-
las Velis, Stephan Vernaelde, Amos Williams, Jake Wilson, Luke Young, Joseph Zito
Men's Lacrosse has become more than just a club sport.
It has become a unity of men striving towards a com-
mon goal. This sport has had a huge turnout for
players every year. Numerous people want to take
part in this activity, and the numbers continue to grow.
This season, the team consists of thirty seven men who
enthusiastically display what it takes to be a part of
such a winning team. Their season is shaping up to be
a good one; even if they lose a game or two, it will not
extinguish the fire that will take them to the top. Their
drive, focus, and determination is incomparable to any
other team this year, and their love of the game and
camaraderie for each other is what will make this
season a success.
"Ei/erij game we itrive for excell-
ence, andthatti whatwe ieteutfor
in the heginnincj- efj each
Alexander Scanfan
Ryan Matava
keeps his
area covered
making sure
that his op-
p o n e n t
doesn't
score. Not
only is this
Ma ta v a ' s
first year on
Lacrosse, but
it is also his
first year at-
tending
Santa Clara.
Kyle
Breuleux is
always alert
during prac-
tice. He, like
many other
team mem-
bers, concen-
trates on do-
ing his best
and winning
every single
game that
they play.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
02/09 Nevada
02/15 Claremont
02/16 Sonoma State
02/21 California
02/23 Chico State
03/01 UC Davis
03/09 St. Mary's
03/12 Stanford
03/23 Georgia Tech
03/24 Emory
03/26 Georgia Tech
04/13 Cal Poly
04/19 WCLL
04/19 Quarterfinals
04/27 WCLL
04/27 Semifinals
04/27 WCLL
04/27 Championship
While running to his position, Michael Glaspy paces himself in an
effort to maintain his energy and spread it out over the duration
.if the game. Glaspy, a sophomore, plays defense for the team.
Lacreue atSanta CHara tta$reatspert, net end/ iA it a$reat way fie decernphy&catty-p'batijm a$& make, le mantfnew foiendb, - Stephen Bam/
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Men s
over the court, one spike at a time
After earning 5th place at the Division II club national tourna-
ment in April 2002, the men's club volleyball team expected
nothing less than to improve on that finish. Though injuries
and team member absences resulted in a slow start for the
Broncos in the fall, the team showed much determination
during the regular season, finishing 3rd in the Division 1
section of the Northern California Collegiate Volleyball League
and placing 2nd at the prestigious Far Western Tournament in
February. Led by sophomore setter Ken Reidy, senior oppo-
site Janson Young, sophomore outside hitter Thomas O'Keefe,
and senior outside hitter Nate Swinton, the team currently
holds a 2nd place national Division II ranking. Sophomore
libero Scott Almassy, freshman middleblocker Brian Bollinger,
and senior middle blocker Eric Monsen have also proved
instrumental in the team's success. At the time of writing, the
team now has its sights set on winning the Division II national
championship in April in Columbus, Ohio.
- Nate Swinton, Captain
"ThehardeiUhiny (jdr mehai ken fhe
trawling. Sometimes if leemi tike
we're drii/in^ ha^-wai] aerou fhe
ifaft f& yet' f& a game,
"
- Brian Beffinger, middle Mocker
Back Row (L-R): Thomas O'Keefe, Janson Young, Eric Monsen, Colin Brush, Coach Jason Chapin.
Front Row (L-R): Scott Almassy, Brian Bollinger, Nate Swinton, Ken Reidy.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
01/17 Sacramento State
01/18 UC. Davis
01/24 San Jose State
01/31 SF State
02/1-2 DI Mini Tourney
02/14 UC Santa Cruz
2/16-17 Collegiate Far W.
02/21 Fresno State
02/22 Cal Poly SLO
02/28 Sacramento State
03/1-2 State Cup
03/08 UC Santa Cruz
03/09 UC Berkeley
03/14 SF State
03/15 San Jose State
03/22 Chico State
04/04 NCCLV Playoffs
04/08 NIRSA Nationals
Thomas O'Keefe prepares to receive a serve as his teammates set
themselves up to support him. Returning a serve with a solid bump,
set, spike combination is necessary for a competitive team and re-
quires everyone's help.
Brian Bollinger and Nate Swinton reach skyward as they come up
big to block a backrow hit from the opposite team. Expert timing
and a solid defense are key to outsmarting an opponent.
Senior captain Nate Swinton sets up for a winning serve. As
team captain, Nate has spent many hours practicing every as
pect of his game and helping others improve as well.
/ m* imprelied with on,
96 Men's Volleyball /Boxing
6oxing
the few, the proud, the boxing team
Despite being a small team new to Santa Clara, the
Boxing team is putting itself up against stiff competition.
Opponents such as Berkeley and the Airforce Academy
make for heated matches and tough competition. Thanks
to the help of coach Candy Lopez, a coach for the Olym-
pic Boxing team, the SCU team has been doing well in
competitions. It is easy to see the help that such a
knowledgable coach brings to such a young team. De-
spite most of the members being first year participants,
they have done well in tournaments scoring high marks
and continuing to work hard on their technique. Coach
Lopez works his athletes hard, as one would expect from
any Olympic coach. A daily regimen of running, weight
training, sparring, and working with the bags keeps the
boxers in great shape for their time in the ring. Despite
their heavy hitting sport, the team sticks together and has
become a tight knit group during this past year.
;ft to Right): Kirsten Krantz, Kaylan Graham, Mariana Galindo, Jacob Robinson, Michael Harvey,
Patrick Gilligan, Coach Candy Lopez
'FlfhP ard &r p heme because
i&mtwhere mPPhere there > mne-
ene fraining harder fhan ijpk,
"
- Ben Manh, '06
Kirsten Krantz and Mariana Galindo, two of the three girls
in the boxing club, duel while practicing for a match. Prac-
tice bouts give both teammates a chance to work on technique
as well as learn their own weaknesses.
SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
03/08 UC Berkeley
UN - Reno
San Jose State
UN - Las Vegas
03/15 UC Berkeley
UN - Reno
San Jose State
03/22 UC Berkeley
UN - Reno
San Jose State
Jacob Robinson works on his
technique and arm speed with
one of the gym's speed bags.
While simple in concept, a
speed bag workout is difficult
and consistently provides
strenuous exercise.
vlichael Harvey takes an aggressive stance while working with
i heavy bag. Mixed with other exercises, punching bags pro-
/ide a heavy workout and can be quite challenging.
I bParPed etit the mmmer Sejfrre c&mintf here and when Item a (jtier m campus, I decided Pej&in. - K^ian Graham
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Got a question? Lisa Martinez and Andrew Sauter would be more than willing to help...and can sign
out pool supplies to you for the Bronco while they're at it.
98 People Divider
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100 Freshmen
Dear Freshmen,
From the day we first sat in Mayer Theatre and heard
President Locatelli speak about the role Globalization
would play in our lives and in our growth as scholars,
who could have imagined the foresight he shared
with us. As the school year matures and develops, so
has our understanding grown of the college life and
the world for which it prepares us. Faced with issues
like the possibility of war, human cloning, and scan-
dal in the Church, we are challenged as students to
educate ourselves on an international level. Clearly,
an adjustment has been made in each one of us to
live in an environment where our principles and our
values are challenged, evaluated, nurtured, and honed.
Coming fresh out of high school, we had so much
going for us - so many activities and sports, clubs,
friends, so much community service, academic excel-
lence, influence - and as a result, an immense hope
for the future and dreams of what tomorrow will bring.
We look forward to careers, a family, travel, and suc-
cess after college. Thus, it is what we choose to do
with the gift and the responsibility Santa Clara Uni-
versity has given us, that will mold and form what we
decide to do, and who we choose to become after
our four years here. My friends and classmates, chal-
lenge yourselves in these years to come, for as many
have said, "Dreams don't work unless you do."
"Ifyou have built castles in the air, your work need
not be lost; That is where they should be. Nowput
the foundations under them. "
- Henry David Thoreau
Have a wonderful summer and sophomore year!
Sincerely,
Danny Aijian
Class Vice President, Associated Students
Santa Clara University
Freshmen
class of '06
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Freslimen 101
Aabalina, Suzanne Janine
Aandahl, Serene Wister
Abbott, C iitti^ Nelson
Abeal Sanchez, Patri< in
Abellera, Pia I izza
Aboujudom, Stace) Marie
Adam, Petei Michael
Adamo, Natasha
Agarwal, Chaitanya Prakash
Aguilar, I izahoraida Valenc ia
Aguilera-Ruiz, Antonella
Ai< ale, Ynu LMii U
Fijian, Darnel Mikael
Alexander, ( hristtna Noelle
Alexander, [a< quel) n Mai ie
Allen, Christel Si> a Bra\ <•
AltafL Tannaz
Altheimer, Bakari Pamoja
Alvarado, Calia Jo
Ambriz, Denise Marie
Aniico, Michael Anthony
\nn>\ I'n, Zinnia I lawn Mums
\iu]n sun, Ann Violana
\nderson, Ashley Elizabeth
Anderson. Kristin lungmee
Anderson, I auren Carolyn
Anderson, Richard Phillip
Andona, Laureen Ynez
Andrilla, Margaret Allan
Aragon, Alexander Patrick
Araneta, Rachel Irene
Arevalo, Patrick Ste\ en
Armstrong, Stephen William
Arnold, Angela Sue
Arroyo, Shadia Nayeli
Arzt, Sarah Glisan
Asher, Bryn D
Au, Brandon Kiyoshi Chew-Lum
Auerbach, Andrew Benjamin
Austin, Christopher William
Avery, Thomas David
Aylward, Meredith Lee Ann
Ayorinde, Esther Adetokunboh
Babitsky, Krishna Dee
Bacci, Elise Marie Ardis
Bacon, Carl David
Bagdasarian, Alexis Jenee
Bahgat, Heba
Baig, Adeel Zafar
Baker, Megan Kathleen
Baker, Tessa Dawn
Balagot, Jonathan Vincent
Ballweg, Jessica Leigh
Balske, Katharine Sook Hee
Barbieri, Michael Bruno
Barer, David Edward
Barmasse, Jennifer Erin
Barnard, Cory Martin
Barnette, Matthew Dennis
Barone, Tiffany Haruko
Barr, Gregory Michael
Barrera, Alexander Armando
Bartczak, Taylor Christian
Bartlett, Ryan Christopher
Bassi, Steven Daniel
Batey, Stephen Alcala
Baumgartner, Kristen Marie
Bayless, Kevin Williams
Beaumont, Lauren Michelle
Becker, Blair Alexander
Beckwith IV, Harry George
Belau, Kristoffer Lynn
Benevedes, Ryan Jason Kawaihau
Berg, Ana Dewi
Berg, Elizabeth Gasser
Bergman, Amanda Rose
Bernard, Dionisialynn
Bernardo, Freya Grace
Bersamina, Richard Batulan
Bertuccelli, Denise Michelle
Bettencourt, Daniel Mark
BeVard, Jennifer Clara
Bickenbach, Claire Marie
Biddle, Madeline Christine
Bilibin, Anastasia Pavlovna
Bingham, Brett Charles
Bingham, Eric Walker
Bird-Vogel, Carly Juliana
Bishing, Daniel Ford
Bishop, Elizabeth C
Bissin, James Patrick
Bjorklund, Emily Rose
Blagrove, Anthony Lawrence
Blocker, Stephanie Marie
Blok, Lindsay Joanna
Blonien, Jarhett Patrick
Blosser, Theodore Charles
Bogart, Gillian Hope
Bollinger, Brian Colin
Booras, Brynn Jacqueline
Borchart, Scott Charles
Boskovich, Sarah Jeanette
Bosslet, Elliott Andrew
Bostrom, Nelson George
Bothman, Alexis Brooke
Bourey, Christine Patricia
Bouzek, William Antonio
Bowden, Glenanne
Bowen, Lana Joy
202 Freshman
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Boyd, Icssica Ryan
l3oycl h , Pel ren< eO'Neil
Boyer, Katie Marie
Bradford, lennifer Del ane
Braley, foahua fames
lii.iiiu h, ( urn irii'v Ann
Brass, [ennifei I ee
Braunstein, Alexandra Rebei - a
Bravo) lon/.alez, Mara
Brayko, Andrea ( hristine
Bridges, < hristopher fames
Bright, Ahs,, Sarah
Bristol, Caitlin Jean
Bri/gys, Auslin John
Brooks, ' hristine Marie
Brown, Allison Marie
Brown, Jennifer Ann
Brown, Sara fane
Bruce, I acy Clara
Bryant, Sarah Gomez
Buckley, Jeffrey Johansing
Buckley, Rosanna Peggy
Buckowski, Jennifer Suzanne
Burgoon, Selina Kristen
Burnett, Megan Rachel le
Burns, Erin Kathleen
Burt, Brieann Rose
Busch, Mark Ernst
Byer, Erin Christine
Cafazza, Vincent Michael
Calkins, Aspen Meda
Calvo, Nicole Ashley
Cameron, Amber Elizabeth
Campbell, Jamie Renee
Cantrick, Nicholas Welch
Cardosa, Kristin Marie
Carlson, Richard Eric
Carrasco, Michelle
Carroll, Amanda McKen/ie
Carty, Caitlin
Cary, Amanda Del
Cassel, Rachelle Marie
Castillo, Michael Andrew
Castro, Vicente Joseph
Caswell, Jonathan Dwight
Cavataio, Joseph David
Cawley, Michaela Lynn
Chambon, Alexandre Pierre
Chan, Amy Flora
Chan, Lisa San
Chang, Jonathan Chew Dhat
Chase, Kara Jayne
Chau, Kimuyen Nguyen
Chavez, Carlos Antonio
Chiarelli, Ryan Christopher
Chikasuye, Lynn Reiko
Chimenti, Megan Ruth
Chin, Valerie Karen
Cho, James In-Hyong
Chock, Rena Mei Lan Yong Mi
Choi, Byung-Suk
Choquel, Marc-Alexis Antoine
Chou, Maria Tsenwhy
Choy, Heidi
Choy, Matthew Kay Ursa
Christ, Megan Diane
Christman, janelle Mane
Chu, Jacob
Chu, Warrick Ang
Chun, Erin Harue
Chung, Jessica Faith
Churton, Dana Kimberly
Cid, Amparo
Cirigliano, Marianne
Claesson, Marina Sofia
Clark, Adam David
Clee, Jessica Jolene
Clegg, Catherine Rose
Clifford, Stephani Joan
Cochrane, Ryan Tyrell
Cohn, Jason Thomas
Cole, Courtney Kapika
Colyar, John Patrick
Colyar, Kristine Andrea
Conlin, Megan Katherine
Connolly, Bianca Grace
Connolly, Meredith Maeve
Conti, Reid Cameron
Contreras, Melissa Ramos
Cook, Benjamin Allen
Cooper, Lisa Diane
Coradino, Anthony Michael
Cordero, Mario Jose
Cordua, Michelle Cristina
Correa, Fredy
Costa, Amber Elizabeth
Costabile, Lauren Ann
Cote, Catherine Theresa
Coughlin, Carl Patrick
Courter, Elizabeth Jean
Cowell, Chelsea Maida
Crabtree, Jonathan Richard
Crasilneck, Samara Eve
Craver, Kendall Leigh
Croghan, Sean Patrick
Cronin, Steven Michael
Crosson, Joshua Ryan
Crotty, Patrick Stephen
Cruz-Hernandez, Monica
Cullivanjared Christopher
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( ung, Vnne Ngoc Anh
Cunliffe, Jason Ryan
( hi riei Stephanie Mil helle
( in i \ Mil hael Andrew
Curtis, <- onor Stevens
Cushman, Rebe< » .1 1 \ nn
I utu right Ryan |ohn
Dalton, Paylor |ohn
Dankberg, Allison Diane
Daoro, I inil\ I larrison
Dargis-Robinson, Vytas Raymond
Darling, (ennifei I ' \nn
Davidson I aura Vnne
1 '.iv is Erin 1 ranees
1 >a\ i^ 1 auren <- atharine
Daze, Robert Patrick
1 v t Iroot, John Adrian
1 )ela C in . I iara Infante
1 )f I .1 Fuente Valentin Shaun
Dela I'.]/. Kristine Marie
1 )e 1 ong Matthew [ohn
I )e!os Angeles, Eril Bernadette Quita
Demara)
.
Sara Diane
DeMark, Evan Richard
Deogirikar, Michael Arvind
DeVej Keith Matthew
Dewoll Maja Elisabeth
1 )ezember, Michelle Ann
Diaconou, Alexander Nicholas
] )iamond, Melissa Rea
DiBacco, Julianne
Dickinson, Katherine Lynn
Diennger. Nicholas Alexander
Dikman, Matthew lyler
Dimeo, Deana Marie
Dimpel, Courtney I
Dirksen, Robert loseph
Do, Michelle Lan Anh
Donohoe, Michael Parnell
Dooling, Kathleen Ann
I )ote, i<\ an Masaharu
Dougherty, Scott Hansen
Douglas, Brittany Kristine
Doyey, Jackson Howard
Dow, Jessica Ann
Dowd, Melissa Christine
Prist oil, Aloe jean
Duchesne, Christopher Lee
Duchesne, Matthew Alan
Due, Roxane Carrie
Duffey, Ryan Patrick
Dunne, Leah Marie
Duyn, Michael Gerard
Dwyer, Brian Patrick
Dwyer, John Vincent
Dyer, Caitlin Marie
Dvkstra, Danika Kristine
Eddy, Michael Collier
Edwards, Jonathan Matthew
Egan, Sarah Elizabeth
Ehikian, Bradley Phililp
Ehlen, Nicholas Robert
ELKassed, Mostafa M
t
Ellias, Anita Louise
Ellis, Steven Douglas
Elrod, Emily Claire
Eng, Emily Michelle
Epidendio, Shawn Patrick
Erickson, Lisa Jeanne
Eriksen, Kendyl Jean
Espedido, Alison Elaine Medrano
Esquivel, Micaela Marie
Eyans, Natalie Elizabeth
Evans, Natalie Jean
Evanson, Michelle Cassie
Fabeck, Ashley Taylor
Fagundes, Meggie Marie
Falk, Cidney Jordan
Falzon, Gary Paul
Fante, Ryan James
Farmer, Marc Oren
Farrell, Joseph Cannon
Feldman, Julia Martina
Feltz, Grant Michael
Ferber, Jennifer Lee
Ferguson, Andrea Nicole
Fernandez, Anthony John
Ferron, Neil Owen
Feske, Bethany Nicole
Fialho, Christina Marie Saunders
Field, Richard William
Figone, Cnstina Ann
Figueroa, Abigail
Fischer, Christopher Patrick
Fitzsimmons, Kathleen Scarlett
Fleck, Jonathan Edward
Fleming, John Philip
Flores, Diego Guillermo
Flores, Dino Alejandro Vera Cruz
Flores, Revnaldo
Flowers, Raven Joi
Flynn, Christina Louise
Flynn, Zane Zachary
Folse, Trisha Ann
Fong, Melissa Jeanne
Fong, Nathan Adam
Foreman, Patrick Cory
Foster, David McCall
Fox, Nicole Ruth
Foy, Kerrie Anne
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I rankcl, Adam Ha«kcll
Pranks, far rod Rosa
Precmi in, I )cMar< us famal
Puller, Andrew Roger I )erby
( Jagnon, Man Johansen
( lainza, fennifer Jean
( iajdos, < hristine Ruth
i ialindo, I ,aura Maria
' Ialindo, Mariana Isela
( lalvan, Vii ti u ia ' hei ie
< a, I an ilina
( iarcia, Maria Elena
( larg, Vikr.nn
( larrett, Michael Irwin
Garvin, Elizabeth Mcbride
Gaudreau, Nolan I [amid
( lauyan, Lisa Marie Vallarta
Gee, Jackie
Genco, Natalie Irene
Genochio, Mary Christine
Germeraad, Kirsten Ann
Gershien, Leslie Joelle
Gettelman, David Casey
Geyer, John William
Giddings, Kelly Christine
Gih, ha-Qun
Gil, Reyna Diana
Gilfillan, Charles Whitney
Gillum, Jack Jenks
Girod, Eli Douglas
Gistand, Olivia Nichole
Giustini, Andrew James
Clazer, David Alan
Gleason, Hallie Fry
Gobea, Richard Anthony
Goethals, Catherine Elizabeth
Goldberg, Alexandra Fay
Goldenberg, Matthew Abraham
Gomez, Belen Elizabeth
Gonzales, Amber Rose
Gonzalez, Christina
Gonzalez, Michael Ryan
Gonzalez-Vitale, Victor Manuel
Gould, Timithie Anne
Gower, Timothy Daniel
Graham, Jessica Ann
Greco, Jonathan Kevin
Green, Laura Elizabeth
Green, Patrick Thomas
Greenberg, Rachel Elise
Gregory, Victoria Marie
Griffin, Gary Kevin
Grisaitis, Jennifer Anne
Grobelny, Patrycjusz Mateusz
Grover, Elizabeth Ella
Guenther, Charles Gerald
Guerra, Lauren Brooke
Guertin, Melissa Beth
Guglielmi, Anthony Siro
Gulick, Andrew Hinton
Gustie, Michael Joseph
Gutierrez, Javier
Gwerder, Justin Anthony
Haase, Holly Suzanne
Hafeez, Aroba
Hagiwara, Lauren Toshimi
Hall, Meagan Jane
Hallmon, Aaron Michael
Hamilton, John Laurence
Hamm, Kathleen Margaret
Hamm, Nicholas Jereme
Hammer, Nicholas Joseph
Hamrick, Mark Carver
Hankinson, James Joshua
Hanson, Robyn Marie
Harano, Christopher
Hardman, Christella Wanda
Hardman, Toby John
Harker, Laura Margaret
Harmon, Jenni Lynn
Harper, Adam John
Hart, Jennifer Marie
Hart, Lindsey Marie
Hartstein, Hayley Lyle
Haughom, Christopher Andrew
Hausle, Marc Douglas
Hautea, Rhea Partisala
Hawkins, Timothy James
Hazard, Kevin William
Hazlehurst, Alexander Foord
Heaney, (Catherine Ashley
Hebert, Kristen Marguerite
Hegarty, Shannon Rose
Heieck, Robert John
Heise, Anne Drendel
Heitman, Tara Michelle
Held, John Daniel
Hendricks, Matthew Philip
Hennessey, Meghan Elizabeth
Hennessy, Woodrow Micheal
Hennings, Ruth Emihe
Henriod, Joseph Jacob
Hepworth, Robin Lee
Hernandez, Lisa Marie
Hernandez, Marcos Daniel
Herrera, Judith
Herron, Matthew Garrett
Herzog, Lindsay Michelle
Hicks, Waide Anthony
Higashi, Ashley Naomi
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Mill. Ryan Milton
Hinman, John Stratford
I linsle) |ames( laude
Hitchcock Kate I se
Hivel) Matthew I (avid
I lochstetler, Megan Elizabeth
I loffacker, Carson Kinnoch
I loffmire, l )avid t hamberlain
I logan, I indsey <- atherine
I loguet, Anna I aw rem e
I lollej Dustin Robert
Hollowaj Kathryn Vnn
i lolmes, 1 01 l.in.i Shanon
l lolzhauei . l om f I""'!
t [ood, leanne Marie San< hez
1 lope, Rebei > a lane
t lor.ui, I errence Richard
1 lorvath, Briana I ynn
1 lowell, Nicholas Barton
Hsu, [ennifei
Hubert, |ordan \J,im
1 luens, ! homas Mien
Hughes, C arien I lizabeth
Hughes, Patrick [oseph
I lume, Austin |ohn
Hur, Anders Vegdahl
I lurlej . Erin Chirstine
I lint, Genevieve 1 lelen
Huynh, Doan I rang lhi
Huynh, Quot Khanh
HyKfors, Pei I ri<
Ibarra, Mil\ rtne ( laii
Igwe, Anthony Kelei hi
lino, Sara Allison
Imbs, Anne ( lardnei
Ingrassia, Marissa Franceses
Innocenti, Marco
Irvine, Eric Hamilton
[to Ashley Tomi
Jacinto, Daniel Fernando
[ackson, Nicole Elizabeth
fat kM.n Spencer Stephen
Jacquez, Veronica Perez
Jahn, Tayloi Wilson
lames, Derek Peter
King, Jessica Sebastian
fao, Leslie Anne Chan
|arvis, William Roger
Jenkins, Andrew Patrick
lenkms, Nina Kumari
Jensen, Brooke Dana
Jimenez, Carlos lgnacio
lockisch. Paul James
Johnson, Adam Carter
Johnson, Benjamin Quimby
Johnson, Kendall Kathleen
lohn^on, LaMont Elliot
Johnson, Mindy Anne Jeong
Jones, Jennifer Leigh
Jones, Sarah Catherine
lordan, Daniel Joseph
Joseph, Janet Eh/abeth
Joy, Alice Lorraine
fuell, Rebecca Ann
Kaempf, Joseph Thomos
Kakadelas, Megan
Kalafat, Erol
Kalkbrenner, Mark Kevin
Kallio, Kari Anne
Kamath, Anita Ruth
Kane, Marv Nadine Sangiacomo
Kang, Deborah Mihvun
Karabed, Raffie Ashot
Kautman. Mary Margaret
Kawamoto, Noemi Ann
Keck, Laura Eastburn
Kelley, Brian Sullivan
Kelly, Kyle Elizabeth
Kelly, Megan Clare
Keng, Steven S
Kennedy, Amv Elizabeth
Keup, Charissa Marie
Khan, Sabira Ilona Zanib
Khan, Taviaba Haider
Khanna, Aarti
Khater, Ronald Patrick
Kida, Lauren Suzanne
Kieffer, Paul Roger
Kim, Audrey Kieun
Kim, Jong Woo
Kimball, Geoffrey Charles
Kinder, Kristin Cope
King, Justin Alton
Kiss, Ashley Morgan
Kivlan, Caitlin Marie
Kledzik, Michael Edmund
Klemanski, Matthew David
Knight, Zachary Ryan
Knutson, Catherine Casey
Koch, Kevin Scott
Koh, Jacqueline Yen
Kohar, Melinda
Kolb, Joshua Robert
Kolesnikova, Mary Mikhailovna
Kollath, Miranda Jean
Koo, Jacquelyn Marie
Koscielak, Brian David
Kosich, Gregory Kenneth
Kovar, Kevin Joseph
Kroman, Daniel Adam
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Kuchn, Karl Robcrl
Kumpf, Mailorie
Kunz, Roberl ( harle;
V hi. ii. i, ' base Al ira l
Kyn, Audrey Ann
abanauskas, Andrius Aid sandras
,abel, Alyssa Aimee
.aery, M.ny; -I
I ii it. in
.am, Nicholas Daniel
ani Isberger, I anya Rose Marie
ange, Mi< hael Anthony
.nun, Sean < In istophei
..wiiis, Lindsey Ann
Lantz, Alyssa Marie
LaPrade, Nicole Marie Kehaulani
Larsen, Alison Elise
I <isch, Cassandra Katharin
I asPinas, Francis Reynaldo
l.au, I andis I ambert Sing Mun
Lauck, Elizabeth Rust'
I .mini,in, Courtney Ann
Law, Whitney Erin
Layman, Taylor Robert
Lazzarini, Nicholas Bunnell
Le,Duy
Le, Holly Hue
Le, Lam Quang
LeBrun, Patrick Ryan
LeDonne, Anthony Vincent
Lee, Britt Lilian
Lee, Grace Yun-Ying
Lee, Jennifer Ting
Lee, Jonathan M
Leitzinger, Joseph James
Leo, Kelsey Yin-Mee
Leon Guerrero, Rodney Ramon
Leon, Diana
Leone, Dominic Ben
Lerma, Eduardo Nicanor
Levine, Elise Heidi
LHommedieu, Katherine Parnel
Lieber, Megan Kathleen
Lightner, Matthew Anthony
Lillibridge, Eric Ray
Lim, Stephanie Mei-Ying
Lindner, Zachary Michael
Linerud, Shannon Alexis
Link, Gunnar Igor
Liou, Helen
Little, Justin Cody
Liu, Bradley Hikiau Halemanu
Llamas, Jasmin Diana
Lo, Pearl Allison
Loboy, Sara Elizabeth
Lombaerde, Matthew Robert
London, Brian Woodside
Lonergan, Scott Douglas
Longcrier, Katherine Marie
Lopez, Carolina Silvar
Lopez, Christian
Lopez, Rachel Leann
l.opus, Jeffrey David
Lorang, Kristen Nicole
Lorentz, Bryan David
Lovelace, Sierra Christine
Lovgren, Maren Elizabeth
Lowman, Veronica Cheyenne
Lu, Karen Shun Yi
Luat, Matthew Evan
Lucchesi, Dinelle Marie
Luck, Patrick Michael
Lueders, Kristin Elizabeth
Lugar, Blake Thomas
Luther, Sarah Melissa
Luxton, Kristen Friel
Macatangay, Leah Baquian
MacDonald, Alexander Max
Machado, Christine Ann
Mack, Kristen Nicole
Macken, Tara Suzanne
Magante, Maria Camille
Magsaysay, Ronald Thomas
Makita, Kazuhiko
Maloney, Stephen Andrew
Malonga, Lungusu-Matondo Alberta
Mangan, Russell Thomas
Manousos, Nathan Hall
Mariani, Jenica Diane
Markey, Victoria Ingrid
Marquard, Scott Charles
Marsh, Benjamin James
Marshall, Cristina Maria
Marshall, Nicole Marie
Martinsson, Annika Marie
Martone, Jessica Catharine
Marunda, Courtney B
Maslanka, Katarzyna Bozena
Mason, Michael Philip
Matava, Ryan Peterson
Mathew, Reya Rebecca
Matsunaga, Julia Yi Ngin Eiko
Matteucci, Jason Michael
Matula, Erin Lindsey
McAvoy, Kathryn Mane
McCabe, Shannon Marquette
McCarthy, Brian Timothy
McClure, Carolyn Redden
McCoIgan, Matthew Michael
McCoy, Catherine Barbara
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McDaniels, Keayleen Ann
M< De\ hi Patrick Miles
M< i liven, Kimberly lean
\], < Irew Stephen Keith
McKay, Kate
McKernan, Ryan Marshall
M. Nabb fohn \nthony
McNamara Kellar Mai ie
M. \. mi. ii, i Krista Rochelle
NKi, Mayka Rose
Melgar, Nancy Magaly
Melone, Denise Mai ie
Melzer, Sydney Prince
Mendez, Andrea Marie
Mendez, t. Iriffin Gerald
Mendoza, |ani( e Mirador
Mendoza, 1 atiana Rose
Mertens Rowan Michael James
Mej erhofei Matthew ( larj
Middendorf, Kendra \1
Middleton, Melissa I xnn
Mill, lie t. ole Kaimana
Miller Ra< hael M05 a
Millet I esley I herese
Mills, Bradford Andrew
Minelli, <• liovanni John
Miranda, Maria Patricia Cabangangan
Mirelez, facob John
Mi) ata, Naoe
Mjoseth, Kristen Ann
Mocherman, Matl I homas
Monge, Edward Paul Garnett
Montalban, Michael Gerard
Montero, Juan Jose
Montgomery. Matthew lensen
Morac/etvski. Ann M it he It1
Morales, Michael [ude
Moran-Seaborne, Santina H
Moreira, Tito Santiago
Moreno, Denis A
Morgan, Tamara Kristin
Morns, Timothy Francis
Mornssev. Anna Rose
Moses, [essica Erin
Mosher, Joanne Michelle
Motooka, Lori-Beth Naomi
Mowrer, Patrick Stig
Moxce) . Ke\ in Charles
Mraz, Deidre Michelle
Mruk, Allison Lynn
Munoz, Alexandra Marie
Munoz, Ambar Selene
Munoz, Christian Mauricio
Murphy, Bridget Ellen
Musleh, Faiz-Nicholas Nimer
Nachtwey, Gretchen Marie
Nakamura, Tammi
Napoleon Ally, Bianca
Naravan, Shonal Shaneel
Nava, Daniel James
Navai, Delbarr
Navarro, Gema Guadalupe
Nelson, Kyle O'Melveny
Nelson, Matthew Douglas
Nelson, Ross Siden
Nemeth, Megan Kathleen
Nemtsov, Mark Oleg
Neuburger, Graham Christian
Newman, Michelle Liles
Newton, Eric Richard
Ng, Rosal) n Kay
Ngo, Ngoc Bieh
Ngo, Ngoc Dza
Nguyen, Dao Anh
Nguyen, Kim Thi
Nguyen, Kimtuyen T
Nguyen, Linh Chi Hoang
Nguyen, Quynh Nhu
Nguyen, Thai-Huy Peter
Nguyen, Tina
Nguyen, William Hai
Nickel, Alex Andrew
Nicoletti, Michael Wade
Nielsen, Erik Joseph
Niesen, Travis Jeffrey
Nip, Richard Kapono
\oda, Nathaniel Takami
Norman, Nicholas Paul
Norton, Dominique Theresa
Nose, Kirstin Yasuko
Nugent, Michael Joseph
Nunez, Jose Miguel
O'Brien, Kyle Patrick
O'Byrne, Kaylan Marie
O'Donnell, Mary Breige
Okimoto, Michael Scott
Okuda, Stefanie Midori
Oliver, Vinicio
Olsen, Janet Marie
Olson, Aaron Jamisson
Olwell, Genevieve
Orenstein, Marissa Elizabeth
Oropeza, Ruben
Osanami, Sayaka
Ott, Lindsey Victoria
Ovanessoff, Varant Stephen
Overholt, Patrick Thomas
Ozorowski, Gabriel Kamil
Pacini, Andrew Joseph
Padden, Christina Anne
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Pagam >, Angel iquc Marie
Paint) i. Benjamin Koberl
Pal, '.I- had Rajh
Pal r, ' andi< > Sharon
Palmero Waugh, Seanan ( armi
Pan,Jie
I'.ih- I- [nli. i Ann
Parks, Allison Anne
Pattee, Gabriel Michael
Patzelt, Regina ( lane
Paye, Matthew Russell
Payne, fennifer Elizabeth
Peck, Jennifer Lynn
Pelensky, Kathei ine [essii .1
Pen, Sotheary Puth
Penn, Alexander Taggart
Penn, Rachel Barbara
Pennelly, Brent Michael
Penrod, Ashley Lynn
Perdiguerra, Deanna Lynn
Pereira Tully, Kristina Michele
Perkins, Jennifer Mane
Perret, Cassandra Marie
Perry, Amber Rose Lee
Perry, Steven Robert
Persha, Meredith Megan
Petersen, John Michael
Petkov, Denislav Deltchev
Pfaffie, Dana Lynn
Pfahnl, Robe) 1 I rnesl
Pfotenhauer, Julie Mane
I'll, in, I )i i.m.in
Phan, Trang Ann
Phillips, Leigh Starr
Phillips, Trevin Jack
Picazo, Yoana
Pienovi, Michael James
Pigott, Kaitlin Christine
Pini, Jodey Jeremiah
Pleas, Michael Ryan
Pocino, Stephanie Anne
Pohlson, Traci Helaine
Ponzo, Jennifer Christina
Pool, Jared Warren
Porter, Thomas Henry
Potter, Scott Riordan
Powell, Sean Steven
Praklet, David Allen
Prickett, Laura Mary
Prolo, Donald lames
Pruett, Jennifer Erin
Pruitt, Gariety Warren
Przepiorski, Krystia Anne
Pyeatt, Jesse Ramos
Qi, Henry Shejie
Quattrocchi, Christina Katherir
Quigley, Brigid Ane
Raabe, Nathan Dean
Rai, Simranjeet Kaur
Rainwater, Matthew Gregory
Rand, Spencer William
Randazzo, Marisa Bryn
Ranes, Lauren Ashley
Rasmussen, Marc Ove
Rasmusson, Brandon L
Rasplica, Kara Keller
Ratajski, Caroline Anna
Ray, David Thomas
Raymer, Breanna Lee
Razemon, Sylvain
Rea, Sydney Ann
Reardon, Matthew Lem
Reddy, Shaneil Sivan
Reed, Lora Catherine
Reedy, Catherine Marie
Reekers, Michael David
Reid, Sheila Mary Arm
Renaud, Olivier Benjamin
Render, Kathleen Campbell
Renfro, Jeffrey Michael
Revutsky, Maria
Reyes, Eryn Marie Escritor
Reyes, Jeremy Juan
Rhoads, Michael Petric
Rhodes, Janelle Carol
Rhoney, Michelle Lea
Ribera, Elizabeth Seton
Rice, Alicia Kathleen
Richardson, Kelsey Linde
Riggs, Daniel Patrick
Riley, Darby Anne
Rimando, Vernabela Andrada
Rincon, Eva Marie
Ritzo, Joseph Livingstone
Rivera, Crystle Marie
Rivera, John Emedardo
Rizzo, Nathan Alexander
Roberts, James Curtis
Roberts, Jennifer Sabrina
Roberts, Katherine Milam
Roberts-Douglass, Karisman
Robles, Timothy Andrew
Roby, Matthew Thomas
Rodarte, Cristina Louise
Rodas, Janelle Marie
Rodriguez, Eloisa Valencia
Rodriguez, Michelle
Rogers, Brent William
Rohe, Brandon Robert
Rojas, Eric Ford
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Romey, lames I gan
Ronchelli, C olleen lennifer
Rooi Kathleen rhcrcse
Roozen, Andrea Michele
Rosa nto Adalberto
Resales Rogei Raj mond
Rosenbaum I lizabcth Bailej
Rossctti Paige Milsten
Rotfeld Masha
Rotta Stacej \iiiu-
Km, [oanie I iang 1 lui
Km/. Matthew Thomas
Rumpf, Danielle Malia
Ruso, Kristen Anne
K\ .hi Maura * aitlin
Ryan Paul Harold
Sabati Shee> .1 Melodie
Sabo Megan I lizabeth
Saeed Kashii
Sainten I )eanna Mar)
'-.1I1 ido Moses I
Saldana, Megan Maureen
Saldivar, Angela t hristina
Salemij Sebastiano
Salm, Case) I ' \ih .1
5aU atore, Brittney Maygen
Sampat, Sangeeta Shailesh
Sandoval, Samantha Merian
Sanfilippo, Michael Anthony
Santamaria, lessica Michele
Santana, Danielle Marisa
Santiago, roni
Saracino, Martha Elizabeth
Sato I riko
Saulsbei r) Whitney I
Savio, fohn Rudolph
Scales, Andrea A
Schaaf *. hristopher William
Schaber, Eric [ames
S( hai etg, Brigitte Jeanne
Schmidt, Julia Elizabeth
Schoenfelder, Fnn Nicole
Schuck, Mateja Marija
Schulei C arrie I vuu
Schwaba, Kevin Griffin
Scolari, Vincent Michael
Scott, Jeitrev Taylor
Scotl I lorez, Melissa Christine
Scotto, Dominic Stephen
Scudder, Anne Elizabeth
Seldin, jasper Jay
Semansky, Patrick Edward
Shahzad, Saad Bin
Shaw, Lena Christine
Shea, Ryan Michael
Shelley, C Jregory Tyler
Sherbo, Andrew Warren
Shonnard. Matthew Claibourne
Shuni, Yuk Hing
Sibal, Angela La'o
Siem, Kristin Michelle
Silva, Jonathan William
Silvestre, limmv
Silvev, Tracy Alison
Simmons, Erica Lynn'
Simpkins, Alanna Marie
Simpson, Troy lames
Skilbred, Dane Karl
Skinner, Colleen Hye-Shin
Skogstrom, Marguerite Elizabeth
Skrade, Philip Devin
Slaman, Deanna Shelby
Slorp, Andrew Peter
Smale, Lacine Marie
smith, Brett Devereux
Smith, Broderick Tyler
Smith, Christina Carey
Smith, Emily Christen
Smith, Kyle Michael
Smith, Nathaniel David
Snodgrass, Diane Michelle
Soholik, Alyssa Danielle
Soderberg, Lindsay Ellen
Solek, Monica Barbara
Somerton, James
Sotto, Kevin Michael
Sovarslan, Elif
Speciale, Michael Jack
Speckman, Vanessa Jean
Spencer, Matthew Jay
Sperry, Christie Rose
Spieth, John Lawrence
Sposeto, Jason Samuel
Spurgeon, Heidi Selena
St John, Elizabeth Ann
Stang, Bibi Lvnn
Stanich, Nicholas George
Stanton, Ruth Elizabeth
Steadman, Mathew Alexander
Stearns, Elizabeth Strand
Stelte, Olivia Sophia
Stephens, Dinah Bekk
Sternoff, Andrew Jacob
Stevens, Scott McClure
Stinchcomb, Jessica Ann
Stocker, Kendra Nicole Alexant.
Stoddard, Jennifer Jane
Stokes, Sanjay William
Stone, Jesse Rasmussen
Stonhaus, Dallas William
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Stradford, Mitchell Ray
Strehlow, Jennifer Nicole
! »trong, l- il«'V Anne
Mi mil
, lessie Lynn
Mu.nl, BreeAnn Nicole
Stuhrman, Michelle ["heresa
Stuman, Caitlin Rian
Suhl, Myv.i Endolia
Sukita, Wfiidi Pakemi
Sullivan, Matthew < onnoi
'in iy. it mm, [amieson Masaru
Swaleh, Michael Mehdy
Swanson, lien). mun Mn hael
Swanson, Kelsey Mam-
Swart/man, J.iyn.i I .mrvn
Sweeney, Marisol Santos
Sweetser, [effrey Theodore
Swendiman, ( latherine fane
Swig, I >avid Howard
Swinehart, Meredith Marie
Swoboda, Kristen Mane
Takemoto, Chanelle Kaulananapu.
Taketa, Daryl Adam
Tames, Cuius M
Tamminga, Ryan Philip
Tanimoto, Julene Akemi
Tanner, Kirsten Ann
Tapp, Jesse ( .urns
rarantino, Matthew Gregory
Taylor, Alexandra Christine
Taylor, Bently Lauren
Teh, Kevin Thien-Oon
Teixeira, Elico Antonio
Temple, Koren Genell
Terry, Rachel Nicole
Thiesen, Courtney Susan
Thomas, Robert Lee
Thomas, Wendy Ann
Thompson, Anne Frances
Thompson, Michael Leclercq
Thorburn, Anna Kathleen
Thyken, John Paul
Thym, Britta Jean
Tian, Pamela Yuan Yuna
Tkach, David Anthony
Toliao, Katherine Jacqueline
Tom, Adrianne Wing See
Tomich, Monica Lynn
Tomlinson, John Steven
Tong, Stefanie Yao
Torngren, Tobias Arne
Tower, Jenay Laurel
Tran, Anna
Tran, Christine Nguyen
Tran, Hoang-Anh Pham
Tree, Lindsay Lauck
Trevelyan-Hall, Katherine Mary
Truong, Vivian V
Turner, Elizabeth Shannon
Turpin, Nicholas Nido
Ueda, Junko
Undi, Alexis Ashley
Ungson, Justin Currin
Uyematsu, Kevin Wada
Valdivia, Alexandria Selemidis
Valentine, Elisa Dawn
Van Tighem, Julie Anne
Vancura, Michael Alexander
Vargas, Ana
Vaughan, Caroline Dorothy
Vaughn, Caitlin Mackenzie
Vavrichek, Michael Clifford
Velasco, Ariana
Veleker, Sarah Elizabeth
Vendrell, Andrew Peter
Verkerke, Lehuamakanoe Terese
Vicik, William Andrew
Villalta, Jeanette Roxana
Villena, Arneil Enriquez
Vincent, Michael Daniel
Vizcarra, Veronica
Vlasaty, Andrew Louis
Vollmann, Jennifer Lynn
Vongspanich, Joy
Vrdoljak, Denis Nikola
Wade, Brady Evan
Wade, Daniel
Waggoner, Kenneth Douglas
Wallace, Alexis Nicolai
Walsh, Maureen Helen
Ward, Megan Kate
Wardlaw, Tyshun
Warner, Danielle Marie
Warnke, Michael Ross
Washburn, Lindsey Marie
Watanabe, Kelly Kami
Watanabe, Kumiko
Watson, Elizabeth Ashley
Weaver, Jamie Kathleen
Weber, Michael James
Welch, Katrina Marie
Wellington, Geoffery Stephen
Wells, Jarrod Dean
Wesley, Kathleen Elizabeth
Westermark, Kainoa Hauschild
Western, Andrew Douglas
Whang, Sharon Yeong Won
Wheeler, Jonathan Wayne
Whelan, Amy Daneen
Wherry, Bonnie Christine
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Whitaker, Nicole Alexandria
White i mi i lizabeth
White, Ryan I unn
Whittemore, I aura Graham
Whittier, Kelse) I ynnea
v\ i< kersham, t arolyn Peyton
Wickland Stat ia ( hristina
Wiedeman, Meredith 1 eigh
Wieland, Kathei ine Mai ia
Wieland, Matthew Ryan
Wiesehan Erik ( hristian
Wilcox Matthew Robert
Wildei Mart) Robin
Wilderottei ( hristopher |ame
Wilhite Sarah I lizabeth
Wilkerson .v ha Bailej
Willett, £ hristophei Patrii k
\\ illiams, Amos Granville
Williams, [itlian I lizabeth
Wilson, Mar* <• hristophei
w inkel, lulu- 1 \iiii
\\ ttherow, fonathan Matthew
Witter, Brian Michael
Woldrii li. fennifer Anne
Wolf, Rachel I ynn
Wolfe Ryan Richard
Wong, Erik I ee
Wood, *- olin Andrew
W oostei . Mark |ulius
Wnght, Ashley Elizabeth
Wyatt, Jeffrej IXn id
Yanagihara, Danielle Ayumi
\ ang, I un \ oung
^ ates, lennifer Ellen
^ ee c hristopher Ryan
> eung, Christine
Vi, April Hae
^ inger, Adam Louis
Yoon, Jennifer Kay
^ ork Christopher John
Yoshimoto, Garrett Jyoji
\ oung, Peter Robert
Yue. Melissa
Yun, Linda
Zanfini, Francesca Ashley
Zapanta, Liezel S
Zarate, Elizabeth Cayabyab
Zehenni, Jennifer Lynn
Zepponi, Francisco
Zhang, Yanjun
Zick, Tyler Heath
Zieman, Heidi Ann
Zilli, Andrew Jordan
Zotovich, Devon D
Zozos, Michael Constantine
Not Pictured:
Clemente, Amy
Doeltz, George W
Huynh, Anh-Thu Thi
Ireland, Mary
Karim, Jawed
Kozak, Paul
Lamoreauv Carol I
Lehman, Elizabeth Anne
L'Hommedieu, Kathenne Parnell
Lu, Elaine I
Masiello, Bonnie
Mazon, Kristin Whitney
Shepard, John Thomas
St. John, Elizabeth Ann
Valencia, Stephanie
What to do...
Time between classes can either be a welcomed
break or sometimes boring. People want to accomplish
so much in their spare time, but are often limited to time
availablity . Whenpeople do get everything done, there
is a desire to fulfill that extra time with something more
productive, such as sleep or spending timewith friends.
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Jenay Tower, Olivia Stelte,
and Evan Regua, all fresh-
man members of The Red-
wood staff, agree to disagree
about a creative idea during
their weekly staff meeting.
Bianca Napolean Ally enjoys th
company of her friends in a rar
free moment of their day. On
of the best parts of freshman
1
year is making life-long friends
• •• to pass the time
Most of our time is spent just relaxing
from our rigorous class schedule. Even if it
is just for a moment, we relax. If we have
time left over from completing homework,
we often hang out with our friends or our
hallmates next door.
Big Money! Big Money! Many students have spun
this wheel throughout Welcome Weekend hoping
to be the big winner. But as the sign says, in true
Santa Clara style, "EVERYONE WINS!"
Living in RLCs allow stu-
dents to live and learn to-
gether. These students take
every opportunity to do
just that!
Danielle Plug, Dana
Caulley, Tagen Russell,
Diane Varni, and
Rebecca Weisman not
only promote the year-
book at the SCU Kick-
off, but also take part in
the evening's activities.
While some students are in
class during the day, others
catch up on sports or their fa-
vorite television shows with
friends in the many common
areas that RLCs provide.
SCU Dating Game,
one of the many
Bronco Blowout
events, gathered a
large crowd of all
ages in The Bronco.
Many students came
to show their sup-
port for friends, win
a date, or simply
watch the festivities.
The week is almost over and
these guys are ready for the
weekend. Living and study-
ing in the same place is of-
ten taxing... weekends offer
a much-needed study break.
We also pass the time ex-
ploring our new sur-
roundings. Going to con-
certs, movies, and school
functions also helps teach
us about ourselves and
our community. It is
through experiences like
this that we enrich our-
selves with entertainj
ment, culture, and inr
pendent freedom. I
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I
ast night, the 10th of January 2003, defined for me what it means
to be a sophomore here at Santa Clara University. For those of you
who don't remember this night in particular (and especially for those
who don't remember last night at all), it was a Friday unlike any other
I've experienced at SCU. It was our first Friday back after the all-tooJ
short winter break and we had just finished the mildly grueling first
week of classes. It was time to let loose and have fun with the people
we hadn't seen for a month. As I walked the not-so-lonely streets of
Santa Clara, migrating from house to apartment to condo, I saw the
Sophomore Class: diligent and loyal, high-spirited and fun-loving. I
didn't just see a group of students, solely in college to get the degree. \
I saw an incredibly diverse and uniquely intimate group of people.
Maybe we have the RLCs to thank for our unity. Maybe our profes-
sors. Maybe even the outside community. But to be honest with you,
I think we have ourselves to thank. We could have gone our separate
ways, leaving the bonds of freshman year behind. ..but we didn't. It
might have been easy to walk past a fellow Sophomore without a
ghetto handshake, a head-nod, or a hug. ..but we didn't. Last night
was one of the many great nights we've had as a class. I know that
throughout the rest of the year and by the time this yearbook is
published, we will have had many more great nights, classes, games,
and moments. Helen Keller once said, "Walking with a friend in the
dark is better than walking alone in the light." You are all my friends.
Thanks for walking with me last night.
Michael Harvey
Class President, Associated Students
Santa Clara University
\
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Abar, Audrey Cabading
Abellera, Paolo c arlo A
Abusamra, Jonathan Mark
Achanzar, Ginamay Marquez
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Chong, Summer Puanani
Chu, Chi Hang
Chung, Wooza
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Corral, Tawny D
Corngan, Daniel James
Cowles, Jeffrey Robert
Creasman, Rebecca Joyce
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Cua, Caroline Torres
Cuaresma III, Alfredo Talio
Cubillas, Brandon Russell
Curtis, Laura Kingman
Cvengros, Laurie Catherine
DaCosta, Christopher
Dalmau, Alexandra Renee Ann
Daragan, Nataliya
Davidson, Marshall Andrew
Davis, Danica Angelique
de la Fuente, Joseph Figueroa
Dean, Katherine Kelly
DeAngelis, Carey Jeanne
deKay, Jacob William
Del Cueto, Albert Joseph
DelaMerced, Melissa Manio
Delo, Lydia Viall
Demartini, Alexandra Rochele
DeMartini, Christopher Scott
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Kauwe,Heather Rose Kaipolani
Kendrick,Erica Michelle
Liu,John Leonard
McNary.Caitlyn Nicole
Morales.Corina Williams,Heidi Jo
F*sO
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AIthough it seemed like few students were on
campus during fall quarter, the junior class was able
to make their presence known. From a packed church
at Jill Curran's memorial, to a 15 minute sell out of
1 00 burritos at Mondo, juniors came out in force. With
everyone coming home from their travels abroad and
also turning 21, places like C&J's and the Hut have
begun to gain a new clientele. The majority of people
finally adjusted to life off-campus, but complaints
about rent and cooking are still heard from many.
More often though you hear complaints that juniors
don't have enough time to just hang out with their
friends and classmates. This camaraderie proves
that the juniors really do....HAVE CLASS!
Michael Olcese,
Junior Class President, Associated Students
Santa Clara University
Juniors... '04
We've gol class!
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Abellera, Amielynn Dumuk
Aboujudom, Suzanne
Accnrdo, Matthew Wayne
Acosta, Anna Lisa
V ,>,i.i \im,i M.ii ie
Adams, Carole lean
Adams, Kevin Michael
Agredano, Pablo
Aguilar, Abigail Sabado
Ahtasham, Mehwish
Akers, Geoffrey Michael
\lli, iij. m Melanie t hristine
Albertini, Brianna <- olleen
Aldi k h, I \ U'l Allen
Alexander, Kelly Elizabeth
Alghanim, Marzouq I Uraai
Allamby, Andrew Stephen
Allen, |ohn ( leorge
Allen, Shannon Marie
Altamirano, Maria Cecilia
Alves, Ryan Patrick
Amato, Lucia
Ambler, David Read
Anderson, |ohn I -i.iw in!
Andrews, lulia Clare
Angelos, Sarah Ann
Arathoon, John William
Arellano, |orge Manuel
Arevalo, Johanna Nicole
Atencio, fared Joseph
Atulugama, Asela foseph
Au, LeHang Duong
Avalos, Diego Jacinto
Baal, Alison Erin
Bagwell, Heather LeeAnn
Baker, Kathertne Anne
Balakrishnan, Dhana Lakshmi
Baldeviso, Roderick Francis
Baldo, Kendra Kumiko
Baldwin, Patrick Michael
Baldwin, Patrick Michael
Banuelos, Jesus
Baranick, Michael Jay
Barbara, Teresa Marie
Barone, Stanley P
Barragan, Mariana Valencia
Barron, Michelle Christine
Basile, Milena Francesca
Batley, Jonathan Glanville
Bavley, Edward Andrew
Beals, Lindsay
Becker, Melinda Elizabeth
Becker, Ryan Lewis
Bedell, Beau John
Behnke, Zane Howard Dunkelman
Belo, Martha Simone
Beltran, Philip James Jacinto
Bennett, Marlene Suzanne
Bennett, Victoria Leigh
Berton, Andrea
Bettencourt, Holly Rose
Bettles, Alison Maria Romano
Betz, Brian Eugene
Bevegni, Robert Justin
Biagini-Kirk, Christina Marie
Bianchi, Christopher Joseph
* Bickes, Warren Nicholas
Bickler, Kathryn Anne
Biniek, Rebecca Austin
Biondi, Nicole Mane
Black, Anthony Joseph
Black, Susan Kathleen
Blackburn, William Bertrand
Bobrovich, Yuliya V
Bochsler, Jeffrey David
Bolger, Mike Edward
Borchard, Jillian Marissa
Borowski, Christopher Ian
Botsch, William
Bowen, Mathew James
Bowler, Patrick Joseph
Boylan, Liam Tadashi
Brackett, Richard Augustus
Bradley, Weston Allan
Brady, Joseph Owen
Bresnahan, Lesley Mane
Bngham, Elizabeth Lindsav
Brown, Joshua Wesley
Brown, Kevin Robert
Brown, Maura Louise
Brown, Nathaniel David
Brown, Ryan Taylor
Brown, William Jones
Brownlee, Michael March
Bruce, Justin Robert
Bryan, Sean Michael
Bucka, Christopher Michael
Buckles, Noelle Elizabeth
Buckley, Jeffrey Keith
Bunting, Charles Douglas
Burbank, Stephanie Irene
Burcina, Deanna L
Burkhardt, Kirsten Jennifer
Burton, Starla Mane
Busch, Martin Alexander
Inr-Mi/it', I . i T.i Nicole
Byer, Michael Thomas
k\ Robert Daniel
Cafaz, ! ii-yann Elizabeth
Cai, De-Zhao
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amardo, I laniello Martene
ampiili, Andrea I <
ampos, Roberl I
anales, Adrian Da 'id
nnavese, David fulian
andau, Kristin Elizabeth
andlcr, Paul < Joodrli (•
ai , ( hristophei Bdv ird
!apozzola, Dante Vittorio
c !araveo, ( lustavo Adolfo
( !ardenas, Emanuel l eon
( ardenas, Rene I tumberto
C ardona-Blair, Alitsia I lor
Carey, Anett IMikoletta
Carlino, John David
Carlucc i, lames Glenn
( -ii rune, (. arolyn Marie
Carrasco, Lizandro (
Carrillo, Amanda Gabriela
Carrillo, Andres Luis
Casco, Milady
Ceccarelli, Jordan James
Cederberg, Adam Swede
Cendejas, Monica
Centofanti, Marcello Tullio
Cervantes, Jacqueline
Chambers, Brian Donald
Chambers, Erin Mane
Chan, Eric Jason Kellogg
Chan, Suk Kwan
Chandler, James Conrad
Chandler, Mary Alice
Chang, Jason Michael
Chang, Nicholas Cheng Ming
Chang, Shari Wai
Chang, Trisha Mai Ling
Chau, Khanh Le
Cheadle, Allyson Victoria
Chen, Erich C
Cheng, Andrew George
Cheng, Carleton
Cheng, Ingrid 1
Chesnos, Todd Clayton
Chesterton Stephen Michael
Chiappelli, Teresa Lyn
Chinn, Tim Wayne
Chiyo, Takeno
Christian, Alison Rebecca
Chwang, Michael Jie Jen
Cimino, Jennifer Marie
Cirone, Christopher Jude
Clarke, Clifton George
Cobb, Melissa Ann
Cobo, Paul Eric
Coffey, Joshua O
Cole, Andrew Loughlin
Collier, Warren Jones
Collins, Trent Steven
Comerford, Edward
Conci, Gianna Vanda
Conlon, Christopher Lee
Connolly, Patrick Charles
Conway, Elizabeth Ann
Cook, Jeffrey Stewart
Coover, Gary Allan
Cordua, David Marcel
Corica, Craig Anthony
Cornwell, Katherine Leigh
Correnti, Kristin Michelle
Cortez, Grace Momilam
Cote, Kevin Louis
Craft, Catharine Randall
Craig, Andrea Bruun
Craighead, Kari Kathleen
Cresci, Claudia Elizabeth
Crespo, Stacey Marie
Cress, Meghan Carol
Crewse, Jessica Lynn
Croal, Devlin Sawyer
Cromwell, Lindsey Kelii
Cronin, Kelii Ann
Crowley, Jason Thomas
Cuadra, Adrian
Cuenca, Vanessa O
Culp, Janet Marie
Culp, Jennifer Michelle
Cummings, Seth Ross
Cunningham, John Carver
Cuskelly, Abel S
Dacquel, Sheena Aranas
Dahlen, Crystal Kiyomi
Dakkak, MaryAnn
Dallosta, James William
Dang, Andy Anphuoc
Dang, Huyen Mong
Daniels, Courtney Elizabeth
Date, Laurie Kimie
David, Jacob Anthony
Davidson, Bryce Edward
Davis, Charla Ruth
Dayton, Robyn Leslie
Dazols, Karen Nicole
DeBriyn, Joseph Hyde
Del Santo, Laura Anne Marie
Delia Sala, Alexandria Marie
Deller, Andrew William
Delor, Katheryn Anne
Denton, Kacey Norell
Denzel, Andrew James McKee
Derugin, Predislava Vladimirovna
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DeTorres, Aldwin Arteche
Diamond, Nicholas ( leorge
I )ia/, Mario Alberto
Dickas [ames Daniel
Diefenderfer, loseph Riley
Dierks, Scott Martin
Dillon \n.'i Marie
I »ixon \n.m.i ^ iel
Do, UyenNT
Doan, loan Ngoc
l >o< tmo, Nicole Kathryn
Dodge, Rebecca Mary
Doeltz,Sara Nicole
Doerschel, Denise "i vonne
Donegan, Brianna Marie
I Joppler, Karin
Dorsey, Malj nda Kate
l >oss Antoun, Eric Elias
Doucette, fohn Paul
Doucette, Shanna Nicole
I >ouglas, |acqueline Diane
I low
, Bryan < Jrassi
Dresser, Brian Scot
Drewniany, Michael <_ hristopher
Dugan, Patrick Thomas
Duncan, Cohen Ashley
Dung, Jason Michael
Dunning, Shantel I enor
Duong, Dzung Ngoi
I )uponl. 1 ink Murray
Edwards, Kevin Eric
Efros, Alexsandr
Egge, Ryan Dean
Eglet Kaleena Pilcher
Ehret, Kimberly Bruno
Elam, Claire Fit/geraki
Elgin, Brian Nicholas
Elkin, Cameron [amar
Ellison, Jaime Lynn
Elrod, Derek lames
Eltoukhy, Adam Ahmed
Engels, Kristen Lynn
Enriquez, Brett James
Epsten, MaryLynn
Enkson, Wiley Todd
Espinosa, Karla Dugyon
Espinosa, Urbano
Estess, Elisabeth Marie
Evangelista, Oliver Anton
Evanoff, Audrey Leigh
Fabnck, Cameron Lee
Faherty, Maureen Elizabeth
Fahrer, Nicholas Edward
Fairbanks, Jessica Ann
Falbo, Spencer Barret
Fanoe, Jason Patrick
Farnam, Jordan C
Farnham, Brian Christopher
Faucett, Allison Marie
Fehr, Leslie Ann
Feltz, Callista Elizabeth
Ferrari, Jennifer L
Ferrevra, Kimberly Dawn
Field, Jennifer Anne
Figoni, Daniel Louis
Fillinger, Chad Lewis
Finerty, Sean Michael
Fiscalini, Christopher John
Fitzgerald, Thomas Michael
Flanagan, Shannon Patricia
Flanagan-Delahoz, Kenny Phillip
Flint, Stephanie Claire
[I. .res. t i-k"»U' \n < <\v
Flores, Melissa G
Floresca, Angelina Enriquez
Foderingham, Akil Omolara
Folck, Tyler Evan
Fonseca, Kirk Matthews
Fonseca, Noel Christopher
Fontaine, Danielle Nicole
Forquer, Thomas Rush
Forrest, Kindall Louise
Franco, Katherine Marie
Frankel, Martin Jeffery
Frye, Jonathan Paul
Fukuda, Grant Takeshi
Furukawa, Takuyo
Gallego, Donna Barbosa
Galligan, Jonathan Philip
Gambini, Francesco
Gapasin, Anne-Lynn Nerissa Cruz
Garcia, Andrea Michelle
Garcia, Manbel
Garcia, Mary Kate
Gardiner, Ian Kellner
Gaspar, Glen Retondo
Gatto, Gina Marie
Gaudreau, Nathan Lee Amir
Gauen, Benjanvn Carter
Gay, Erin t^ th
Gee, Loga.
Gibbs, Kimberly Broedner
Gibson, Peter George
Gilmore, Kellen Michael
Ginotti, Anne Catherine
Goldberg, Briar Ann
Gonzaga, Angela Elizabeth
Gorczyca, Alison Marie
Gorman, Alexander Jesse
Gorman, Michael Erin
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lorman, Reb i I
.'.iiIn-I,, Kathryn Ann
lower, Mi. hi ll< i liz ibi
„ ( ,-l,.y, (,..,.„ „ R ,
.fi'M, [cnnifi i i 1 1 tii
Irecn, rylei Richard
IregOl y, I .nllin Ruth
Ircgory, Lauren Brenna
,»i!lilh,( olson Roberl
ninth, rhomas William
Irochler, Kristin Marie
Iroff, Meredith Anne
luardalabene, I .mien I ouise
iuerrero, Blake Edward
iuheen, Ryan [ohn
lunther, Scotl William
Hague, ( lorbin I handler
I fakanson, Deirdre Kristen
1 1
.
j f < v , Sara Elizabeth
Halterman, Kristin I eigh
Hanratty, Meghan Jane
Hansen, Jens Simmons
Harlander, fohn Christopher
Harper, Robert Joseph
I larrigan, Colin Berns
Harris, Haik-y Kathleen
Harris, Samantha Elyse
Harrison, Kathryn Anne
Harter, Colin Michael
Hartman, Stacy Renee
Hawkins, Christopher Glenn
Healey, Jonathan Harold
Hefflinger, Anne Elizabeth
Heit, Christie Lynn
Henderson, Jennifer I
Herbage, Jeffrey Scott
Herrera, Lucas Allen
Hertel, Tara Ames
Hickey, Lisa Diane
Hidalgo, Benito Justin Jones
Higby, Danielle Michaelle
Hilger, Catherine Bailey
Hirano, Stefanie Ann
Hirasuna, Krista Ann
Hitch, Devin Douglas
Ho, Dat Tien
Ho, Jacqueline M
Ho, Patricia Jiayi
Ho, Stanley K
Hoang, Harry
Hokanson, Genevieve Anne
Holloway, Katherine Ann
Holstlaw, Julia Elizabeth
Hong, Chris Joseph
Hong, Lisa Ann
Hooker, Garrett Michael
Hopkins, Michaela Carney
Hsiao, Rachel Pearl
Hsu, Jonathan
Hsu, LeAnne S
Hsueh, Sarah Hwa Yee
Hn, Felipe Jen-Hung
Hubbard, Michael Ryan
Huberty, John Philip
Hughes, Christopher Douglas
Hughes, Grant Thomas
Hughes, Kevin Christopher
Huling, Nicole Kristin
Hull, Amanda Elizabeth
Hurst, Zachary Kenneth
Huynh, Kiet Anh
Huynh, Thu
Hwang, Yoonsung
Hyman, Alexis Sonja
Idiart, Rebecca J
Iglesias, Nathan John
lino, Michael Thomas
Ishizu, Ryan Yukio
Islas, Yessica M
Jaaskelainen, Maarit Johanna
Jackson, Joshua Mark
Jaime Jr., Manuel
James, Marv Fontaine
Jamieson, Emily Anne
laramillo Jr., Karlo Sergio Sito
Jerve, Marjorie Jane
Jew, Deanna Kristine
Johnson, Christopher Eric
Johnson, Kathryn Grey
Johnson, Lindsey Elliott
Johnson, Lucas Erik
Jolis, Lucy Rose
Jorgensen, Damien David
Juarez, Aaron Robert
Kachmarik, Daniel Paul
Kalman, Eric Boyd
Kalmer, Timothy Patrick
Kanemasu, Michelle Michiko
Kanemori, Scott Brandon
Kardas, William Joseph
Kaster, Jeffrey Gary
Katayama, Miyuki
Katri, Anne Christine
Katz, Jason Schlesinger
Keast, Lauren Alway
Keck, Philip William
Kehrli, Robert Michael
Kekiwi, Gina Lehuanani
Keller, Jamie Burnett
Kelly, Conor Michael
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Kennedy, Christina Ann
Kerwin, Jennifer Alysha
Keuler, Morgan I loyd
Khan, Kamran
Khanna, Smriti
Khuri-Yakub, Paul Robert
Kienstra, [ustin ! ee
Kim, John Soon
King, [odd |M
Kinnear, Megan Ann
Kinoshita, Kerri Akemi
Klein, A.iron Matthew
Klein, Cerissa Marie
Kline, Melissa |o
Knight, Ryan McKean
Koenekamp, Kristin Elizabeth
Komo, Molly Marie
Korte, Meghan lean
Ko/aman, Hagop Hovig
Krasnovskaya, Yana
Kremer, Amanda Beth
Kretzmer, Bryan Matthew
Kristen Harada
Kroi halis, Sara Ann
Krueger, Paul
Kunkel, Darcy Erin
Kunzfeld, Frank Hubert
Kutis, Barbara
Labanauskas, Ignas Gediminas
LaBarbera. Anthony Joseph
Labur, Etsuko
Laird, Claire Alima
Lam, Davina Waikar
Lam, James Tsan
Lam, Kathryn Yng
Lam, Patrick Hang-Chang
Lambert, Jessica Hellen
Landa, Emmanuel
Landeza, Gemma Teresa Correa
Lanzon, Christopher Mark
LaPeter, Michael James
Lasch, Alexandra Marie
Lax, Brendan Joseph
Lay, Ricardo Cunha
Le, Dung Trung
Le, Mary Uyen linh
Le, Robinson Thanh
Le, Suzanne Phuong Anh Thi
Lechelt, Christine Elizabeth
Lee, Anne Jung
Lee, Conor James
Lee, Demian Seung-Yun
Lee, Grace
Lee, Joseph Jinho
Lee, Maggie Ga Yun
Lee, Nicholas Ken Kalanipakipika
Lefevre, Andrew Edmond
Lely, Natalia Michelle
Lennox, Kristina Marie
Lenore, Kristin Renee
Leonardi, Marianne Elizabeth
Leopold, Christian
Lepper, Ronald Edward
Letts, Charles Robert
Leung, Kimy Kit Ying
LeVee, Jessica Rose
Levine, Sarah Marie
Levy, Rebecca Jill
Lewis, Kyle Brice
Lewis, Monica Mary
Lichtenberg, Kevin Charles
Linarelli, Nick Edward
Lindow, Ryan Timothy
Lipps, Katherine Mane
Liu, Judy Kuan-Ying
Liuzzi, Gina Marie
Lobach, Renee Michelle
Lobato, Francisco
Lockwood, Lindsey Parker
Logothetti, Heidi Marie
Loomis, Margaret Campbell
Lopez, Leticia
Lough, Denver Matthew
Lowe, Meghan Maureen
Lu, Jessifer Go
Luchessi, Vincent
Luckey, Tad Carl
Luk, Jason Wai tak
Lundquist, Jennifer Diane
Machado, Andrew Hamilton
Machado, Sarah Elizabeth Ann
MacLellan, Mary Elizabeth
MacLeod, John Norman
Macpherson, Lindsay Jane
Magnuson, Alissa Blair
Mah, Adrianne Elizabeth
Mah, Diana Eileen
Maier, John David
Malinak, Katherine Ann
Malonzo, Norman She
Manago, Eric Katsumi
Manca, Lisa Alice
Manger, Justin
Manuel, Jeffrey Noveda
Marayag, Kristine Irene
Marciano, Nicole Virginia
Martin, Casey Christian Robert
Martin, Thomas Lyle
Martindale, Christopher Ross
Martinez, Bruce Edward
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Martinez, Joseph I dward
Martinez, I 1 1a P
Martini, Brian. 1 Anne
Martini, Peresa Mary
Masterson, Lisa Kay
Maim inos, Valerie Pasibe
Mawii I- c, Samantha fane
McBride, Patrii I- Marsl
McCann, Mcghann Elizabeth
Mc< lure, raylor Clark
M lell, Kellan raylor
Mi ' reedy, ( hanel Nicole
M<< ullough,< olleen Marie
Mi Farren, Hffany N
Mi i llynn, Patrick Klinge
McGowan, Colleen Kathryn
Mr( idw.in, Wendy Marie
McGrew, Bryce D
McNulty, Jonathan Koss
McRoskey, Margaret Eileen
Meek, Melissa Mane
Mehdizadeh, Nader M.
Meis, Jeremy Michael
Mestas, Miranda Renee
Metcalfe, Anna Kristine
Meyer, Michelle Marie
Millar, Laurie Elizabeth
Miller, Josephine Luella
Miller, Rosemary Doty
Mintz, Jacob Aaron
Miska, Danielle M
Mispagel, Jennifer Louise
Modlin, Anna Lark
Mogannam, Abid Christopher
Mohnacky, Mark Joseph
Montoya-Hernandez, Viviana
Mooney, Emily Margaret
Moran, Jeffrey Chapman
Morris, Lacey Monica
Morrison, Brandina Margaret
Moscato, Paul Jerome
Mrithunjayan, Vijaya
Mudd, Claire Shanley
Mullen, Nicholas James
Mungal, Sonia Dolores
Murillo, Bernardo Gabriel
Murillo, Stephen Blake
Murphy, Colleen Elizabeth
Murphy, Michelle Denise
Murray, Margaret E
Muskivitch, Justin Christopher
Muthuraman, Alagu
Mylet, Quentin Russell
Myrback, Lindsay Jean
Napadiy, Rufina Anatolievna
Nasser, Jodi A
Navarro, Adriana
Nejah, Nina
Nelson, Christopher James
Nesbitt, Tess Alexandra
Nevarez, Raquel
Newell-Nicosia, Rebecca Dianne
Newman, Morgan Pauline
Ng, Katnna Michelle
Ngo, Kevin Luan Kha
Nguyen, Anh-Thy H
Nguyen, Ann Thi
Nguyen, Christine Anna
Nguyen, Diana Tram
Nguyen, Emily Thuy
Nguyen, Khanh-Thy Tran
Nguyen, Mai AnJi
Nguyen, Thaouyen Quan
Nick, Joseph Parks
Niedermeyer, Kristin Marie
Nijjar, Gurpal Kaur
Nilsson, Paul Adel Stefan
Nishimoto, Michael Sazo
Noriega, Leticia Carmen
Novotny, John William
Nuccio, Erin Elaine
O'Brien, Katherine Denise
O'Brien, Mary Bridget
Ochoa, Noemi
O'Connell, Christopher Ryan
Offer, Caleb Marcus
Offer, Maureen Noelani
Olcese, Michael J
Olivas, Celeste
O'Neil, Galen Cascade
ONeill, Heather Joy
Oroz, Stephanie
Orrell, Jessica Nicole
Ortelle, Jennifer Michelle
Ortiz, Janette
Oscamou, Nathaniel Luc
Osterhout, Shane William
Ostrom, Kyle Stanley
Owens, Gareth Evan
Pace, Clare Ellen
Packard, Heath Andrew Austin
Padilla, Catherine Lorraine
Paine, Thomas Clinton
Palileo, Stella Marie
Pan, Pei-Ching
Panion, Leslie Ann
Parks, Gregory Lee
Parrado, Laura Llewellyn
Parsons, Claire Elizabeth
Parsons, Nicole Christine
*
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Patel, Ameel I Jushyanl
Patel, Amil Ravin
Patel, Katki Paresh
Patel, Nikhil Vitthal
Paturi, rabitha
I'.uilin, Alexander foseph
Paulson, Lacey i ee
Pedersen, Kevin Christian
Peluffo, Gina Mario
Penkert, Maggie Mar
Perez, Juan [gnacio
Perez, Kim Marie
Perez, Manuel Alejandro
Perez, Monii a I ui ia
Perkins, Danielle
Perla, Vanessa M
Pervez, Mahira
Peterson, Cecilia Mary
Peterson, Courtney Harvey
Peterson, facob Dean
Peterson, William James
Petrovic, Ognjen
I'talt.Sara Michele
Pham, Chieu Bich
Pham, Han
Pham, Minh N
Pham, Thai Manh
Philbin, Larkin Walker
Phu, Philip rich
Piano, Meghan Christine
Piasta, Ann Elizabeth
Pieklik, Alex
Pittman, Michael Rough
Pivonka, Evan Louis
Pizano, Nam Phuong
Plath, Kathryn Leann
Pohl, Hendrik
Ponce, Michael Christian
Poole, Chardonnay Nicole
Poporad, Emily Ann
Porter, Sabrina Grace
Posadas, Jose Paolo Siapno
Poscharsky, Ryan Thomas
Posedel, Carin Marie
Potter, Rebecca Jean
Powers, Andrea Margaret
Powers, Matthew J
Pratt, Dipti Kiran
Pratte, Alexis Langdon
Prejean, Janel Louise
Prescott, Tessa Kate
Prietto, Vincent Luis
Proi'umo, Bridget Elizabeth
Prupas, Jacob Robert
Queja, Eizer Montilland
Quel, Natasha Erika
Rahilly, Ashley Louise
Raimondi, Domenico
Raimundo, Nancy Hedy
Ramas, Carmeliz Mona Cuasito
Rambhia, Neal Harakh
Ramos, Jennifer Miyuki
Rangel, Erica Michelle
Rastegar-Panah, Mozhdeh
Rea, Anthony Steven
. Reaugh, Daniel William
Redondo, Alexandra
Redwine, Erick Allen
Reed, Robert William
Reese, Lucas Whipple
Reger, Callie Anne
Reghitto, Christine Elizabeth
Reiley, Carol Elizabeth
Reinhardsen, Katharine Elise
Reis, Matthew Jordan
Resz, Brian Robert
Reyes, Victoria Maria
Reynolds, Darcie Ann
Rhinehart, Kristin Stephanie
Richards, Kimberlee Dawn
Richardson, William Norris
Richmond, Rebecca Annice
Riddell, Claire Marie
Riecke, Claire Elizabeth
Rieger, Erin Elizabeth
Riehl, John Paul
Rietdorf, David Adam
Righetti, Jennifer Brie
Riley, Elizabeth Caitlin
Riley-White, Kristin Lynn
Rios, Adriana
Ritchie, Ashley Bunnell
Ritchie, Ellen Kathleen
Rivas, Martin Salvador
Rivera, Joseph M
Rivera, Marlon Steeb
Robello, Jonathan Hale
Roberts, Sean Kevin
Robles. Alejandrina
Rodarte, Rachel Marie
Rodriguez, M; Hutiquio
Rodriguez, Nict
Rodriguez, Rita Coi
Rogez, Coralie i
Rohde, Ethan V.
Rohrig, Katherine Erb
Romero, Frank Alan
Rondel, Jennie Diana
Rosa, Oscar Yudy
Rosas, Theresa Marie
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Ross, [cnnlfei Midori
Roll mi, Jeffrey Gilbert
Rubali ava, Beatrii rj
Ruggiero, Erica 1 lawn
Km/, I issette Molina
Knslifortli, Trudy I ynn
Russell, Anne Marie
s.it co, ( tin. i Michelle
Sager, I am e Presi otl
Salas, Pctei Paul
Salcido, Kristina Nicole
Salvatore, Breanna Maria
Sanford, fason Allen
Santos, l lindsey Marie
Saratore, Rahima Kamela Rose
Sargent, I rnily Elizabeth
Sauter, Andrew Daniel
Sazon, Michelle del Rosario
Scarpulla, fohn< arl
Schaller, Am) Beth
Schenck, Matthew Adam
Schibly, Brian M
Schlenger, Heather
Si hlessman, Jennifer Catherine
Schlunt, Michael Jonathan
Schneider, Andrew James
Schreiner, Michael Peter
Schroeder, Daniel Robert
Schultz, Kathleen Lucille
Scott-Flore/, Lindsey Victoria
Seip, Katharine May
Seltenrich, Nathan Andrew
Serafimova, lana Margaritova
Seus, Elizabeth Corry
Shariat, Nariman
Sharp, Melissa Lee
Shaw, Jennifer Lynn
Shean, Quinn Colleen
Shelburne, Marshall Robert
Sherman, Rachel Lynn
Shin, Margaret Y
Shinbo, Laura Mariko
Shrum, Sarah Elizabeth
Shultz, Nathaniel Aaron
Sibal, Francisco La'O
Siddiq, Zeba Sima
Sidhu, Kamaljeet Kaur
Siegel, Jennifer Leigh
Singh, Gursimran Kaur
Singh, Meena Kay
Singh, Suneet
Sitter, Jennifer Joyce
Skikos, Shaen Skylar
Skinner, Elizabeth Ann
Skiver, David Mark
Smisek, Theresa Leigh
Smith, Brian Edward
Smith, Sarah Mary
Smith, Shannon Mark
Snively, Ruth Marie
Snyder, Sarah Elizabeth
So, Jenson Chialu Kazuo
Soedarjo, Rendy Diego
Solis, Salvador Castillo
Sosa, Veronica
Soto, Alejandro
Soto, Gerardo Montano
Sousa, Kelli Nicole
Sparkman, Daniel Francis
Spayde, Robin James
Spence, Stephen Robert
Spicer, Christopher Ryan
Spring, Kevin Patrick
Starr, Michelle Ann
Steadman, Randi Nidia
Stefanini, Stephen George
Stemberga, Nadalina
Stewart, Christopher Dennis
Stimpfle, Alexis Megan
Stoltenberg, Sean Paul
Straw, Nicholas Raymond
Strickroth, Theresa Marie
Strong, Meredith Marie
si ihlrkil' n s.u i Mai i
Summers Jr., Theodore Michael
Sutak, Whitney Anne
Swan, Stephen Thomas William
Swimme, Brian Sebastian
Takasugi, Gina Marie
Talbott, Matthew Ryan
Tallman, Bryan D
Tanaka, Kevin MG
Tapiador, Crystal Galutira
Tassone, Christopher John
Tassone, Jonathan Joseph
Taylor, Bridgit Erika
Taylor, Maleko Luke Palani
Templeton, Christopher Bradley
I enipk'h m, lames Brian
TePas, Meena Marie
Test, Adina
Thedinger, Blair Ashton
Thekkedom, Victor Thomas
Thomas, Kimberly Nicole
Thomas, Krystal M
Thompson, Anna
Thrasher, Lindsay Janette
Thurman, Stephanie Anne
Ting, Kathleen May
Tirman, Philippe Andre
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["okheim, Jillian Christine
Tola, Jason Theodore
Tom, Trisl) n Asae
romasello, Christine Miriam
Tomokiyo, rrisha Mariko
Torres, Manuel Valdez
Torres, Marisa Andrea
Tran, Mai Chi
Iran, Patricia Hong Hariri
Tran, Thu-Thuy
Travis, Matthew Richard
Travis, Nicholas Ryan
Trejo, Juan Jose
Trinidad, Vincent Mark
I sai, Victor
Tsang, Lorraine L
Tsao, Monica
Tsay, Ming Jennie
Tsukada, Jarrod Isami
Tuley, Sean Michael Victor
Twisselman, Blake
Twombly, Daniel John
Uchikura, Lindsay Eileen
Uhlir, Shiloh Lee
Uong, Celina
Urrutia, Adam Alberto
Vaccarezza, Carla Rose
Valdes, Camille Jo Ann Catalan
Vallejo, Vanessa Yanett
Van der Haeghen, Sharyl Beth
Van Der Heyd, Nova Margarete
Van, Kim T
Vander Zanden, Joseph Clarence
VanDyke, Rachel Louise
Vasquez, Monica Lynn
Vazquez, Liliana Pamela
Verley, Jessica Lynn
Vialet, Leo Yves Daniel
Vierra, Justus Martin
Villegas, Amanda Margaret
Visbal, Julianne Mara
Von Dollen, John Stephens
Vu, Tuong-Van Ngoc
Walker, Rahim Hasan
Wall, Michael Corbett
Waller, Christopher Brett
Walsh, Christina Marie
Walsh, Kathryn Lee
Wasai, Joy Minori
Weigel, Krystal Louise
Weisman, Rebecca Michelle
Werkheiser, Laura Elizabeth
Werner, Vanessa Genevieve
Westby, Lindsay Elizabeth
Willette, Mullissa Withemina
Williams, Glen Andrew
Willis, Aaron Lukefahr
Winters, Cara Therese
Wise, Lauren Marie
Withers, Kelsey
Woodcock, Rebecca
Wray, Lauren Elizabeth
Wright, Alexander
Wright, Douglas Jesse
Wuelfing, Kathryn Lynn
Wyatt, Lindsay Sara
Xie, Bing Ying Rebecca
Yamada, Lauren Mariko
Yamamoto, Reid Scott
Yang, Christopher Chung-Cheng
Yap, Andrew James
YapDiangco, Lyle Salinel
Yashiro, Yuka
Yeakel, Lynsey Morgan
Yoshihara, Stefanie Suzanne
Young, Stephanie Yuke Hoong
Yu, Connie H. S.
Yue, Edmund K
Yulo, Asia Katrine Velayo
Zachary, Adam Keeton
Zacher, Adaline Ina
Zahler, Matthew James
Zakowski, Michael Robert
Zampelli, Rachel Virginia
Zapala, Megan Kathleen
Zazenski, John Richard
Zhang, Tong
Zito, Joseph Thomas
Zorzella, Keyla Marcia Areias Borja
Zumpano, Louis Romeo Jr
Zwaska, David John
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Not Pictured:
Baldrige, Nicholas Jason
Barajas, Lucia
Bogehold, Vanessa Marie
Bui, Fong Due
Cesena, Jonathan Robert
Chombo, Enrique Mota
Crahan, Page Furey
Demartini, Paula Therese
Etemad, Rouzbeh
Garza, Nadine Annette
Hollinger, Brian John
Johnston, Eric Raymond
Liang, Yih
Lizardo, Alejandra
Luna, Ramses Omar
MacCubbin, Donald M
Mandal, Neha
Montana, Jonathan Louis
Morford, Megumi Nancy
Park, Sang Yun
Pflum, Kenneth Robert
Porst, James Robert
Sheldon, Heidi Gabrielle
Shin, Ah-Young
Silver, Kristin Noel
Tran, Manhtong N
Ubhi, Harpreet Singh
Urena, Adan
Wagner, Alyson K
Wheeler, Alicia Andrine
136 Juniors
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138 Seniors
Will's Top 10 List
What It Means to Be a 2003 Senior Bronco
10 - Interviews for jobs that don't exist.
9 - Wednesday Nights out.
8 - Senior Nights at the Hut. Feeling sorry you drankthat last
pitcher during the 15 minute walk just to get to the bathroom.
7 - While inside the bathroom at the Hut, noticing two suspi
cious characters. Knowing you are in a men's bathroom.
Realizing they are women. Watching you go (you know who
you are).
6 - Clever resume experiences you can't wait to forget (see:
Sandwich Artist, Subway 1999-2000).
5 - Wanting to deck the next person who questions, "What are
you doing after college?"
4 - Wearing your graduation cap and gown and knowing you are
no longer a child. Dispising your new adult responsibilites.
3 - Automatically deleting e-mails from that Senior President Will
guy... who does he think he is anyway?!
2 - Recognizing that you no longer know half the people in
Benson. Feeling stangely excited. On a few levels.
1 - Seeing hords of people go by on a Friday Night. Realizing
they're freshmen. Thanking God you're a senior!
Seniors
class oi '03
i m .... *.*w - - .«*.
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CHARLENE ABALOS
.Accounting
LIANNA ADAUTO
Sociology
ARIANNA ALDRIDGE
Psychology
RALEIGH ANDERSON
Management
EMILY ABBOTT
Political Science
ANTHONY ADONA
OMIS
INGRID ALIMANESTIANU
Communications
THEODORE ANDERSON
Chemistry
JESSICA ABBOTT
Accounting
JUSTIN AHASIC
I nglish
DANIEL ANAYA
Computer Engineering
KELLY ANDREANO
Communications
MELANIE ABLAZA
Accounting
LORI AINTABLIAN
Economics
JAIME ANDAZOLA
Biology
PETER ANDREWS
Spanish
KATHERINE ACKER
Art History
LAUREN ALBE
Accounting
META ANDERSON
Communication
STEPHANIE ANTHONY
Biology
MEGAN ANTONCi,
Sociology
OSCAR APARICIO
Political Science
ANGELA ARANETA
Psychology
ANUJ ARORA
Computer Engineering
SARAH ARRIOLA
Biology
240 Seniors
ANNA ARZT
Combined Science
JENNIFER ATIENZA
Combined Science
RYAN AUFFENBERG
English / Theatre
MICHAEL BACHMAN
Computer Engineering
LINDSEYBACK
OMIS
RENE BAHENA
Computer Engineering
WON BAHNG
Biolog\
KEVIN BANG
Combined Science
LUCIA BARAJAS
Psychology
COLIN BARCELOUX
OMIS
ALISON BARR
Accounting
KALIE BASS
Civil Engineering
CANDACE BATES
Political Science
RUCHI BATRA
Finance
EMMA BECKMAN
Computer Science
ALLISON BECKORD
Psychology
GIACINTA BERTA
Accounting
CHRISTINE BEECHINOR
Economics
MARSHALL BESSIERES
Music
***?>
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RITA BHAMBHRA
Computer Engineering
HELEN BISNETT
Accounting
MARC BORELLA
Accounting
TAMRA BIDEGARY
Marketing
GIANCARLO BOCCATO
Finance
PATRICK BOWLER
Management
AUDREY BILCZO
Electrical Engineering
VANESSA BOGEHOLD
French
MEREDITH BOX
Communication
KATHRYN BRINKLEY
Communication
ANTHONY BUCAD
Electrical Engineering
STEPHEN BIONDOLILLO
Marketing
BRIAN BOITANO
Economics
SHANNON BRADY
Marketing
MICHELLE BRUGGE
Liberal Studies
JUSTIN BUELL
Political Science
ERIN BISHOP
Psychology
RACHEL BOLL
English
LINDSEY BRAFF
Finance
COLIN BRUSH
History
COLIN BUNKER
Civil Engineering
142 Seniors
MARKO BURIC
OMIS
JUAN CALLES
Computer Engineering
JOSLYN BURKE
Economics
LEONARDO CAMARGO
Marketing
CHRISTINE BURTON
OMIS
ANGELA CAMPBELL
Anthropology
KIMBERLY BUTLER
Theater and Dance
ASHLEY CAMPBELL
Communication
CHARLES CAFAZZA
Accounting
JOSEPH CANNELLA III
Finance
DAVID CARLIN
Mechanical Engineering
KATHARINE CARLSON
Finance
CARLY CARPENTER
Combined Science
COOPER CARRAS
Communications
SARAH CARTER
Combined Science
TERESA CASTANEDA
Accounting
JAMES CATALANO
Marketing
FRANCIS CHAN
Computer Engineering
JONATHAN CHAN
Accounting
SANA CHAN
Finance
SIDNEY CHAN
Electrical Engineering
ROBIN CHAPDELAINE
History
VICTORIA CHEKENE
Management
JOSEPH CHEN
Computer Science
CINDY CHENG
Psychology
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LUMORC1II I
Anthropology
WINSTON CHU
Computer Science
TONY COTA
Economics
CHARLENE CHILIP
Marketing
LISA CHUN
Economics
RACHELLE COLQUHOUN JEANNE CONDIT
Art History Marketing
PAGE CRAHAN
Economics
JENNIFER CHING
Civil Engineering
JOSEFINA CID
Spanish Studies
TESSA CONTRERAS
Psychology
DUSTIN CU
English
MICHAEL CHOU
Finance
JENEE CLINE
Communications
ERICA COOKE
Marketing
DAVID CUCCIAS
Computer Engineering
CLARA CHU
Sociology
MICHELLE COBO
Marketing
GOLDEEN CORPUZ
Management
AMANDA CURRY
Liberal Studies
NEENA MARIE DAGNINO
Communications
XIAOLEI DAI
Finance
LIANE DALLAL
Anthropology
ALLAN DANG
Computer Science
THU DANG
Psychology
144 Seniors
COURTNEY DANIELS
Psychology
TIMOTHY DEKLOTZ
Biology
ELEANOR DEVEREUX
Psychology
JOSEPH DIEFENDERFER
Marketing
KENDRICK DANIELS
Computer Engineering
MICHELLE DEL REAL
Sociology
JENNY DEVOTO
Economics
NICOLE DIGRAZIA
Computer Engineering
KEN DARRELL
OMIS
DANIEL DELGADILLO
Economics
LISA DI SANTI
Communication
COQUE DION
Marketing
ANDREW DEBER1
Finance
DIANA DEREGO
Philosophy
THERESE DICOLA
Economics
KRISTINA DIVER
OMIS
MARCO DE BERK
Finance
MELISSA DEROUIN
Marketing
BARBARA DIECKMAN
Finance
GLORIA DJEU
Accounting
NATASHA DOLGINSKY
Political Science
JENNA DOOT
Management
CHARLES DOTY
Accounting
CHRISTINE DUGONI
Studio Art
COHEN DUNCAN
Communications
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fRUSSELL DUNNING
Mechanical Engineering
HP
r
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SCOTT DWORSUAK
Management
ALLYSON DWYER
Marketing
ROSS DWYER
Spanish
SIOBHAN DYE
Communications
ANNA DYKIER
Finance
\\i)\',V.\ I NTNDI
OMIS
JOHN EGHOIAN
Biology
ALEX EICHMAN
Communications
TRUMAN ENG
OMIS
MICHELLE ENYEART
Computer Engineering
WILEY ERIKSON
Psychology
ANDREW ERPELDING
Political Science
FABIANA ESCOBAR ORSI
Finance
RAQUEL ESPINOL
Biology
SAM ETCHEGARAY
Finance
YASHMINE EUGENIO
Communications
JAMIE EVANS
Art
EMILY EVENSON
Psychology
BERNARD FARRALES
Computer Engineering
CHRISTOPHER FARRELL
Biology
T ENNIFER FARRIS
mmunications
JESSICA FAUCHIER
Political Science
JAMIE FAVA
Liberal Studies
MONIQUE FERNANDEZ
Combined Science
246 Seniors
SCHAYNE FERNANDO
Marketing
SANDRA FIGUEROA
Sociology
ANTHONY FILICE
Political Science
Janine Mans, Erin RiT
" BlshoP> Kristin Love
MICHAEL FISCHER
Accounting
GREGORY FLANAGAN
Finance
STACEY FLANAGAN
Chemistry
MARLON DAVID FLORES
Computer Science
JOSEPH FLOREZ
Finance
CHRISTOPHER FOSTER
Computer Engineering
NICHOLAS FOSTER
Computer Engineering
AIMEE FOURIE
!5iolog\
REBECCA FOWLER
Communication
DEL JEFFERSON FRANCE
Engineering Physics
MEGHAN FRANCIS
Psychology
OLI FRANCIS
Electrical Engineering
JAAMI FRANKLIN
English
JAMES FREEBURG
Anthropology
LISA FREITAS
Soi ioli >g\
DONNA GALLEGO
Computer Science
DANIEL GALVIN
Economics
ISABEL GARCIA
Accounting
TOM GARVEY
Classics
ANNIE GASTELUM
Communication
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\1 \KlSOLGASTELUM
Electrical Engineering
i i 1/ \hi nu ,11 n\
Liberal Studies
MICHAEL GRIFFIN
Accounting
JAYME GEORGE
Spanish
ELIZABETH GLOTZBACH
Communications
SARAH GROJEAN
Theater and Dance
LISA GEORGE
Biology
LINDA GONZALES
Sociology
JAMES GROSS
Theater and Dance
DANIELLE GERMONO
Economics
LISA GONZALEZ
Computer Science
AIMEE GRUSH
Biolog\
MARIA ELENA GUADAMUZ ELIZABETTE GUECAMBURU
Political Science Political Science
DANIELLE HAGAN
Accounting
KATHERINE HALEY
Marketing
IENNIFERGETZ
Marketing
GORDON GOODNOW
Political Science
DANIELLE GRUSONIK
Communication
JUAN-CARLOS GUZMAN
Electrical Engineering
SARA HALEY
Combined Science
US Seniors
JENNA HALLEAD
Sociology
KRISTEN HAMMER
Accounting
SUSANNA HAN
Finance
CARA HANELIN
Psychology
MICHAEL HANG
Management
ALEXANDER HANLEY
Economics
KATHERINE HARDING
Math
JOHNNA HARRIOTT
Accounting
BLAIR HARRIS
Finance
LISA HARTZ
Psychology
AMANDA HAUGHS
Communications
CHRISTIE HEIT
Communications
KIMBERLY HELTON
English
ERIKA HENDERSON
Economics
DAVID HERBERS
Finance
ROSA HERNANDEZ
Accounting
MARGARI HILL
History
SCOTT HILLS
Mechanical Engineering
CHRISTINA HIRSCH
Communications
CYNTHIA HIRSCH
Communications
CATHY HOANG
Combined Science
JONATHAN HOFFER
English
CHRISTOPHER HOLBROOK
Finance
ERYN HOLL
Marketing
BRANDON HOLM
Mechanical Engineering
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ANN HOLMES
Biolog)
CEARULL HORGAN
Combined Science
BECKY HONC
Combined Science
JOY HORNISHER
Psychobiology
DOUGLAS HONKAMP
History
NICHOLAS HORWATH
Finance
JENNIFER HOOPER
Marketing
STEPHANIE HOWE
Accounting
ROBERT HORBERG
Finance
CHRISTIE HUDDY
Marketing
CHRISTIANA HULSEY
Communications
MICHAEL HUMAYDAN
OMIS
BRANDON HUMMEL
Finance
LINDA HUYNH
Studio Art
KENNETH ILLE
Theater
YASSAMAN IRAJPANAH
Finance
KEVIN IRELAND
Finance
JANET ISHIKAWA
Psychology
BENIAMINO ISRAELACHVTLI
Computer Engineering
BRADLEY ITAGAKI
Economics
VANESSA JACKSON
Combined Science
JOEY JALALIAN
Theater and Dance
MICHAEL JARVELIN
Mechanical Engineering
KATE JENKINS
Liberal Studies
KATHERINE JENSEN
OMIS
150 Seniors
DYANNA JEWELL
Finance
ESPERANZA JIMENEZ
Sociology
FRANCIS JIMENEZ
Computer Engineering
SOPHIA JIMENEZ
Marketing
ERIC JOHNSTON
Communications
SARAH JONES
Management
STEPHEN JONES
Finance
ALICIA JONSSON
Physics
ERIC JORDAN
Finance
DEMETRA KALOGRIDES
Sociology
NOREAU KAMAKANI
Computer Engineering
MITCHELL KEAMY IV
Marketing
NOUSHIG KARPANIAN
Political Science
ALEXANDER KEEDY
Chemistry
ESTHER KHON
Finance
VIVIAN KHOURY
Combined Science
SEAN KIMBALL
Political Science
DYAN KLECKNER
Communications
SARA KLINGER
Marketing
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KIRSTEN KRANZ
Political Science
ANDREW KWAN
OMIS
KRISTEN KRISTICH
Computer Engineering
SHILPA LAKAMRAJU
Computer Engineering
KYLE KNIERIM
Combined Science
MEGHAN KORTE
Psychology
CLAIRE KRYSTKIEWICZ
Psychology
LORELEI LAM
Computer Science
LINDSEY KOBERG
Communications
MARK KRAFT
OMIS
ERIC KUMAR
Mechanical Engineering
MONICA LARES
Chemistry
RICHIE KOHMAN
Chemistry
KRISTEN KRAMER
Political Science
WENDY KUO
Studio Art
ERIKA LARSON
History
JESSICA LARSON
Theater and Dance
\NNE-MARIE LAVOIE
Economics
TIFFANY LAW
Marketing
KIMBERLY ANN LAY
Studio Art
HALE
Combined Science
152 Seniors
NHU-Y LE
Political Science
RYAN LEHR
Finance
SUZANNE LE
Marketing
CHRISTINE LEMAN
Electrical Engineering
ALBERT LEE
Computer Engineering
OLIVER LEOPOLD
Electrical Engineering
JESSICA LEE
Communications
JESSICA LEVEE
Psychology
MIGUEL LEGARRETA
Economics
CHRISTINE LIMBERS
Communications
WILLA LIN
OMIS
EVANGELINE LINDORF
English
GERMAINE LO
Accounting
MICHELE LO
Accounting
AARON LOCKE
I inance
HEATHER LOCKE
Finance
PAULINA LOMELI
Accounting
MATTHEW LOOK
Finance
AMANDA LOPEZ DOERKSEN
Liberal Studies
MICHAEL LOUER
OMIS
SHANNON LOUIE
Marketing
KRISTIN LOVE
Economics
MICHAEL LOWDERMILK
Marketing
MEGHAN LOWE
Psychology
MICHELLE LOWER
Marketing
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JUAN LUNA
Finance
MICHAEL MACLAREN
Chemistry
RUBEN LUNA
OMIS
SUSANNA MADRID
Sociology
AMANDA MABEY
Biology
KATIE MAGATHAN
History
VINCENT MACARAEG
Political Science
DENNIE MAGCASE
Biology
JOHN MACK
Mechanical Engineering
THERESA MAI
Marketing & Economics
JANINE MANS
Political Science
DANIEL MANSFIELD
Political Science
MATT MARINO
Computer Engineering
KRISTEN MARSHALL
Marketing
JENNIFER MARTIN
Music
VALERIE MARTIN
Psychology
DAVE MASON
Anthropology
MARK MASTROIENI
Computer Engineering
CHARLOTTE MATTHEWS
Psychology
ANDREW MAURO
Political Science
KELLEY MAYS WILLIAM McCULLOUGH PAUL McGURK CHRISTINA McINTOSH RYAN McKAY
Italian Studies Communications Finance Theater and Dance Marketing
4 Seniors
DANIEL McKENZIE
Political Science
MEGAN McKITTERICK
Psychology
Robert Mclaughlin
History
STEVE McLEOD
Accounting
VALERIE M I , I ( )
Accounting
CATALINA MENDOZA
Accounting
ERICA MILANESE
Marketing
DANIEL MERRITTS
OMIS
ALEX MILLER
I mam e
Germaine Lo and Behrooz Mohazzabi
JILL MEYER
Marketing
CHRISTOPHER MILLER
History
JENNIFER MISPAGEL
Political Science
BEHROOZ MOHAZZABI
Computer Science
MICHELLE MEYER
Religious Studies
HOLLY MILLER
Psychology
ANNA MODLIN
Psychology
JASON MOK
I in, mi e
MATTHEW MEYN
Music
STEVEN MILLWARD
Mechanical Engineering
MICHAEL MOESCHLER
Communication
STEPHANIE MOLINARO
Mechanical Engineering
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ALANA MONGE
Environmental Studies
ERIC MONSEN
Mechanical Engineering
EMILY MOODY
Political Science
MARA MOONEY
Communications
ALAN MOORE
Electrical Engineering
ALLEGRA MOORE
Political Science
JOSEPH MOORE
Mechanical Engineering
SHAYLA MOORE
Marketing
CARLA ANNE MORADA
Combined Science
KATLYN MORAN
Psychology
rt?ebUr„ "
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Jennifer Getz, Michelle Louer, Rosie Siino, Ashley Weger,
Kristen Marshall, Giacinta Berta
MATTHEW MORAN
Accounting
CHRIS MORRILL
Communications
KELLY MORGAN
Civil Engineering
COREY MORRIS
Biology
RENEE MORRELL
Marketing
TRISTAN MORRISON
English
KELLEY MORSE
Psychology
MICHAEL MOSSER
Accounting
MICHAEL MOUL
Theater and Dance
ELIZABETH MOYLE
Combined Science
UWE UELLER
Finance
156 Seniors
PASCAL MUETSCHARD
Computer Engineering
HAUNANI NAKABARA
Accounting
PHIMY NGUYEN
Accounting
KEVIN MURRAY
Mechanical Engineering
KRISTOPHER NASTRO
Political Science
LOAN NGUYEN
OMIS
MOHAMMAD MUSA
Computer Engineering
REGINA NGUYEN
Combined Science
ALVARO NEVAREZ. JR.
Electrical Engineering
MARY NGUYEN
Computer Science
MICHAEL NABASNY
Computer Engineering
GARY NEWMAN
Psychology
MONG-DIEP NGUYEN
Accounting
TERRENCE MICHAE NICHOLSON JR.
Computer Engineering
JOHN NICOLETTI
Accounting
JOHN NACI.i;
Computer Engineering
CATHERINE NGUYEN
Computer Science
PETER NGUYEN
Computer Engineering
DANIEL NUNES
Civil Engineering
KYLE O'BRIEN
Marketing
NOEMI OCHOA
Sociology
CASEY O'CONNOR
Political Science
HOLLI OGLE
Mechanical Engineering
COURTNEY OKUDA
Accounting
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KATHRYN ORTIZ
English
CATHERINE PADILLA
Psychology
JOEL OTTEN
Economics
BRIAN PAPAY
OMIS
AMYOUIMETTE
Psychology
CAMILLE PARAS
OMIS
CHAD OVERSTROM
Finance
MEG PARKER
Communications
DENA PADALINO
Liberal Studies
GRACE PASCUA
Accounting
DIANA PASSADORI
Political Science
SARINA PASSARELLI
Psychology
ASHISH PATEL
Computer Engineering
BENJAMIN PAZ
Psychology
DAVID PEERY
Mechanical Engineering
BLAKE PELTON
Computer Engineering
DOMINICK PELUSI
Psychology
ARIADNI PERE1RA
Communication
ROBERT PEREYDA
Chemistry
DELORES PEREZ
Communication
VANESSA PERLA
Economics
BRYAN PERRAULT
Finance
SARA PERSYN
Biology
MAHIRA PERVEZ
Economics
BRYANT PETERSON
Finance
158 Seniors
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DANIEL PINNA
Management
ALETIA POWERS
Communications
LUCY (NAM) PIZANO
Marketing
JOHN PREWITT
Finance
JEREMY PETRIE
Accounting
NICHOLE PICHEL
Political Science
WAIYI POON
Accounting
SUMMER PRINGLE
Psychobiology
CHRIS PFROMMER
Marketing
NICOLE PICKETT
Marketing
RICHARD PORTER
Accounting
VIKRAM PURI
Finance
DENNIS PHAM
OMIS
MARGARET PINARD
Political Science
f •
SEAMUS PORTER
Mechanical Engineering
MATTHEW PYRCH
Biology
SANDRA QUINTANA
Psychology
MONICA QUINTERO
Philosophy
JOANNE QUION
Psychology
JOSEPH QUITO
OMIS
NINA RADOVIC
Anthropology
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TIMOTHY RAHALL
Accounting
SUZANNE RALEIGH
Accounting
BILLY RAMIREZ
Communications
NICOLE RAMOS
Accounting
ERICA MICHELLE RANGEL
Communications
SABRINA RANGEL
Psychology
BRITTANY RAVEN
Finance
KRISTAL RAYMER
Marketing
KAI REDISKE
Finance
KATIE REICH
Biology
MARY CLARE REIS
Art History
LAUREN RENFORT
Dance
Michelle Meyer and
listen Kranz
NICOLE RESZ
Communications
DOMINIC RICCI
Biolog\
ALEXANDRA RILEY-SOREM
English
KENDRA RHEA
Electrical Engineering
MIKE RICHMOND
Computer Science
MARNIE RINKER
Psychology
REBECCA RHEE
Computer Science
PETER RIEHL
Spanish Studies
MARLON RIVERA
Communications
260 Seniors
GEOFFREY ROCCA
English
KIMBERLY RODRIGUES
Communications
JENNIFER RODRIGUEZ
Finance
NICOLE RODRIGUEZ
Communications
CORALIE ROGEZ
Communications
JACQUELINE ROGOWSKI
Marketing
CHELSIE ROMJUE
Communications
MARY CATHERINE ROMLEY
Anthropology
COLLEEN ROONEY
Liberal Studies
PAUL RORIE
Theater and Dance
ALISON ROSE
Psychology
JASON ROSE
OMIS
JONATHAN ROYBAL
English
CHRISTINA RUIZ
Management
PATRICIA RUIZ
OMIS
REBECCA RUIZ
Psychology
ERIN RYAN
Communications
DAVID RYCHLEWSKI
Finance
CORESTA SALAS
Psychology
ALEJANDRA SALAZAR
Accounting
MATTHEW SAMPIAS
OMIS
GISELLE SANCEN
Mechanical Engineering
ERIN SANCHEZ
Accounting
FELICIA SANCHEZ
Communications
MICHAEL SANCHEZ
Chemistry
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INGRIDSANDSTROM
Communications
CHARLES SCHWALBACH
Mechanical Engineering
JENNIFER SCOTTO
Marketing
HANA-LEE SEDGWICK
Studio Art
BAHAASEIREG
Economics
WILL SENN
Marketing
CONNIE SEPE
Accounting
TARA SERACKA
Marketing
SUNEEL SHARMA
Management
ANN SHEEHAN
Communications
PATRICK SHEEHAN
Philosophy
JAMIE SHERIDAN
English
SHARON SHELTON
Finance
CAROLYN SHIA
Finance
KASEY SHEMWELL
Sociology
TARA SHIBUYA
Economics
MARY SHENOUDA
Computer Engineering
LAURIE SHINBO
Management
ANDREW SHEPARD
Finance
P. BRIAN SHIPLEY
OMIS
SHEEREEN SIDDIQ ! ROSELYN SIINO TODD SILLIMAN SHANNON SILVERMAN TASCE SIMON
Biology Finance Finance Accounting Accounting
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AMAN SIROHI
Computer Engineering
ERIN SKOURTES
Sociology
MARTHA SMITH
Liberal Studies
REBECCA SMITH
Liberal Studies
SARAH SMITH
Biology
TALIA SMITH
Marketing
COLLEEN SNYDER
Psychology
NASSAR SOKHN
Computer Engineering
DAVID SOLDA
Computer Engineering
ADITI SOOD
OMIS
MARK SORHOUET
Civil Engineering
KELLY SPENCER
Communications
ALDO-RAY SORIANO
Computer Engineering
DANIEL SPURGIN
Biology
PATRICK SPECKMAN
History
ALEXANDER STANFORD
Political Science
FederiCaMa
*°« and Nina RadoviOV.IC
LINDA STANKOVIC
Religious Studies
HEATHER STARK
Dance
ELISSA STEBBINS
Theater
HILLARY STEINER
Political Science
MATE STEMBERGA
Accounting
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MICHAEL STEUDLE
History
ALISSA STRONG
Music Composition
SASHA SULKOSKY
Combined Science
ARCHANA TADIMALLA
Biology
CHRISTINA STEWART
Communications
EILLENIL SUDARIO
Sociology
MATTHEW SULLIVAN
Liberal Studies
AMBER TAFT
Liberal Studies
MATT STRATHMAN
Computer Engineering
MICHAEL SUGGS
Marketing
ANDREW SWEARINGEN
OMIS
JENNIFER TAILLON
Marketing
Mitchell
Kearny W
\^S
Mich^vmaltai)ayme Ge°rSe
' CanShia,Stacey Flanagan
MARCY SWIATEK
Psychology
CHRISTINE TAT
Accounting
NATHAN SWINTON
History
ALEXANDRA TAYLOR
OMIS
WEI-HUNG TEO
Mechanical Engineering
KIMBERLY THOMAS
Sociology
ANDREW THOMPSON
Computer Engineering
ANNA THOMPSON
Communications
CARLY THOMPSON
Accounting
164 Seniors
ELIZABETH THOMSON
Psychology
LINDSEY THOR
Accounting
COLLIN THORNBER
Mechanical Engineering
LINDSAY THRASHER
Communications
DANIEL TIERNEY
Physics
LANI TITO
Economics
JACQUELINE TORRES
Political Science
VICTOR TOBAR
Philosophy
BRIAN TRAGLIO
Accounting
KATHARINE TOLAN
Economics
CHRISTOPHER TRAINA
Chemistry
BRETT TOMBERLIN
Business
LOAN TRAN
Accounting
JEFF TOMPKINS
Finance
MELANIE TRAN
OMIS
ANGELA TRELEVEN
Accounting
MAN KAY TSANG
Marketing
MERISSA TSANG
Combined Science
CHRISTOPHER TSCHINKEL
Computer Engineering
OKSANA TSYKOVA
Political Science
KEVIN TY
OMIS
THOMAS UNDERDOWN
Economics
MISAKO VAN DER POEL
Mathematics
LUCY VARGAS
Finance
DIANE VARNI
Marketing
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RAFAEL VEGA
Mechanical Engineering
JOHN VENDRELL
Mechanical Engineering
MARINA VEYTSER
Accounting
MARTINA VICERRA
Psychobiology
CRYSTAL VIEGELMANN
Psychobiology
JACLYN VILLALOVOS
I inance
TERESA VU
Marketing
AARON WAXMAN
Finance
MICHELLE VILLALTA
Marketing
MONICA WALDIE
Combined Science
CHRIS WEBER
Finance
KRISTIN ANGELA VTLLASPER
Finance
MATTHEW WARD
Computer Engineering
PATRICK WEBER
Mechanical Engineering
JOYCE ANN VILORIA
Biology
MELISSA WARD
History
ASHLEY WEGER
Finance
SAVO
Finance
NATALIE WARGA
Communications
KRISTIE WELCH
English
JORDAN WEST
Combined Science
SABRINA WEST
Biology
KATHERINE WICHMANN
Communications
ALEXCIS WICHTOWSKI
History
FREDRIK WIDMAN
Accounting
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NATHAN WILLIAMS
Anthropology
JENNIFER WILT
OMIS
KATHERINE WILT
Mathematics
KATHERINE WISE
English
SARAH WOICICKI
English
KRISTEN WOLDRICH
Mathematics
KATHERINE WOODWARD
Electrical Engineering
JANICE YEE
Finance
JENNY WONG
Studio Arts
DIANA WRIGHT
Spanish
TREVOR YEE
OMIS
KEVIN WONG
Finance
ANNETTE XAVIER
Marketing
EVA YEUNG
Marketing
REBECCA WOODCOCK
Marketing
RANDY YABES
Marketing
JANA YOSHIZUMI
Economics
ASHLEY WOODWARD
Spanish
DESIREE YANG
Biology
BONNIE YOUNG
Anthropology
JANSON YOUNG
Mechanical Engineering
KIMBERLY YUAN
Anthropology
ALDO ZILLI
Political Science
DAVID ZIMBRA
OMIS
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Senior Ball 2003...
Since this book will be published before Senior Ball, we have included this page as an opportunity for you to create your own
rememberance of Senior Ball. Glue pictures, write ajournal entry, stickyour ticket and hotel receipt in here, orjust use the
space asyour own personal expression of the 2002-03year, So what areyou waiting for? Make history!
168 Seniors
my pictures...
Place
Photo
here
place
photo
here
Peopi
Graduation
June 14, 2003
270 Seniors
jince this door will be published before Graduation, we have included this page as an opportunity for you to create your own
rememberance of this special event. Glue pictures, write a journal entry, have your friends write you parting notes, or use the spate as
your like, jo what are you waiting for? College only happens once (if you re lucky)... celebrate this day forever!
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Using candlesticks as microphones and singing at the top ofour
lungs to songs by Vanilla Ice, Janet Jackson, and Backstreet Boys.
to have our
usual spot.
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PARENT
DEDICATIONS
Matthew Ernest Sampias
You have now reached the top of a
mountain. It is a real fourteener in
the scope of your life. We are really
proud of you and wish you the very
best life has to offer.
LOVE,
Your Family
Mom, Dad, Mike and Marissa
Christine Renee Burton
WOW!
Congratulations to our
AWESOME daughter.
With Love and Pride
ALWAYS,
Mom and Dad XO
Anne-Marie LaVoie
FromSwig to Peach House, Trinidad to Mexico, Prague
to Dusseldorf - friendships, laughter, a lifetime of
wonderful memories... We are so proud of you, Anne-
Marie, and all of your accomplishments. You fill our
hearts with love and pride always. If you dream it,
you can do it! You are awesome!
Love Always, Mom, Dad & Michelle
T*!
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Elizabeth
Thomson
Congratulations, Libbiey.
We are so proud of you. And now
you're off to your next great adventure!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Blake
Goldeen A. Corpuz
Dear Goldeen,
Congratulations on your graduation! We are very proud of you and
share in your excitement as you look ahead to the future. Life, as you
know, is a continuing road of challenges and milestones. You have
prepared yourself well in completing a college education. You know
that hard work and determination are key to success. More impor-
tantly, when you feel overwhelmed, alone, sad, or confused, know that
you can always draw internal strength and courage from a dialogue
with God. He will never let you down.
Goldeen, we love you, support you and wish you happiness and
fulfillment in life.
Love,
Luv and Mom
Bridget Madell
Congratulations
!
We are proud of your accomplishments.
Love, Mom, Bob, David & Kathryn
Rooz Mohazzabi
We looked up one day and there stood our grown
son - bright, brave, and beautiful - smiling back at
us. Here's to your new adventure Rooz, and re-
member, we'll always be there for you.
All our love,
Mom, Dad and Bo
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Sharon Farah Li
I
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Dearest Sharon,
You have done well & we
are very proud of you,
Superwoman.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Matt Krueger
REMEMBER...
Choose with no regret...
Laugh...
Dare to ride the rapids...
Listen well...
Love your family...
Appreciate your friends...
Do what you love, Matt, and
always know we will leave the
light on for you.
Love, Mom, Dad and Eric
Suzanne Raleigh
Congratulations
With pride we applaud your
achievements. The future is
now yours. Enjoy.
Love you .-ways,
Mom and bad
Kimberly Ann
Lumsden Lay
CONGRATULATIONS, KIM
We are very proud of all you have accomplished on the
long road from kindergarten to college graduation.
You are prepared to make the most of your future.
To you and all your friends - WELL DONE!
With love and admiration from Mom and Dad, Scraps
and Beauty, and all your family
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Blair Harris
The vitality of thought is in adventure. Ideas wont keep.
Something must be done about them.
-A.N. Whitehead
Embrace life's adventure, Blair.
Love, Mommy and Robbie
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Mark Sorhouet
Congratulations,
Mark!
We're very proud of
you and your accom-
plishments, we wish
you luck and success in
your future. Thanks for
being a great son.
Love always,
Mom, Dad & Natalie
Lauren Aguilar
Go confidently in the direction
of your dreams.
Live the life you've imagined.
- Thoreau
Dearest Lauren,
Congratulations!
From a "Bunny" to a
Bronco... We have been
blessed to see your transfor-
mation from a wonderful
child to a capable woman.
We are very proud of you!!
Love always,
Mom and Dad
Ingrid Alimanestianu
we love you
Thank you for being such a good daughter
and sister. We are really proud of you and
we wish you the best.
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Nicholas D. Horwath
If you treat an individual as he is, he will remain as he
is. But if you treat him as if he were what he ought to
be, he will become what he ought to be.
We are proud of you, Nick, and we love you.
Keep moving forward.
Jenny, Mom and Dad
Coresta Salas
You have grown up into a
beautiful woman, in be-
tween four strong brothers,
which by the way was not
easy. You have succeeded
in sports all thru college
and with your academics.
You have made us all very
proud of you. You will
continue to succceed in life.
Your Family (Salas7)
Holly Miller
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters
compared to what lies within us."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
Congratulations on your graduation from Santa Clara
University. We cheer your accomplishments but honor
the caring, confident, loving person within.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Patrick
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Joanne Michelle V. Quion
Congratulations! You
have been such a great
joy to us since you were
a little girl. And what a
wise young woman you
have become!
With all our love for
your success,
Dad and Mom
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Robert P. Horberg
Bobby,
Thank you for bringing so muchjoy and happiness to us,
and for making our lives so much the richer. We are very
proud of you and all your accomplishments. You have
the potential to be anything you desire. Spread your
wings and fly - the sky is the limit. We wish you every
sucess in your future and God bless you always!
We love you dearly,
Your Parents, Evelyn, Patty & the whole family
Tamara Lynn Hill
What a remarkable young woman you are!
Shoot for the stars; live your dreams. We
are so very, very proud of you!
Mom, Dad & Nicole
Allison Beckord
Allison, You've given us much pleasure in memories of your
childhood; pride in your accomplishments; anticipation in the
promise of great things in your future. Your wit, insight,
sensitivity, and beautiful spirit will take you wherever you
want to go!
With lots of love, Mom and Dad
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Rachelle Colquhoun
RAINBOW BRITE
Congratulations and best wishes for a
future full of "rainbows." It seems just 4
short years ago you left to pursue your
dreams. It took a lot of hard work to get
to today. We are so proud of you! Con-
tinue to be true to yourself and follow
your dreams wherever they may lead.
Our love always. MOM and DAD.
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Christina Mcintosh
CONGRATULATIONS Princess Christy!!
I am so proud of all your accomplish-
ments. Not only are you dedicated, but
you are an extremely thoughful, caring,
and loyal person as well as the BEST
daughter in the world!! I know your
name will be in bright lights on Broad-
way someday and I'll be in the front row
with George Clooney cheering you on.
Love Always,
Mom
Joseph Chen
It's such a blessing to have
you in ourfamily. "Trust in
the Lord with all your heart
and lean not on your own
understanding."
- Proverbs 3:5
The 16th year was filled
with joy, dreams and hope.
Now, you are approaching
another milestone, gradu-
ation from college.
Congratulations!
Love,
Dad, Mom and
Daniel
Candace Bates
Candace,
We are so proud of you and all you've accomplished. Your lively
spirit, dedication, bouncy personality, and boundless energy will
carry you far. Follow your dreams. We love you!
Mom and Dad
The world is and will continue to be a better place because of you!
Your SCU experiences have given you great skills for politics and
life. Congratulations... many years of success await you.
Love, Brandelyn
\v\\Sx'2»\^
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Thomas Andrew Garvey
Tom -
I am so proud of you in every way you can imagine, I
could not have wished for a finer son, now a young man.
Your committment to excellence, the environment, and
your desire to do great things in the world plus your
great sense of humor is the recipe for a great life.
All my love, Mom
Sharon Shelton Juan-Carlos B. Guzman
Congratulations Chino!
We are so proud of you. It's been a lot of hard work but
you stayed focused and now you will see the benefits of all
your efforts, as you venture out into the future. Your strong
faith and convictions, along with your goodness and drive,
will be a positive influence to those around you. You have
always brought so much joy to our family and we wish you
a future of happiness and success. We ask God to continue
to guide you. We will always be there for you.
We love you mucho!
Mom, Dad, Gaby, Migue, and Cristina
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Erica Rae
Swenson
You are the best...
the best daughter...
the best sister...
the best grandaughter...
the best friend...
the BEST!
We are so proud of you.
With Love,
Your Whole Family
Victoria Danielle
Chekene
Our Darling Victoria,
It has been a long and wonderful journey travelled in the
blink of an eye. The Convent gave you wings and Santa
Clara your direction. Good luck!
Mom, Dad, Andrew, Keri-Anne and all the grandparents
Alex Taylor
^JR*
Dear Alex,
We are so proud of our daughter - the wonderful
child she has always been, the beautiful lady she
has become. We thank God for sharing you with us.
We love you,
Mom and Dad
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Shannon Silverman
Shannon -
I am so proud of you and everything you have
achieved. You have evolved from a wonderful
little girl to an exceptional young woman. You
have brought me much happiness, pride, and joy.
I wishyoumuchsuccess as you follow your dreams
.
Love, Mom
Ellie Anderson '
Ellie,
We are so proud of you and
your achievements and
awards! Most of all, proud of
your hard work and the roads
you've travelled. Our love
always, and best wishes as
you go forward.
Mom and Dad ** 4
Jeff Tompkins
Dear Jeff,
Congratulations! You did it! We are proud of
you and we love you. Wishing you a happy,
healthy, fulfilling and successful future.
Love, Mom, Dad, Devon and Chris
Ashley Weger
What a beautiful and dear gift from God you are.
We are so very proud of you and your success.
Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad and Shelley
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Sandra Cristina Quintana
Dearest Sandra,
We were blessed when
you were born and have
been so happy to witness
your many accomplish-
ments and milestones.
Congratulations mija and
thank you for making us
so proud. God Bless You.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Jennifer Farris
Kindergarten only seems like yesterday! Your life has
given us so many treasured memories and reasons to
be proud. Your smile brightens our lives and your
determination is inspirational. May your future suc-
cesses continue to fill your heart with adventure and
joy. God bless you always!
Love, Dad, Mom and Colleen
Anna Arzt
Congratulations Anna!
Your consistent dedication to your goals and your kind
and thoughtful nature are the strengths that havebrought
you this far. We are so proud of you.
With all our love, Dad, Mom, Paul and Sarah
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Arianna Aldridge
Dear Arianna,
Parent Dedications 18/
Karin R. Bencala
Dearest Karin,
We couldn't be prouder or happier for you! Four years
of learning who you are and what you stand for... plus
rugby, Alicante, tutoring, and a garage called home. We
love you!
Mom, Dad and Kristen
Del Jefferson
France
Congratulations Del on all your achievements,
friendships, and adventures. The world is yours.
We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom and Dad
Kristina Diver
CONGRATULATIONS KRISTINA!
No words could ever describe the pride, joy, and happiness
that you have brought to us throughout your life. Fulfill all
your dreams and most importantly believe in yourself! We
know the future is yours and holds great happiness for you.
Love, Mom, Dad, & Melissa
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Felicia Susan Sanchez
You've come a long way Felicia. We are very proud
of you! Congratulations and much love.
Love, Dad, Mom & Mikey
Lauren Dianne Renfort
Lolly!
Congratulations! A true accomplishment in so
many different ways. We are so happy for you.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Hadyn and Lane
Christina Irving
From small beginnings
come great things. Be
true to yourself and en-
joy your journey. Con-
gratulations!
Love you lots, Mom
Aldo Ray Mateo Soriano
Dearest Aldo,
You made it!
Congratulations!
May God bless
you always and
take care.
Love, Rayne,
Cary, Jun, Clyne,
Dad & Mom
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Theodore K.
Schundler
Ted, the Renaissance man. You
are amazing; always involved and
doing so many different things. We
are very proud of you and all your
accomplishments.
We are grateful that God gave
us such a wonderful gift. We enjoyed
being a part of your life as you grew
and matured into a fine young man.
We will always be available to you as
you continue to reach for the stars.
Enjoy life's journey and all the
large and small wonders of the world.
We love you - Mom and Dad
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Aman Sirohi
;,
Dear Aman,
A big hug from Nana, Nani, Dadi,
Dad and Mom.
Alan Paul Moore
It's been a wild ride!
We are very proud of the person you have be-
come and all that you have accomplished.
Keep holding on for the future...
Love, Mom, Dad and Brad
Ross Dwyer
Dear Ross,
You have always been like a shining star - bright,
giving, perservering. We are extremely proud of your
accomplishments & congratulate you on your Bachelor's
degree. Continue to learn & grow & share your won-
derful life with all.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Robby, Laura
Marshall McKee
Bessieres
From an auspicious begin-
ning to a propitious future,
your music always brings
magic to the world around
you. Congratulations on
reaching for the stars!
Lots of love,
Mom and Dad
Valerie Ann Melo
^^^M^^^H
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Congratulations! We are very
proud of you. Best wishes for a
bright and happy future - may
all your dreams come true.
Love,
Mom - Dad & sisters & brothers
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Jennifer Taillon
Always our "Angel Eyes"
"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the
Lord, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you,
plans to give you hope and a future." Jeremiah 29:11
We love you,
Dad, Mom, Alysson, Julianna and Alyssa
Wendy Wilkinson
"Success comes to
those who are too busy
to look for it."
Love, Mom and Dad
Garly Thompson
Congratulations Carls
We are very happy for you
and proud of your accom-
plishments.
Love you always,
Mom and Dad
Charles A. Schwalbach
Dear Charlie,
We couldn't be more proud of who you are. Your ability to
work toward a goal is one we admire very much. You've
proven that you are capable of accomplishing anything you
set your mind to. Just remember to keep stetting those goals!
Love, Mom, Pop and Max
-«^ v-
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Brian J. Papay
Dear Brian,
Your tenacity and perserverance have taken you to the forefront
of your generation! Your leadership and unlimited potential
inspire everyone you meet. We could not be more proud of
you!! Always be happy...
"Loves" Mom, Dad & Kevin
Renee Nicole Osborne
Dear Nikki,
We're so proud of you! We share with you this
wonderful accomplishment - earning your college
degree! May success and happiness be with you.
Love,
Mom, Dad & John
Congratulations
to the
Class of 2003!
Wishing you all the best...
The Redwood staff, 2002-03
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Congratulations
Sigma Pi Seniors!
Ted Anderson
Mike Arnone
Colin Barceloux
Zach Bongiovanni
James Catalano
Pat Clark
Lem Diaz
Paul DiBari
Mick Grecco
Brandon Hummel
Mark Kraft
Mike Louer
Jason Mok
Chis Price
Jason Rose
Mike Sanchez
Chuck Schwalbach
Joe Walker
Randy Yabes
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ARMY ROTC
Army ROTC provides leader-
ship training to lower and upper
division students at Santa Clara,
Stanford, and San Jose State
Universities. It also supports
surrounding junior colleges for
lower division ROTC classes.
Confidence Building
Senior Class
Edward Smith SCU
Michael Louer SCU
Nathan Serena SJSU
Michael Arnone SCU
Joseph Walker SCU
Classes center around de-
veloping leadership skills
and applying those skills
through practical exercises
that prepare the students for
careers in the military and
civilian sectors.
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Sophomore Class
Bates, Michelle
Boyd, James
Chandler, David
Fielding-Singh, Vikram
Gomez, Rafael
Gonzales, Stephen
Heil, Dominic
Jing, Judy
Johnson, Camille
Jones, Evan
Jones, Jonathan
Jones, Nathan
Lee, Grant
Lin, Austin
Matthews, Nathan
McDevitt, Patrick
Mumford, Martin
Murray, Peter
Nichols, Charlie
Pagon, Alexander
Papay, Brian
Reichert, Audrey
Siekierski, Nicolas
Tran, Loc
Young, Kirby
Zilli, Aldo
Junior Class
Anderson, John
Bennett, Victoria
Busch, Martin
Efros, Alexsandr
Gagnon, David
Garcia, Gonzalo-Raphael
Gutierrez, Stephanie
Hagans, Terrence
Iglesias, Nathan
Lu, Abraham
Marayag, Kristine
Swan, Stephen
Van der Hoek, Frits
Wheeler, Johnathan
Zazenski, John
Freshman Class
O
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Anglade, Olivia
Bostick, Joshua
Cavataio, Joe
Crotty, Robert
Dunne, Leah
Hankinson, James
Holmes, Celina
Hood, Kelsey
Jenkins, Andrew
Lau, Landis
Lorente, Jonathan
Lowman, Veronica
McMeechan, Joshua
Sehic, Emir
Sherbo, Andrew
Sheridan, Barrett
Spieth, John
Thomas, Timothy
Warner, Steven
Wellington, Geoffery
Wiesehan, Erik
U.S.ARMY BRONCO BATTALION
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Hats Off to You !!!
Now, don't be
a stranger.
Whether it's a sporting event or a wedding at the Mission,
Hawthorn Suites is here to serve you. We offer:
TV/VCR Espresso Spa
Microwave Video library Fitness center
Refrigerator Weeknight Complimentary
Coffee maker social hours local calls
Hot buffet breakfast Heated pool Courtesy shuttle
From Broncos to brides
we've always been here.
Come back to visit We'll be waiting for you!
vlJ
HJfflFTHORN
.SUITES ITT>
2455 El Carnino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 241-6444 or (888) 999-0315 www.hssantaclara.com
A Santa Clara University Preferred Hotel
BON APPET1T
Market
mission Catering
iMJR IT BON APPE1 It
CEi,
Mission Bakery * Cafe budil uMARKET
CATERING: 408.55 1 . 1 792 DINING SERVICES: 408.554.7804
P2&
JOEY FRANCO'S
SUPERMARKETS «
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2277 Alum Rock Avenue (408) 258-49
Son Jose, California 951 1 6 Fax (408) 258-1
7
10 Locations To Serve You
77
51
Tills is llir watch Stephen I lollingshead. Jr. was
wearing when he encountered a drunk driver.
Tune of death 6:55pm.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
TM
CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS OF 2003!
El Camino @ Lawrence, El Camino @ Scott,
Bowers @ Highway 101, Santa Clara
Ujesi Wis/ies to me Sraduates
Pacifi
Hotel
ic
PACIFIC
HOTEL GROUP
• Full Kitchens • Complimentary Hot Breakfast
• 27" TV's and Lite Dinner
• In-Room Movies • Jacuzzi Baths • King Beds
• High Speed Internet
Book Online pacifichotels.com
7 Locations in the South Bay
1-800-95-HOTEL
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Welcome
to the team.
A perfect fit.
You and KPMG.
^**w«
KPMG Affirmative Action. Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/D/V.
<"'2002 KPMG LLP. '.he U S. member firm of KPMG International, a Swiss association.
Alison Barr
Helen Bisnett
Michael Griffin
Sean I sono
Phimy. Nguyen
Diep Nguyen
Nicole Ramos
Christine Tat
Marina Veytser
Fredrik Widman
Haunani Nakabara
Brian Papay
www.kmpgcampus.com
We're proud to be on the same team as the full-time employees and interns who have chosen to take a position with KPMG
We're committed to Santa Clara University and congratulate you on your decision to step up to the top.
-
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Embark on an Adventure
www.mayoclinic.org
Visit our web site and learn
more about Mayo Clinic and
the vast array of opportunities
that await you. Begin your own
career adventure by seeing
yourself at Mayo Clinic.
e-mail careers@mayo.edu www.mayoclinic.org
Congratulations on accepting
the challenge and striving to
achieve your dreams.
If you'd like to join our team, contact
National City College Relations at
216-222-3302
NationalCity,
NationalCity.com • Member FDIC • ©2003, National City Corporation-
CS- 11000
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SAN JOSE
PLEASANTON
IIIMICAY & somps
CIVIL ENGINEERING LAND PLANNING LAND SURVEYING
SAN RAMON
tyowwcUmaM&m lo
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SACRAMENTO
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ROSEVILLE
V ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE:
RENO
5142 Franklin Drive - Suite C
Pleasanton, CA 94588-3355
(925)416-1790 FAX: (925) 416-1833
Vickers concrete sawing, inc.
ANDREW M. PHILLIPS, '75
PRESIDENT
(408) 573-9797
email andyp@pacbell.net
392 East Gish Road
San Jose, CA 95112
#fe-W^W/ley gii/i/i^l
rcmon
HOMES
404 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 1 OO
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 985-6000 • (40S) 985-6050 FAX
ROSEMN ELECTRIC, INC.
1J)0% Employee Owned
(408) 286-2800 - www.rosendin.com
San Jose - Los Angeles -San Francisco
Arizona - New Mexico - Oregon
Power Generation
Design/Build
Network Services
Instrumentation/Controls
Recycling and Remarketing of High Technology
Software « Computers Electronics Equipment m Doohlckiss
We Buy Excess
Inventories
ht!p://www.weirdstuff.com
384 West Caribbean Or.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
TEL: 408-743-5650
Fax: 408-743-5655
One environment.
One simple way to carefor it.
.Earth Share
www.earthshare.org cSSa.
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CLASS OF 1003
2680 Cloverdale Ave.
Concord, CA 94518
(925) 676-5898
1276 Reamwood Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 734-9608
2065 Oakdale Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94124
(415) 821-5900
13507 Blackie Rd:
Castroville, CA 95012
(831)633-2697
25500 Clawiter Rd.
Hayward, CA 94545
(510) 265-8600
We have theQUALITY
JLima pa*iritty *7fa>ntuarUe4,
SAN JOSE
710 Willow St.
408/295-5160
FD128
SANTA CLARA
466 N Winchester Blvd.
408/296-2977
FD93
SUNNYVALE
1315 Hollenbeck Ave.
408/736-3491
FD1169
MILPITAS-FREMONT MORTUARY
In CEDAR LAWN MEMORIAL PARK
Warm Springs Blvd., at Scott Creek Road
408/263-2868 510/656-5565
FD1262
www.birthright.org
BIRTHRIGHT OF SAN JOSE
Pregnancy Support Service
Since 1972
241-8444
2071 A Alameda Way
San Jose, CA 95126
1-800-550-4900
24/7 Hotline
Free & Confidential
Bank of Santa Clara.
Locally Owned.
Locally Managed.
Santa Clara
Main Office
1995 El Camino Real
Homestead Office
3595 Homestead Road
Milpitas
1 785 Landess Avenue
Sunnyvale
107 East El Camino Real
San Jose
Evergreen Office
2779 Aborn Road
Connien Park Office
2061 Camden Avenue
McKee Office
2150 McKee Road
First & Taylor Office
695 North First Street
www.bankofsantaclara.com
For information on any or our eight convenient locations call:
408.496.4800
r.L<J fDtC
A Member of the Greater BayBancorp Family
Santa Clara Vision Center.
Preventive Optometry
Dodd R. Portman, O.D.
(408) 247-2600
11 90 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS, ALUMNI
MCFCU is a FULL SERVICE
financial institution...
We offer a wide variety of
products and services to
meet your needs.
We're on campus and here
to serve YOU!
Visit our office on the basement
level of Benson Center.
Santa C\ara University Branch Basement Level-Benson Center
Business Hours Monday-Friday 9:15a.m. - 5:15p.m.
PHONE (408) 554-5420 FAX (408) 554-5472
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Williams, Christopher Scott - 124
Williams, Glen Andrew - 136
Williams, Heidi Jo
Williams, Jillian Elizabeth - 1 12
Williams, Nathan Luke - 167
Willis, Aaron Lukefahr - 136
Willis, Zachary Clayton - 124
Wilson, Daniel Steven - 124
Wilson, Douglas Jacob - 95
Wilson, Elizabeth Marion - 124
Wilson, Kirsten Marjorie
Wilson, Lauren Elizabeth - 124
Wilson, Marc Christopher - I 12
Wilson, Mary Katharine
Wilson, Tierra Smiley - 124
Wilt, Jennifer- 167
Wilt, Katherine Emily - 167
Winchester, Jamey Shian - 124
Winkel, Julie Lynn -112
Winkler-Schaefer, Nicole Justine
Winter, Daniel Jacob - 9
Winters, Cara Therese - 136
Wise, Kathering - 167
Wise, Lauren Marie - 136
Witherow, Jonathan Matthew - 112
Withers, Kelsey - 136
Witherspoon, Robert James - 124
Witter, Brian Michael - 112
Woicicki, Sarah Rose - 43, 167
Wold rich, Jennifer Anne - 112
Woldrich, Kristen Elizabeth - 167
Wolf, Rachel Lynn- 112
Wolfe, Ryan Richard - 66, 112
Wong, Alexander
Wong, Erik Lee - 112
Wong, Janisse Mei Won - 124
Wong, Jenny C. - 167
Wong, Kevin Andrew - 167
Wong, Khandra L. - 124
Wong, Maggie Vicky - 124
Wong, Nicholas Calvin - 24, 124
Wong, Rosa - 124
Woo, Jae en
Wood, Colin Andrew - 70, 112
Wood, Kimberly Gael - 124
Wood, Matthew
Wood, Meghan Brianne - 124
Woodcock, Rebecca - 136, 167
Woodley, Kevin Redding - 124
Woods, Elizabeth Anne - 124
Woodward, Ashley Anne - 139, 167
Woodward, Katherine Elizabeth - 167
Wooster, Mark Julius - 112
Worley, Brittany Elizabeth
Worth, Elizabeth Erin - 124
Wray, Jessica Christen - 124
Wray, Lauren Elizabeth - 136
Wright, Alexander - 136
Wright, Alison Moriarty - 124
Wright, Ashley Elizabeth - 112
Wright, Diana Veronica - 167
Wright, Douglas Jesse - 136
Wu, Louise Suzanna - 124
Wuelfing, Kathryn Lynn - 136
Wyatt, Jeffrey David - 112
Wyatt, Lindsay Sara - 136
Wynne, Michael Anthony - 124
X
Xavier, Annette Yuri - 167
Xie, Bing Ying Rebecca - 136
Yabes, Orlando Hercules - 167, 194
Yakou, Manami
Yamada, Lauren Mariko - 136
Yamamoto, Reid Scott - 136
Yamasawa, Jill Yoshiko
Yanagihara, Danielle Ayumi - 1 12
Yang, Chih-Hao
Yang, Christopher Chung-Cheng - 136
Yang, Desiree Choy - 167
Yang, Eun Young - 112
Yang, Michelle Jung-Eun
Yang, Solon Chao - 124
Yap, Andrew James - 136
YapDiangco, Lyle Salinel - 136
Yash, Meagan Elizabeth - 1 >»
Yashiro, Yuka - 136
Yates, Jennifer Ellen - 112
Yeakel, Lynsey Morgan - 13b
Yee, Christopher Ryan - 1 12
Yee, Janice Mariko - 19, 167
Yee, John Lawrence Cheng - 124
Yee, Schelly Lo
Yee, Trevor Kwan-Ming - 59, 167
Yelinek, Michelle Renee - 124
Yenne, Annalisa Marie
Yeo, Kuang-Yeaw
Yeo, XiaoTing - 124
Yeung, Christine - 112
Yeung, Eva L. - 167
Yi, April Hae- 112
Yim, Esther Sang-Mi
Yinger, Adam Louis - 112
Yip, Mike - 21
Ynson, Marie Louise Tan
Yoon, Jennifer Kay - 58, 112
York, Christopher John - 112
Yorkey, Seth Patrick
Yoshihara, Stefanie Suzanne - 136
Yoshimoto, Garrett Jyoji - I 12
Yoshizumi, Jana - 167
Young, Bonnie Nadyne - 167
Young, Janson Kwok Wei - 46, 1 67
Young, Louis Alonzo - 95, 124
Young, Peter Robert - 112
Young, Sinsak Daniel - 124
Young, Stephanie Yuke Hoong - 136
Yu, Connie H. S. - 136
Yu, Richard
Yuan, Kimberly Anne - 167
Yue, Edmund K. - 136
Yue, Melissa- 112
Yuen, Nina Hsiao-Hung
Yulo, Asia Katrine Velayo - 136
Yun, Linda -112
Yung, Christina Theresa - 124
Zacamy, Jenna Lynn - 124
Zachary, Adam Keeton - 136
Zacher, Adaline Ina - 88, 136
Zaheri, Maryam
Zahler, Matthew James - 136
Zakowski, Michael Robert - 136
Zamora, Monica
Zampelli, Rachel Virginia - 136
Zamudio, Jennifer - 124
Zamudio, Raul Serrano
Zanfini, Francesca Ashley - 112
Zaninovich, Elizabeth Anne - 124
Zapala, Megan Kathleen - 136
Zapanta, Liezel S. - 112
Zarate, Elizabeth Cayabyab - 1 12
Zarour, Vanessa Alice
Zazenski, John Richard - L36
Zdrojewski, Kate Sabina - 9, 124
Zea, Chelsea Nicole - 124
Zehenni, Jennifer Lynn - 112
Zelenka, Christopher John - 124
Zepeda, Danny
Zepeda, Veronica Marie - 64, 65, 124
Zepponi, Francisco - 62, 74, 112
Zhang, Tong - 136
Zhang, Yanjun - 99, 112
Zick, Tyler Heath - 112
Zieman, Heidi Ann - 112
Zigler, Philip A.
Zilker, Diana - 124
Zilli, Aldo Sergio - 167
Zilli, Andrew Jordan - 112
Zillman, Matthew Christopher - 124
Zimbra, David - 167
Zing, Kevin Hsiao-Heng
Zinsmeyer, Michelle Anne
Zito, Joseph Thomas - 95, 136
Zolezzi, Nicholas Charles - 124
Zooleh-Yaghoob-Shahi, Nazli - 124
Zorzella, Keyla Marcia Areias Borja - 136
Zotovich, Devon D. - 112
Zozos, Michael Constantine - 112
Zumpano, Louis Romeo Jr. - 136
Zwaska, David John - 136
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Vear m Renew
the passing ofanother academic year brings growth, change, and promises for thefuture
Attack Iraq?
war presses on the minds of Santa damns
During the '02-'03 academic year, the threat of immi-
nent war on Iraq remained deeply etched on the minds of
Santa Clara students. National security, disarmament, and
Saddam Hussein were words hot on the lips of students.
Different opinions surrounded the issue, as some sup-
ported action while many opposed such invasion.
On February 13, faculty and students alike were invited
to an interfaith prayer ceremony at the Mission Church.
Approximately 150 gathered, in solidarity with other Je-
suit schools across the nation, to observe the National Day
of Prayer for Peace.
Father Locatelli addressed the crowd at the service, "As
a university community living in a democracy, our funda-
mental commitment is to discover the truth.. .to doggedly
pursue the truth wherever it leads us, whatever it costs us.
Democracy demands an internal logic and ethic that will
not compromise freedom, respect for human dignity or the
common good, even when faced with a brutal tyrant like
Saddam Hussein."
A peace rally took place on the steps of Benson, protest-
ors cramming in tightly on the steps of Benson. Addition-
ally, many students traveled to San Francisco to participate
in various war protests.
On March 19, the campus was glued to the television as
President Bush announced that an Iraqi invasion had
begun. Despite the stresses of finals week, students were
greatly engrossed in war coverage. Some even compro-
mised study time to protest the efforts, while others prayed
or showed support for the soldiers abroad. No matter
what a student's stance on war, once the invasion became
a reality, they banded together and supported the troops,
prayed for their country, and stuck close to the news for
briefings from the President.
Bush: 'Columbia is lost7
shuttle breaks up over Texas
On Saturday, February 1, 2003, the space shuttle
Columbia disintegrated during its re-entry into Earth's
atmosphere. Communication was lost about 15 min-
utes before its scheduled landing at the Kennedy Space
Center in Florida. Columbia, the oldest of NASA's
shuttle fleet, was on its 28th mission, first being launched
in 1981.
The tragedy occi -red less than a week after 17th
anniversary of the exj. osion of the shuttle Challenger
on January 28th. In a s
t
"ch addressing the nation,
President Bush said, "Thes. istronauts knew the dan-
gers and faced them willingly, knowing thy had a high
and noble purpose in life."
Seated (L-R): Rick D. Husband , mission commander; Kalpana Chawla, mission specialist; and
William C. McCool, pilot. Standing (L-R): David M. Brown, Laurel B. Clark, and Michael P.
Anderson, all mission specialists; and Ilan Ramon, payload specialist representing the Israeli
Space Agency.
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In Loving Memory
Jill Lynn Curran
July 28, 1982 - September 13, 2002
Highlights
"My most memorable moment at SCU was
when I was crowned Mr. Alpha/Arts. It was
soooo much fun to be in the competition and
the crowd support was amazing. Everyone
involved did such a tight job. Alpha/Arts
[RLC] rocks!"
- Karl Kuehn,freshman
"It was really exciting being a part of the first
year of Peer Health Educators. I was a member
of the Eating Disorders/Body Image Awareness
group, helping educate students on a very im-
portant issue."
- Betsy Ramirez, sophomore
"My highlight of the year was definitely when
our band "You Suck" played in front of our
friends and a large crowd at the Claran. It was
awesome being up there with my buddies, and
the adrenaline in the place was incredible."
- Paul Candler, junior
"I'm looking forward to graduation. However,
it's going to be really strange since I have been
in school since I was 2—1 don't know how to
not be in school!"
- Kat Acker, senior
Campus News
stirrings inside the Santa Clara bubble
Throughout the course of the 2002-2003 school year, many events occurred that shaped
the daily lives of Santa Clara students.
Due to much debate on the subject, President Father Paul Locatelli signed a new interim
free speech policy into effect. Formerly, students were restricted to practicing their
constitutional right of free speech in the small bricked area between the Campus Bookstore
and the Shapell Lounge. A sub-committee consisting of faculty, staff and students formed
to facilitate discussion on this important issue.
Students now have access to more free speech zones on campus, including the area east
of Walsh Administration Building, Kenna Staff Lawn, the area surrounding the fountain,
east of de Saisset Museum, Kennedy Mall, in front of Orradre Library, the Benson Memorial
Center East Plaza and the Athletic Fields.
In October 2002, Father Locatelli announced an ambitious fundraising campaign
designed to raise $350 million for Santa Clara. The campaign strives to raise money to help
build a community of scholars, to provide an integrated education, and to focus resources
on excellence. Plans include a new Library, a new Leavey School of Business building, and
a new baseball stadium. Furthermore, some funds will be dedicated to the support of key
academic programs, and towards endowed scholarships.
A mild uproar occurred when rumors about Residential Learning Communities (RLCs)
were flying around campus. Talk of breaking up Sobrato, and having freshman and seniors
live in the same community caused much discussion. The news was that the RLCs are now
becoming a hilly integrated program in which students can be a part of their community
throughout their entire academic career. To accommodate this change and the increased
demand for housing, an expansion is being tacked on to the back of Casa Italiana, and the
front building of Sobrato will be broken up into suites designed to house underclassmen for
the first time.
• Casa Italiana receives a face lift this year as construction of the addition begins in mid-fall. The
construction is to be finished by the start of the 2003-2004 in which it will house freshmen through
seniors taking part in the new DaVinci learning community. »Aly Wagner passes the ball to a
teammate preventing a University of North Carolina player from stealing possession. Santa
Clara beat UNC in the semi finals, and battled Portland for the championship, losing in double
overtime. • While traveling around beautiful Ireland, Talia Smith and Lisa Connolly made a trip
out to the Cliffs of Moher. Smith and Connolly were two of the many students who studied
abroad this year.
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As the year came to a close, we were all preoccupied with so many aspects of our lives at Santa Clara. When we began the
year, we each had aspirations for what we wanted to accomplish. Some students hoped for grades, others hoped to improve
their skills in a certain sport, while still others hoped to get a job after graduation in a declining economy, beginning the
next phase of their lives. The Jesuit tradition of excellence became a part of these goals, whether on purpose or by chance.
No one was left untouched.
The Jesuit tradition through competence, conscience, and compassion taught us to be persons for others, concerned with a
just and humane world. We were not simply given an education at Santa Clara, we were molded into distinct individuals.
We were not simply urged to excel in life, we were prompted to become leaders who would shape societyfor a better world.
Through the year we learned about ourselves, our community and the world around us. We held our memories close to our
hearts. In someform, great or small, Santa Clara taught each of us something we will take with us forever beyond these
walls. No matter how individual we may seem, we are all part ofa larger community. A community of scholars. A com-
munity offaith. A community ofjustice.
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